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Cover Picture Captions

Picture 1.

Silicon and Oxygen are the most abundant elements on the surface of the earth. When combined

chemically, they form quartz - in the fine form, sand.

Picture 2.

Purified single crystal silicon is the underlying material supporting the silicon integrated circuit

industry, a major technology driver in today’s modem economies (photo of silicon ingot courtesy

ofMEMO).

Picture 3.

Silicon integrated circuits - active transistor switches and amplifiers, passive components, and

many layers of dense interconnecting wiring are formed by complex processing on silicon wafers

(photo of silicon integrated circuit wafer courtesy of Austria Mikro System International AG).

Picture 4 and 5.

Metrology is critical to the successful processing of silicon into integrated circuits. Two exam-

ples are: Picture 4, the image of a critical dimensional artifact obtained with a calibrated atomic

force microscope (CAFM); and Picture 5, an X-ray tomograph of a wiring interconnect. Both

projects are progressing at NIST and are among those described in this document.
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Disclaimer: Certain commercial equipment and/or software are identified in this report to adequately

describe the experimental procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement

by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the equipment and/or

software identified is necessarily the best available for the purpose.

References: References made the International Technology Roadmapfor Semiconductors (ITRS) apply

to the most recent edition, dated 1999. This document is available from the Semiconductor Industry

Association (SIA), 181 Metro Drive, Suite 450, San Jose, CA 95110, phone: (408) 436-6600; fax: (408)

436-6646.

Appendices: The reader will notice that there are acronyms and abbreviations throughout this document

that are not spelled out due to space limitations. To enable the reader to learn more about these acronyms

and abbreviations, we have included an appendix toward the back including an acronyms/abbreviations

list. We have also included a list of the NISMP projects, which demonstrates the synergism resulting

through this matrix-managed program.
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I. Welcome and Introduction

Welcome
The microelectronics industry supplies vital components to the electronics industry and to the U.S.

economy, enabling rapid improvements in productivity and in new high technology growth industries

such as electronic commerce and biotechnology. The National Institute of Standards and Technology,

NIST, in fulfilling its mission of strengthening the U.S. economy, works with industry to develop and

apply technology, measurements and standards; and applies substantial efforts on behalf of the semicon-

ductor industry and its infrastructure. This report describes the many projects being conducted at NIST
that constitute that effort.

Historical Perspective

NIST’s predecessor, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), began work in the mid- 1950’s to meet the

measurement needs of the infant semiconductor industry. While this was initially focused on transistor

applications in other government agencies, in the early 1960’s the Bureau sought industry guidance from

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the (U.S.) Electronic Industries Association

(ElA). ASTM’s top priority was the accurate measurement of silicon resistivity. NBS scientists developed

a practical non-destructive method ten times more precise than previous destructive methods. The method

is the basis for five industrial standards and for resistivity standard reference materials widely used to

calibrate the industry’s measurement instruments. The second project, recommended by a panel of E1A

experts, addressed the “second breakdown” failure mechanism of transistors. The results of this project

have been widely applied, including solving a problem in main engine control responsible for delaying

the launch of a space shuttle.

From these beginnings, by 1980 the semiconductor metrology program had grown to employ a staff of

sixty with a $6 million budget, mostly from a variety of other government agencies. Congressional

funding in that year gave NBS the internal means to maintain its semiconductor metrology work. Meeting

industrial needs remained the most important guide for managing the program.

Industrial Metrology Needs

By the late 1980’s, NBS (now NIST) recognized that the semiconductor industry was applying a much

wider range of science and engineering technology than the existing NIST program was designed to

cover. The necessary expertise existed at NIST, but in other parts of the organization. In 1991, NIST

established the Office of Microelectronics Programs (OMP) to coordinate and fund metrological research

and development across the agency, and to provide the industry with easy single point access to NIST’s

widespread projects. Roadmaps developed by the (U.S.) Semiconductor Industry Association (SLA) have

independently identified the broad technological coverage and growing industrial needs for NIST’s

semiconductor metrology developments. As the available funding and the scope of the activities grew, the

collective name became the National Semiconductor Metrology Program (NSMP), operated by the OMP.

The NSMP has stimulated a greater interest in semiconductor metrology, motivating most of NIST’s

laboratories to launch additional projects of their own and to cost-share OMP-funded projects. The

projects described in this book represent this broader portfolio of microelectronics projects. Most, but not

all, of the projects described are partially funded by the NSMP, which provided a $12 million budget in

fiscal year 200 1

.

Fostering NIST’s Relationships with the Industry

NIST’s relationships with the SIA, International SEMATECH, and the Semiconductor Research Corpora-

tion (SRC) are also coordinated through the OMP. Staff from OMP represent NIST on the SLA commit-

tees that develop the Internationa! Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) as well as on

numerous SRC Technical Advisory Boards. OMP staff are also active in the semiconductor standards

development work of the ASTM, the Deutsches Institut fur Normung (DIN), the EIA, the International
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Organization for Standardization (ISO), and Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International

(SEMI).

Learn More about Semiconductor Metrology at NIST
This publication provides summaries of NIST’s metrology projects for the silicon semiconductor industry

and their suppliers of materials and manufacturing equipment. Each project responds to one or more

metrology requirements identified by the industry in sources such as the ITRS. NIST is committed to

listening to the needs of industry, working with industry representatives to establish priorities, and

responding where resources permit with effective measurement technology and services. For further

information, please contact NIST as follows:

Office of Microelectronic Programs

National Institute of Standards and Technology

100 Bureau Drive

Building 225, Room A3 17, Mail Stop 8101

Gaithersburg, MD 20899-8101

Telephone: (301)975-4400

Fax: (301) 975-6513

e-mail: nsmp@nist.gov

Internet: http://www.eeeI.nist.aov/omp

fMtsr
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II. Office of Microelectronics Programs Organization
KNIGHT. Stephen (Director)

(301)975-2871 Stephen,knighty? nlst .go\

BUCKLEY, Michele L (Secretary)

(301)975-4400 michele.huckleyifi'.nsit.gox-

MARTINEZ DE PENILLOS, Joaquin V. (Senior Scientist)

(301) 975-8125 iack.martinezY-inist.gov

SCACE, Robert 1. (Guest Researcher/Contractor)

(301) 975-5198 robert.scace unisi..go\

BELZER, Barbara J. (Technical Staff Assistant- PT)

(301) 975-2248 barbara .belzerfenist.gov

Back Row: Stephen Knight, Joaquin Martinez de Pinillos, Robert Scace
Front Row: Barbara Beizer and Michele Buckley
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A. Lithography Metrology Program
Advances in lithography have largely driven the spectacular productivity improvements of the integrated

circuit industry, a steady quadrupling of active components per chip every three years over the past

several decades. This continual scaling down of transistor dimensions has allowed more and more

components on a chip, lowered the power consumption per transistor, and increased the speed of the

circuitry. The shrinking of device dimensions has been accomplished by shortening the wavelength of the

radiation used by the lithography exposure tools. The industry at this point has moved into the deep

ultraviolet (DUV) spectrum. Currently, exposure tools operating at 193 nm are being introduced, and

exposure tools operating at 157 nm are in development. Looking beyond the deep ultraviolet, extreme

ultraviolet radiation (EUV) at 13 nm is being investigated, and demonstration tools are being designed

and assembled. The overall goal of this task is to support these developments in DUV and EUV. The

areas of emphasis are lens materials, laser calorimetry, radiation detector sensitivity and damage, EUV
lens metrology, and metrology for the development of advanced photoresist materials.

isjisr
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Metrology Supporting Deep Ultraviolet

Lithography

Technical Contacts:

J. Burnett, M. Dowell, R. Gupta, T. Scott, T.

Lucatorto

Objective:

Develop solutions to key metrology issues

confronting the semiconductor lithography

industry. These include development of

measurement methods and standards for

characterizing deep ultraviolet (DUV) laser

sources, detectors, and materials. One focus is on

delivering high-accuracy measurements of UV
detector parameters and materials properties of

immediate need by the industry. There is ongoing

activity in the following areas: standards

development, calibration services, characterization

of optical materials, sources, and detectors, in

addition to advising customers on in-house

measurements.

Customer Needs:

Increasing information technology requirements

have yielded a strong demand for faster logic

circuits and higher-density memory chips. This

demand has lead to the introduction of DUV laser-

based lithographic tools for semiconductor

manufacturing. These tools, which employ KrF

(248 nm) and ArF (193 nm) excimer lasers, have

led to an increased demand for accurate measure-

ments at DUV laser wavelengths. Next generation

tools employing F 2 (157 nm ) excimer lasers are

projected for insertion into production lines in

2003. To support these efforts, the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

with ISMT support, has initiated a DUV metrology

program focusing on the characterization of DUV
optical materials, sources, and detectors.

Accurate measurement methods and standards for

characterizing DUV laser sources, detectors, and

optical materials are critical in a number of

photolithography applications. Project members

work closely with industry to develop standards,

new technology, and appropriate measurement

techniques for DUV wavelength measurements.

These efforts include development work in the

following areas: characterization measurements of

optical materials, standards development, detector

National institute of Standards and Technology
Technology Administration, U S Deportment oi Commerce

studies, calibration services, and advising custom-

ers on in-house measurements. In particular,

accurate DUV measurements of optical materials

properties, such as the index of refraction, disper-

sion, temperature dependence, and stress depend-

ence, are critical to the design ofDUV photolitho-

graphy projection systems.

Technical Strategy:

Beginning with the first edition of the National

Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (NTRS)
in 1992, the semiconductor industry has made an
organized, concentrated effort to reduce the feature

sizes of integrated circuits. As a result, there has

been a continual shift towards shorter exposure

wavelengths in the optical lithography process.

Because of their inherent characteristics, deep

ultraviolet (DUV) lasers, specifically KrF (248

nm) and ArF (193 nm), and more recently F2 (157

nm) excimer lasers, are the preferred sources for

high-resolution lithography at this time. To meet

the laser metrology needs of the optical lithogra-

phy community, NIST has developed primary

standards and associated measurement systems at

193 nm and 248 nm, and is in the process of

developing standards for 157 nm measurements.

Milestone: By 2002, develop a 157 nm excimer

laser primary standard and calibration service to

provide support for the next generation of optical

lithography.

In addition to existing DUV laser measurement

services, there is increasing demand for laser dose,

i.e., energy density measurements, where the

'

Fig. 1 . 193 nm excimer laser calorimeter

detector samples a fraction of the total laser beam.

Accurate laser dose measurements are important

because small area detectors are widely used to



monitor laser pulse energy density at the wafer

plane of a lithographic tool. Accurate measure-

ments of laser dose are especially crucial to the

development of new mask resist materials, since

lower dose requirements lead to greater wafer

throughput and also extend the lifetime of an

exposure tool’s optical components as well.

Milestone: By 2001, develop the capability at NIST

of calibration services for energy density’ (dose)

meters at 248 nm and 193 nm.

High-accuracy measurements of the index proper-

ties ofUV materials is a requirement for the design

ofDUV lithography systems. To meet this demand

NIST has developed methods to make measure-

ments of the DUV refractive index, as well as its

wavelength, temperature, and stress dependencies

to the high accuracy needed. Index variations have

become a limiting factor in the development of the

optics for lithography systems, escpecially at 157

nm. To address this problem we have developed

unique VUV polanmetry and Twyman-Green
interferometer systems to measure 157 nm index

variation in lens materials due both to external

stress and grown-in defects.

Milestone: By 2002, have capability of completely

characterizing index inhomogeneities of DUV
materials near 157 nm at the sub ppm level

.

There is an urgent need in the industry for evalua-

tion of stability of VUV detectors to be used for

transfer standards or for other applications in

various manufacturing processes. Using synchro-

tron radiation in conjunction with an excimer laser,

we measure the stability of these detectors over a

wide range in wavelength. We also intend to

extend the characterization of photodetectors at

157 nm to include evaluation of the stability of

photodiodes as a function of the intensity of the

irradiation excimer pulse. This will provide

important information regarding non-linear effects

in the response towards excimer radiation. We also

plan to characterize pyroelectric detectors using

synchrotron radiation and measure the stability of

such detectors towards excimer radiation.

Milestone: By 2002, complete characterization of

semiconductor and pyro-electric detectors in the

wavelength rangefrom 120 nm to 400 nm.

Accomplishments:

• 193 nm excimer laser power and energy

meter calibration services. With partial

support from ISMT, completed development of

a new DUV primary standard calorimeter for

measurement of 193 nm excimer laser pulse

energy. Established a new service to calibrate

customer power and energy meters for 193 nm
excimer lasers with an expanded unertamty of

~ 1 %.

Significance : Standards traceable to SI units for

DUV excimer laser pulse energy are important for

medical applications such as excimer laser eye

surgery, and for the semiconductor industry for

accurate process control in computer chip manu-

facturing.

• Characterization measurements of excimer

laser sources. We have developed beam
homogenization technique that can achieve

spatial beam uniformities of 1.5 % or less. In

addition, beam characterization measurements

have been performed that include: spatial

correlation measurements, and measurements of

ISO definitions of beam and plateau uniformity.

Significance: Laser beam characterization meas-

urements are critical in photolithography since

resolution requirements dictate beam uniformities

of 3 % or less.

a

Fig. 2. Beam profile taken with a pyroelec-

tric camera: ISO 13694 definition of beam
uniformity is a/mean.

• Detector damage testing and characterization

at 157 nm. We have evaluated the stability of

iMisr
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semiconductor diodes under irradiation from an

excimer laser operating at 157 nm. A new

facility at SURF III has been built that allows

simultaneous exposure of photodiodes to

excimer radiation and synchrotron radiation.

Measurements of the spectral responsivity can

be made in the spectral range from 120 nm to

320 nm with a relative standard uncertainty of

0.5 %. The intense, pulsed laser radiation was

used to expose the photodiodes for varying

amounts of accumulated irradiation whereas the

low intensity, continuously-tunable cw radiation

from the synchrotron source was used to

characterize the photodiodes. The changes in the

spectral responsivity of different lands of diodes

such as UV silicon, GaP, GaAsP, PtSi, diamond,

and GaN were measured for a large range of

total accumulated dose from an F 2 excimer laser

operating at 157 nm. Differing amounts of

changes were seen in different diodes depending

on the total excimer irradiation dose and they

showed different spectral changes in the

responsivity as well.

10 100 1000 10000 100000 1 0000

Dose (mJ/cm
2

)

Fig. 3. Photodiode Damage by 157

nm Laser

Significance : Yields important information about

the mechanism responsible for the degradation of

photodiodes and also for the suitability of use of

various kinds of detectors for different industrial

applications.

• Development of VUV transfer standards. We
have also constructed and characterized a probe

that is suitable for accurate measurements of

irradiance in the vacuum ultraviolet spectral

range. The probe consists of a PtSi detector

NIST
National Institute o# Standards and Technology

Technology Administration. U.S. Deportment of Commerce

behind a precision 5 mm aperture. The probe

was characterized at various wavelengths

ranging from 157 nm to 325 nm, encompassing

many of the important industrial application

wavelengths. The principle of measurement of

the irradiance is based on scanning fne probe in

a light field and measuring the spectral

responsivity on a grid with regular spacing.

Measurement of the spectral responsivity in the

center of the probe along with the integrated

total responsivity yields the spectral irradiance.

This method can alternatively be used to

calculate aperture areas as well by measuring the

ratio of the total responsivity and the

responsivity in the center.

Significance : Many industrial applications such as

UV curing, photolithography, or semiconductor

chip fabrication require accurate measurement of

the irradiance and would benefit from having such

a stable, accurate UV probe.

• Characterization of optical materials at

157 nm. We have made the first measurements

of the absolute index of refraction, its dispersion,

and its temperature dependence near 157 nm for

all the pnncipal materials that are currently

being considered for use in 157 nm
photolithography systems. Using unique UV
polanmetry and Twyman-Green interferometer

systems we developed, we made the first

measurements of the 157 nm stress-optical

coefficients and their dispersions of UV
materials.

Page 13



Significance : The index measurements first

demonstrated that by combining calcium fluoride

and barium fluoride elements, lens systems can be

made achromatic over the 157nm excimer laser

band width, thus allowing all-refractive system

designs. As a result of these measurements, this

all-refractive approach is now being pursued as an

option by several of the major lithography optics

companies. The birefringence measurements are

being used by the lithography optics designers to

determine the effect of grown-in stress on the

index properties of lens materials and to model the

effect of externally applied stress, e.g., lens mounts

and gravity, on the optical system performance.

• DUV excimer laser transmittance of optical

materials. Developed a measurement system

for the transmittance of optical materials (e.g.,

fused silica and calcium fluoride) using a 193

nm excimer laser. Measurements are performed

in a nitrogen gas environment with an expanded

uncertainty of < 1 %, and are available to

customers as a special test. (Collaboration with

NIST Division 844 and MIT Lincoln

Laboratory).

Calibration of irradiance Meter sti 1 57 nm
(SX1 V-IOO photodiode with 5 mm aperture)

Fig. 5. Spatial resposivity of an irradiance

meter measured with 1 57 nm with pencil

beam from SURF.

Significance: Applications for 193 nm excimer

lasers require accurate transmittance measurements

of system components to assure performance and

to meet design tolerances. Industry measurements

of transmittance using both excimer lasers and

traditional spectrophotometers show considerable

disagreements (~ 5 %)

Collaborations:

Coming, Inc. (John Burnett)

International Radiation Detectors (Rajeev Gupta

and Marla Dowell)

Molectron Detector (Marla Dowell)

MIT Lincoln Laboratory (John Burnett, Marla

Dowell, and Rajeev Gupta)

External Recognition

Invited Talk: "Index Properties of 157 nm Materi-

als", ISMT 157 nm Technical Data Review, San

Diego, 15 November 2000. (John Burnett)

Invited Talk: “From Eyeballs to Microchips: Laser

Metrology at NIST”, Colorado Science Conven-

tion, Denver, CO, September 29, 2000. (Marla

Dowell)

Invited Talk: “DUV Laser Metrology at NIST”,

1999 Optical Properties of Materials NIST-
Industry Consortium Workshop, Gaithersburg,

MD, December 6, 1999. (Marla Dowell)

Invited Talk: “Detector and Material Characteriza-

tion Using Synchrotron Radiation”, International

Symposium on 157 nm Lithography, May 1999,

Dana Point, CA. (Rajeev Gupta)

Award: Department of Commerce Silver Medal.

(John Burnett and Rajeev Gupta)

Award: Judson C. French Award. (Marla Dowell,

Rod Leonhardt, David Livigm, and Chris Cromer)

Publications

“Pulsed-laser Metrology at NIST” Marla Dowell,

Optics and Photonics News (February 2001) 28.

“The Power of Light: Choosing the Right Detector

is key to accurate beam power measurements”

Marla Dowell, OE Magazine (January 2001) 56.

“New Developments in Deep Ultraviolet Laser

Metrology for Photolithography” M. L. Dowell, C.

L. Cromer, R. D. Jones, D. A. Keenan, and T. R.

Scott, Characterization and Metrology for ULSI
Technology: 2000, D. G. Seiler, A. C. Diebold, T.

J. Shaffner, R. McDonald, W. M. Bullis, P. J.

MIS”
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Smith, and E. M. Secula, Eds. (AIP, New York,

2001), pp. 391-394.

“New Developments in Deep Ultraviolet Laser

Metrology for Photolithography” M. L. Dowell, C.

L. Cromer, R. D. Jones, D. A. Keenan, and T. R.

Scott, Society of Manufacturing Engineers Techni-

cal Note Paper MS00-236 (2000).

Characterization of materials using an ultraviolet

radiometric beamline at SURF ID, P.-S. Shaw, R.

Gupta, T.A. Germer, U. Arp, T. Lucatorto, and

K.R. Lykke, Metrologia, 37, 551 (2000)

“The New DUV Spectral Responsivity Scale

Based on Cryogenic Radiometry at SURF III”,

Ping-Shine Shaw, Thomas C. Larason, Rajeev

Gupta, Steven W. Brown, Robert E. Vest, and

Keith R. Lykke, submitted to Review of Scientific

Instruments.

“Improved Near-Infrared Spectral Responsivity

Scale”, Ping-Shine Shaw, Thomas C. Larason,

Rajeev Gupta, Steven W. Brown, and Keith R.

Lykke, to be published in J. Res. Natl. Inst. Stand.

Technol.

“Material and Detector Characterization for DUV
and VUV Lithography”, Rajeev Gupta, Lambda
Physik Highlights, 56, 6 (2000)

“The New UV Radiometry Facility at SURF”, P.S.

Shaw, K.R. Lykke, R. Gupta, U. Arp, and T.B.

Lucatorto, SR199: Eleventh US National Confer-

ence, AIP Conference Proceedings 521, 81 (1999).

“Detector and Material Characterization for

Lithography in the VUV Spectral Range”, Rajeev

Gupta, John Burnett, and Vladimir Liebermann,

Future Fab International, July 2000.
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Metrology Supporting Extreme Ultraviolet

Lithography

Technical Contacts:

T. Lucatorto, A. Davies

Objective:

Provide leading-edge metrology for the develop-

ment and characterization of optical components

and detectors used in extreme ultraviolet lithogra-

phy (EUVL).

Customer Needs

As the features and design rules of the components

used in semiconductor chips continue to shrink, we
approach the limit at which the diffraction of the

DUV used for the lithography will prevent further

reduction of the dimensions. Thus, within the next

few years, the industry will need to identify a

suitable “new generation lithography” (NGL)
beyond the current DUV-based tools. A leading

contender for the NGL is EUVL. In this country its

development is being intensely pursued by the

EUV-Limited Liability Corporation (EUV-LLC).

High resolution imaging with EUV radiation was

not possible until the development of multilayer

EUV mirrors in the early 80s. This development

has spawned the relatively new field ofEUV optics

and its associated set of new metrological chal-

lenges. Among these are the following: 1) nanome-

ter level optical figure measurement; 2) precise

EUV reflectivity maps; 3) EUV dosimetry; and 4)

EUV multilayer endurance testing.

Technical Strategy:

1) Nanometer level optical figure measure-

ment.

The approach to measurement of optical figure is

to use phase measuring interferometry (PMI).

Commercially available phase measuring interfer-

ometers (PMIs) can be extremely repeatable; an

array of techniques, including some developed in

this program, are now available for separation of

part errors from the signature of the instrument - at

least for some classes of surface. Such approaches

have shown that they can provide measurement

uncertainties of the order of 1 nm for flats and near

flats.

fSJISF
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For the measurement of aspheric optics (i.e.,

systematic deviations from a base sphere), such as

those needed for EUVL, there are some basic

limitations to the potential of the commercially

available PMIs. Concepts for a system combining a

PMI with high precision slideways have been

developed and implemented (in collaboration with

an industrial vendor) in a new measurement

capability, known as the NIST X-ray Optics

Calibration Interferometer (XCAL1BIR). The goal

is 0.25 nm rms uncertainty in measurement of

aspheric optics up to 300 mm diameter with focal

lengths up to 2 meters. XCALIBIR designed to

have the flexibility to measure flats, spherical, and

aspheric optics was installed at NIST in the fourth

quarter of FY99; a calibration service will be

developed based on this capability.

A critical part of the uncertainty evaluation of an

ultra-precision interferometric measurement is a

ray-trace evaluation of the test. The uncertainty in

the radius of curvature of spherical optics in the

test, limits the accuracy of the models. Currently

NIST offers no measurement service for radii.

XCALIBIR is being used to provide state-of-the-

art radius of curvature measurements to address

this problem.

Lithography at EUV wavelengths also leads to

challenging tolerances for the photomask. The
mask is the optical element containing the desired

wafer pattern; lithography is accomplished by

Fig. 1. XCALIBIR
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projecting the image of the pattern onto the resist-

coated wafer with a several-fold reduction in

magnification. Current EUVL designs call for a

mask blank flatness of 50 nm. Proposed substrate

materials are transparent in the visible and nearly

opposing parallel forces, which makes surface

flatness metrology difficult with traditional phase

measuring interferometry. We are developmg non-

traditional flatness measurements such as the

Ritchey-Common test for these substrates.

XCALIBIR can also be used in a reduced coher-

ence mode to measure flatness of parallel win-

dows. Lastly, we are developing a coronograph-

like variation of PMI for detecting localized

defects on these substrates.

2) Precise EUV reflectivity maps.

The present EUV Reflectometry Facility is a

multipurpose beamhne covering the 3 nm to 40 nm
(400 eV to 30 eV) spectral range. Although

dedicated to serving the EUV optics community by

providing accurate measurements of multilayer

mirror reflectivities, this facility has been used for

many other types of measurements since its

commissioning in early 1993. Among the other

measurements performed recently are grating

efficiencies, photocathode conversion efficiencies,

phosphor conversion efficiencies, film dosimetry,

and determination ofEUV optical constants though

angle-dependent reflectance measurements.

The EUV reflectometry beamline consists of a

grazing incidence, varied line space grating

monochromator and a recently installed sample

chamber able to accept samples up to 40 cm in

diameter and 40 kg in mass. The sample chamber

is shown in Fig. 2. It has six axes of sample

motion and two axes of detector motion. This,

coupled with the large size, will allow us to make
full reflectivity maps of the surfaces of all the

optics currently planned for EUVL stepper

systems, as well as mirrors for EUV telescopes.

The monochromator consists of collection optics,

two varied-line-spaced gratings, and a scanning

mirror. SURF III is an ideal source for absolute

reflectance measurements. Although not a high-

bnghtness source relative to third-generation

storage rings, the small radius allows us to collect a

large solid angle, and therefore we still have a

dynamic range of five orders of magnitude.

Moreover, SURF IE is capable of operating at

different electron-beam energies from 1 80 MeV to

400 MeV, allowing us to tune the peak output

energy to our particular measurements, thus

reducing uncertainties due to multiple-order and

scattered light. This allows us to cover wave-

lengths from 3 nm to 40 nm, virtually the entire

range at which normal-incidence multilayers

reflect.

Figure 3 shows the reflectance-vs-position of a 20

cm multilayer mirror. This mirror is more than

twice the diameter of the largest mirror we had

measured six months ago.

3) EUV dosimetry.

NIST is the primary source for the radiometric

calibration of detectors from the infrared to the soft

x-ray regions of the spectrum. Presently, we have a
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special project funded by the OMP for the calibra-

tion of DUV detectors. (See “Deep Ultraviolet

Lithography for Semiconductor Photolithogra-

phy.”) NIST is presently expanding its capabilities

to include the special requirements for the calibra-

tion of detectors of pulsed EUV radiation.

This year we have constructed a laser-produced-

plasma (LPP) source similar to the one used for

EUVL. It consists of a Nd:YAG laser that is

focussed onto Kr that has been introduced into the

vacuum through a pulsed valve. Depending on

conditions, the Kr either forms clusters of a few

million atoms or droplets a few pm in diameter.

These are of solid density, thereby giving the high

conversion efficiency of solids without the debris

problems. We have also obtained prototype

detectors to be used at the wafer plane of an EUVL
stepper to monitor intensity and uniformity of the

illumination of the wafer. Using our existing EUV
facility at SURF HI and various short-pulse

systems in the visible, we are in the process of

developing a method to make the necessary

pulsed-EUV calibrations in our LPP system.

Accomplishments:

1. XCALIBIR is in the final commissioning

phase.

2. We have developed radii of curvature meas-

urements on XCALIBIR and demonstrated

measurement reproducibility at the 10 nm2

level when measuring a nominal 25 mm ra-

dius-of-curvature artifact. We have identified

a previously unknown sensitivity of the meas-

urement to wavefront characteristics of the

PMI that leads to systematic effects on the or-

der of fractions of a micrometer.

3. We have developed a methodology for arriving

at an unbiased estimate of the root-mean-

square surface departure from an optical test

and the associated uncertainty.

4. The Ritchey-Common test configuration for

flatness measurements of photomask blanks

has been demonstrated.

5. The new Reflectometer has been delivered and

commissioned. We have begun measurements

on larger samples than ever before.

6. We have built a laser-produced-plasma light

source and are in the final stages of performing

measurements of pulsed EUV dosimeters pro-

vided by EUVL researchers.

Future Plans:

1) Nanometer level optical figure measure-

ment.

The first self-calibration test will be carried out on

XCALIBIR by fourth quarter FY01. This test will

determine the figure errors on three 300 mm
optical flats.

NIST will carry out figure measurements on EUV
lithography mask blanks through a collaboration

with Schott. The blanks will be measured in the

Ritchey-Common configuration and with

XCALIBIR using a short coherence length source.

A coronograph-like interferometric test will be

explored for identifying localized defects on these

substrates.

2) Precise EUV reflectivity maps.

We are expecting the EUV-LLC to send us at least

two large, curved optics, the Cl optic from the

Engineering Test Stand and the MET1 optic from

the MicroExposure Tool. Ours is the only facility

in the US capable of measuring these pieces.

Successful demonstration of our capabilities will

likely lead to the LLC sending us more samples.

3) EUV dosimetry.

We expect to complete our pulsed EUV calibration

of the EUVL dosimeter. Our successful comple-

tion of this project will likely lead to the LLC
sending us later prototypes.

3) Multilayer mirror endurance testing

One of the outstanding problems in commercializa-

tion of EUVL is damage to the multilayer coatings

of some of the optical elements. Mirrors must last

for months between servicing, however, two

factors lead to damage to the coatings after the

equivalent of a few minutes in a commercial

system. First, the system cannot be baked,

therefore there is a high concentration of water

vapor present; second the photoresist outgases,

leading to a significant amount of hydrocarbon in

the system. The first leads to oxidation of the top

Si layer, the second to cracking of carbon on the

surface.

A few mechanisms have been proposed for the

mitigation of contamination. We intend to investi-

NBT
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gate the microscopic causes of this contamination

in order to better predict the results of mitigation

methods.

Collaborations:

The optical figure metrology is done in collabora-

tion with SVG-Tinsley and Schott.

The reflectometry and pulsed dosimetry are being

done in collaboration with the Extreme Ultraviolet

Limited Liability Corporation.

Publications:

C. J. Evans, A. Davies, R. E. Parks, and L-Z. Shao,

“Interferometric Metrology of Photomask Blanks:

Approaches Using 633 nm Wavelength,” NISTIR

6701 (2000).

C. J. Evans, R. E. Parks, L-Z. Shao, T. Schmitz,

and A. Davies, “Interferometric Testing of Pho-

tomask Blank Flatness,” conference proceeding,

SPIE conference on Microlithography, February

(2001).

A Davies and M. Levenson, “Estimating the RMS
of a Wavefront and Its Uncertainty,” submitted to

Applied Optics for publication.

"Extreme-ultraviolet radiation transmission and

diffraction measurements of freestanding transmis-

sion gratings," D. R. McMullin, D. L. Judge, C.

Tarrio, and R. E. Vest, to be submitted to Review

of Scientific Instruments.

Presentations:

"New reflectometer chamber at the NIST/DARPA
EUV Reflectometry Facility," C. Tamo, L. Deng,

S. Grantham, U. Arp, and T. B. Lucatorto, to be

presented at 3-Beam Lithography Conference,

Washington, May, 2001

"Extreme-ultraviolet metrology at NIST," C.

Tarrio, R. E. Vest, and S. Grantham, invited talk to

be presented at SPIE, San Diego, July 2001

"Upgraded measurement chamber at the

NIST/DARPA EUV Reflectometry Facility," C.

Tarrio, L. Deng, S. Grantham, U. Arp, and T. B.

Lucatorto, invited talk to be presented at SPIE, San

Diego, July 2001.
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Lithographic Polymers

Technical Contacts:

Eric K. Lin ,
Christopher L. Soles, Wen-li Wu

“ Lithography continues to be the key enabler and

driver for semiconductor industry. The growth of

the industry has been the direct result of improved

lithographic resolution the key elements of the

lithography infrastructure include; —resist materi-

als —metrology equipment for critical dimension

(CD) and overlay control” the ITRS, 1999

edition, p. 143.

Objective:

To develop metrology for CD and roughness

characterization at the 100 nm technology node

and beyond. To identify and quantify material

attributes dictating line-edge roughness (LER) in

chemically amplified photoresists.

Customer Needs:

Photolithography remains the prevalent technology

to fabricate the smaller feature sizes needed in next

generation integrated circuits. The development of

advanced lithographic materials and processes

requires new metrology and fundamental scientific

understanding at length scales approaching the

characteristic size of an individual polymer

molecule.

Technical Strategy:

We apply high-resolution measurement methods

such as neutron reflectivity, x-ray reflectivity, and

small angle neutron scattering both to understand

fundamental materials and transport issues and to

characterize LER and CD in thin film polymer

photoresists. We are working closely with our

collaborators at IBM to apply high-resolution

metrology to address the most pressing issues in

the development of new photoresists. Our efforts

are focused in three general areas, the physical

properties of sub- 100 nm polymer films, the

transport of polymer chains and small molecule

components over nanometer distances, and the

structural characterization of lithographically

prepared structures.

Accomplishments:

We have developed the use of small angle neutron

scattering (SANS) as a new metrology tool for the

CD and LER characterizations of 130 nm litho-

graphic features. Unlike current microscopy-based

techniques, SANS has the advantages of measuring

the structure directly on a silicon wafer (silicon is

transparent to neutrons), becoming less technically

demanding as feature sizes decrease, and making

measurements non-destructively. We have

demonstrated nanometer precision in the average

width of a line and a methodology to extract the

average roughness or resolution of line structures.

In the area of polymer thin film physics, we have

performed x-ray reflectivity measurements to
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determine the thermal stability of a model thin film

polymer photoresist material,

poly(hydroxystyrene) (PHS) (Fig. 1). We found

that PHS polymer films exhibit an unusual

negative thermal expansion behavior when the film

thickness is less than 20 nm. Additionally, the

magnitude of the thermal expansion above the

glass transition temperature is suppressed as the

film becomes thinner. This behavior has important

implications in the stability and processing

windows of thin polymer photoresist films. We

NET
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are now exploring the origins of this thermal

expansion behavior as a function of polymer

molecular mass and polymer-substrate interaction

energy.

Future Plans:

To determine the feasibility of applying the SANS
based metrology for characterizing LER in terms

of both the sidewall roughness and the top surface

roughness. We are developing an integrated

program to correlate fundamental material and

transport issues with CD and LER control. Our

ability to measure the feature size and resolution of

the final structure precisely and quickly will be

analyzed using fundamental material information

obtained from our high-resolution measurements.

Collaborations:

Qinghuang Lin, Mane Angelopoulos (IBM, T. J.

Watson Research Center)

External Recognition:

Lin, E. K. Soles, C. L., Wu, W. L., Lin, Q. H., and

M. Angelopoulos, “Neutron Reflectivity Meas-

urements for the Interfacial Charactenzation of

Polymer Thin Film Photoresists,” 12th SPE
Photopolymer Conference, 2000, in press.

Publications:

Wu, W.-L.; Lin, E. K.; Lin, Q., and Angelopoulos,

M.,"Small Angle Neutron Scattering Measure-

ments of Nanoscale Lithographic Features.", J.

Appl. Phys. 88(12). (2000).

Wu, W. L.; Lin, E. K.; Lin, Q., and Angelopoulos,

M., "Small-Angle Neutron Scattering Measure-

ments for the Characterization of Lithographically

Prepared Structures", Proc. of the 2000 Inti. Conf.

on Charactenzation and Metrology for ULSI
Technology, AIP Conference Proceedings 550, p.

357-360. (2001).

Soles, C. L., Lin, E. K., Wu, W. L., Lin, Q. H., and

Angelopoulos, M., “Confinement Induced Devia-

tion in Ultra-thin Photoresist Films,” Proc. 12th

SPE Photopolymer Conference, 2000, in press.
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B. Critical Dimension and Overlay Metrology Program
The principal productivity driver for the semiconductor manufacturing industry has been the ability to

shrink linear dimensions. A key element of lithography is the ability to create reproducible undistorted

images, both for masks and the images projected by these masks onto semiconductor structures. Lithogra-

phy as a whole, fabricating the masks, printing and developing the images, and measuring the results,

currently constitutes ~35% of wafer processing costs. The overall task of the Critical Dimension and

Overlay Program is to assist the industry in providing the necessary metrology support for current and

future generations of lithography technology. These goals include advances in modeling, the provision of

next generation critical dimension and overlay artifacts, and comparisons of different critical dimension

and overlay measurement techniques.

Currently, resolution improvements have outpaced overlay and critical dimension measurement im-

provements. To maintain cost effectiveness significant advances must be made.

fsjfST Page 22
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Atom-Based Dimensional Metrology

Technical Contacts:

R.M. Silver

Objective:

To develop three dimensional structures of

controlled geometry whose dimensions can be

measured and traced directly to the intrinsic crystal

lattice. These samples are intended to be dimen-

sionally stable to allow transfer to other measure-

ment tools which can measure the artifacts with

dimensions known on the nanometer scale

Customer Needs:

NIST is responsible to U.S. industry for develop-

ing length intensive measurement capabilities and

calibration standards in the nanometer scale

regime. The new class of scanned probes have

unparalleled resolution and offer the most promise

for meetmg these future needs of the microelec-

tronics industry. One important application of the

high resolution SPM methods is in the develop-

ment of linewidth standards whose dimensions can

be measured and traced through the crystal lattice

from which they are made.

The work funded in this project is for the devel-

opment of atom-based linewidth standards to assist

in the calibration of linewidth metrology tools.

This effort is intended to enable the accurate

counting of atom spacings across a feature in a

controlled environment and to subsequently

transfer that artifact to other measuring instruments

as a structure with atomically known dimensions.

As critical dimensions continue to shrink, the

detailed atomic structure, such as edge roughness

or sidewall undercut, of the features to be meas-

ured occupies a larger portion of the measurement

uncertainty. Furthermore, particularly with SEMs,

the instrument response and the uncertainty in the

edge location within an intensity pattern becomes a

significant issue due to the increased sensitivity to

detailed elements of the edge detection model.

The complexity of these models and large com-

puter resources required for each individual

computation make the idea of having samples of

known geometry and width essential. This project

is intended to develop samples of known geometry

and atomic surface structure which will yield

measurements resulting in a specific number of

NIST
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atoms across the line feature or between features.

These samples will be measured in the UHV
environment and then stabilized and subsequently

transferred to other instruments.

There are three primary applications of this type of

artifact after it has been atomically counted. The
first method is the direct calibration in an SEM for

a product wafer whose geometry and material is

near to the structure of the atomically counted

sample. This method provides a direct calibration

of an SEM although it is important to keep in mind

that this calibration is valid only for the specific

materials and geometries of the atomically counted

sample. When using this method one perhaps

cannot obtain a complete instrument calibration

directly. However, when used in combination with

Monte Carlo simulation models, it may be possible

to calibrate the SEM over the entire range of

desired parameters with a traceable calibration

The second method, utilizes an AFM to calibrate

the SEMs with the AFM acting as an SEM
matching tool. In this method, the AFM is

calibrated with an atomically measured sample of

the desired geometry as the product wafer to be

measured by the SEMs. This sample only needs to

have similar geometry to the product wafer but

does require similarity in materials due to the

insensitivity of an AFM to materials variations.

The AFM which has been calibrated for a particu-

lar geometry by an atomic artifact can then transfer

that calibration to a product wafer of similar

geometry and any material such as photo resist,

resulting in a calibrated product wafer which can

then be transferred to calibrate an SEM. With this

technique the AFM is used exclusively in an SEM
matching/calibration mode. In addition, this

approach removes the need for AFM tip calibration

as long as the tip is not damaged during the

measurement process.

The third method uses the number of atoms

between features to determine the feature spacing.

This method can be used to make magnification

and pitch calibration standards based on the

intrinsic crystal lattice.

These methods of atom counting as outlined in this

report are non-destructive and are intended to yield

samples which can be measured by various

instruments such as an SEM and subsequently re-

measured atomically. This is a unique and
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important element of this work since there are no

other known methods which allow this kind of

atomic dimensional measurement without being

destructive. In addition this new method opens up

the possibilities of basing the measurement metric

on the intrinsic crystal lattice rather than an

external yard stick such as an interferometer or

CCD calibration.

Technical Strategy:

The technical work is focused into four thrust

areas. The first area is the development of meth-

ods to prepare photolithographically patterned

three-dimensional structures in semiconductor

materials. These structures must be prepared in

such materials as to allow the atomic surface

reconstruction of those features such that the

atomic order is commensurate with the underlying

crystal lattice.

The second thrust is the development of techniques

for the preparation of SPM tips with reproducible

geometries and the direct characterization of the

SPM tip geometry and dimensions on the atomic

scale. These well characterized tip probes can then

be used to measure the samples with photolitho-

graphically defined and canonically ordered

surfaces on the sub-nanometer length scale.

The third thrust is to develop Ptlr and W tips for

systematic measurements on atomically ordered

silicon and GaAs surfaces. We are developing the

SPM tip etching, field evaporation, and cleaning

procedures which reliably yield stable W tips and

produce atomic resolution on Si (7x7) surfaces.

The primary tools for direct tip characterization are

the FIFEM for 1 to 100 nm radii tips, and SEM
analysis for larger tip features

In parallel the fourth thrust we continuously make

a determination of the SPM performance in these

dimensional measurements and improve the

hardware through better vibration isolation,

electrical noise reduction, etc. The last component

of the work is to develop the methodology to

enable the transfer of atom-counted samples to

other measurement tools such as scanning electron

microscopes or atomic force microscopes.

The atom-based metrology effort is focusing on

developing artifacts which can be atom counted

and then measured in a number of different

metrology tools such as SEM and AFM. The

NIST
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integrity of the line geometry, such as side wall

angle, is crucial to having useful artifacts for

linewidth specimens. These edge geometry

requirements are not as stringent for the magnifica-

tion standards since feature symmetry is the most

crucial element in these measurements. The work

on linewidth artifacts, therefore, is focused on

reducing the process temperatures required for

atomic reconstructions. We have made wet

chemical processing fully operational and are

currently working on preparing atomically ordered

Si surfaces at significantly reduced temperatures.

For sample preparation, we are utilizing the

existing in-situ processing apparatus and tech-

niques from the UHV STM and concentrating on

the reproducible production of atomically ordered

Si surfaces and Si ( 1 1 1 ) step and terrace structures.

We have obtained atomically flat surfaces and are

now trying to get atomic order using the low

temperature wet chemical based methods. We
have a similar effort going on with GaAs which

will be very useful for AFM and optical CD
calibration. We have produced atomically ordered

surfaces of GaAs at far reduced temperatures and

will begin work shortly with patterned GaAs
linewidth samples. We have designed and pro-

cured a reticle to have the desired GaAs linewidth

features fabricated. The new reticle has been

received and we have begun processing new
patterned linewidth specimens.

The long term technical objective is the develop-

ment of in-situ stabilized, atomically ordered

surfaces which can be transferred to other meas-

urement instruments such as scanning electron

microscopes, AFMs, or optical metrology tools.

These nanometer scale standard artifacts with

atomically ordered surfaces will then act as

linewidth or magnification calibration samples.

Accomplishments:

Wafers from the NIST designed metrology reticle

set have arrived. The initial evaluation is very

promising and all four wafer flows yielded good

product wafers. These wafers contain the proto-

type test structures for overlay standards as well as

a comprehensive set of critical dimension and line

space arrays for general metrology purposes. The

silicon-etched silicon multi level features are

intended to provide long term stable artifacts for

calibration and the line arrays are test patterns for

atom-based dimensional metrology work.
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We have attempted our first direct measure of the

surface atom spacings based on a traceable

interferometer measurement. We have fitted our

UHV STM with a high accuracy sub-angstrom

resolution interferometer. We have closed the loop

and made our first atomic resolution measurements

with full interferometer length basis. The success-

ful completion of this aspect has enabled direct

distance determination with simple atomic count-

ing. We are in effect verifying the intrinsic ruler

accuracy.

New image recognition and quantitative image

analysis software has been developed by lead

analyst J. Jun of PED. This comprehensive

software package is based on the Matlab pro-

gramming language and tool set and allows the

evaluation of numerous effects on algorithm

performance. This package has been used to

quantify feature spacings and dimensions using our

new high resolution interferometer system. The

package has also been used in the quantification of

algorithm robustness for signal to noise effects.

This code has been used extensively to evaluate

and compare several cross-correlation methods.

The GaAs photomask has been received for the

new GaAs atom counted linewidth specimen. The

actual reticle design is that from quadrant 1 of the

silicon ISMT mask set repeated multiple times.

We are now making several small GaAs wafers

with this mask which should yield enough die to

perform a thorough set of experiments to verify the

process and demonstrate the method.

We have produced atomically ordered surfaces of

GaAs at far reduced temperatures and are now
working with patterned GaAs linewidth samples.

The new GaAs linewidth features have been

fabricated and we have successfully prepared As
capped samples without damaging the line geome-

try or integrity in any measurable way. These

samples have been processed using the complete

atomic surface preparation method, measured in

UHV and then allowed to oxidize to create a stable

surface for measurement in other tools. The

samples have now been measured m other tools

and the work is now focused on a quantitative

evaluation of the samples.

The ability to prepare atomically sharp tips in W
(1 1 1) has been demonstrated and the details of this

NIST
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methodology along with the new models we have

developed for analyzing sharpness are currently

being prepared as a journal article.

The first demonstration transfer has been attempted

between the NIST MBE system and the PED UHV
STM with minor difficulties which have been

addressed. The sample was maintained in a UHV
environment during the entire event.

Future Plans:

The ability to prepare atomically sharp tips in W
(111) has been demonstrated and the details of this

methodology along with the new models we have

developed for analyzing sharpness are currently

being prepared as a journal article. FY 2001

The first transfer has been demonstrated between

the NIST MBE system and the PED UHV STM
with minor difficulties which have been addressed.

The sample was maintained in a UHV environment

during the entire event. Further UHV sample

manipulation and preparation for transfer to other

systems and long term storage will now be investi-

gated. FY 2002

Develop improved methods for preparation of

photolithographically patterned three-dimensional

structures in silicon. These structures must be

prepared in such materials as to allow the atomic

surface reconstruction of those features such that

the atomic order is commensurate with the under-

lying crystal lattice. FY 2001.

We have developed techniques for the preparation

of SPM tips with reproducible geometries and the

direct characterization of the SPM tip geometry

and dimensions on the atomic scale. We are now
applying these ideas to FIM tips used in SEM
metrology. FY 2001

Develop methods for the first demonstration of

direct interferometer measurements of surface

atom spacings with a complete unbroken

uncertainty. Complete this link to develop an

unbroken traceability chain to the international unit

of length. FY 2002
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Collaborations:

ISMT, IBM, University of Maryland, Dept, of

Physics

External Recognition:

R. M. Silver et al, presentation for the “Best in

Length” series hosted by the NIST director, R.

Kammer.

Abstract submitted to ASPE, R.M. Silver and S.

Gonda, “A Tunable Diode Laser used for Sub

—

nanometer Resolution Interferometry on an STM”.

Publications:

P.V.M. Rao, C. Jensen, and R. M. Silver, “A
Generic Shape Model for STM Tip Geometry”, to

be submitted to Ultramicroscopy, (2001).

R. M. Silver, S. Gonda, C. Jensen, and L. Howard,

“A New Tunable Diode Laser Method for sub

—

nanometer Resolution Interferometry”, to be

submitted to Applied Optics, 200 1

.
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Scanning Electron Microscope-Based

Dimensional Metrology

Technical Contacts:

A.E. lladar and M. T. Postek

“Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) -continues

to provide at-Iine and inline imaging ... and CD
measurements... Improvements are needed ... at or

beyond the lOOnm generation. Determination of

3D sidewall shape... will require continuing

advances in existing microscopy.” ITRS, 1999

Objective:

To provide the microelectronics industry with

highly accurate SEM measurement and modeling

methods for shape-sensitive measurements and

relevant calibration standards with nm-level

resolution. Carry out SEM metrology

instrumentation development, including

improvements in electron gun, detection, sample

stage and vacuum system. Conduct research and

development of new metrology techniques using

digital imaging and networked measurement tools.

Customer Needs:

The scanning electron microscope is used exten-

sively in many types of industry, including the

more than 200 billion dollar semiconductor

industry, in the manufacture and quality control of

semiconductor devices. The International Technol-

ogy Roadmap for Semiconductors targets SEMs as

the metrology tool of choice for use in semicon-

ductor production up through at least the year

2005. The industry needs SEM standard artifacts,

specifically those related to instrument magnifica-

tion calibration, performance and the measurement

of lmewidth. This entails a multidimensional

program including: artifact fabrication, understand-

ing the function and signal generation in the SEM,
electron beam interaction modeling, developing

NIST metrology instruments for the certification of

standards, and developing the necessary artifacts

and calibration procedures.

The manufacturing of present-day integrated

circuits requires that certain measurements be

made of close to 100 nm structures composing the

device with a high degree of precision. The

accuracy of these measurements is also important,

but more so in process development and pilot lines.

NIST
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The measurements of minimum feature sizes

known as critical dimensions (CD) are made to

ensure proper device operation. The U.S. industry

needs high-precision, accurate, shape-sensitive

dimension measurement methods and relevant

calibration standards. The SEM Metrology Project

supports all aspects of this need since scanning

electron microscopy is the major microscopic

technique used for this sub-micrometer metrology.

Fig. 1. The new RM 8091 Sharpness
Reference Material

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the SEM
Sentinel system (left) Resolution im-

provement with sharp tip (right)

Technical Strategy:

The Scanning Electron Microscope Metrology

Project is a multidimensional project. It is being

executed through several thrusts fully supported by

the semiconductor industry through the interaction

with ISMT.

SEM Magnification Calibration Artifacts:

Primary to SEM dimensional metrology is the
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calibration of the magnification of the instrument.

Standard Reference Material (SRM) 2090 is an

SEM magnification standard that will function at

the low beam voltages used in the semiconductor

industry and high beam voltages used in other

forms of microscopy. A prototype with 200

nanometer lines and spaces was fabncated by the

Nanofabrication Facility at Cornell University as a

proof of concept and was used in a round robin

study that clearly demonstrated the need for this

standard. Texas Instruments was contracted to

supply the first production run of the artifact with

1 00 nanometer lines and spaces and delivered over

180 of these artifacts. In order to speed the avail-

ability of this artifact to the industry (while the

final certification details are being completed) the

artifact has been released to the industry as

Reference Material (RM) 8090.

SEM Performance Measurement Artifact: This

effort includes the development of the Reference

Material (RM) 8091 and evaluation procedures

suitable for correctly measuring image sharpness

of scanning electron microscopes, especially of

those that are used in the semiconductor industry.

The performance characteristics of the SEM are

particularly important to precise and accurate

measurements on the semiconductor processing

line. NIST has demonstrated that a critical dimen-

sion scanning electron microscope functioning

poorly can measure the dimensions 5 nm or more

larger than the same instrument functioning

optimally. For reliable image sharpness measure-

ments a suitable sample with small features is

needed.

SEM Linewidth Measurement Artifacts:

Artifacts that are characterized and calibrated to

the required small levels of uncertainty were and

are in the focal point of the IC industry’s dimen-

sional metrology needs. Therefore, at NIST, it has

been a mission in long existence to develop and

deliver appropriate samples. For a long time the

possibilities were limited by the lack of various

technologies available, especially the development

of accurate modeling methods were required. NIST
though several years of systematic efforts, devel-

oped Monte Carlo simulation-based modeling

methods that can deliver excellent results. These

new methods can deduce the shape of integrated

circuit structures from top-down view images

through modeling and library-based measurement

techniques with few nm accuracy. NIST in several
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publications demonstrated the possibilities and

described the power of this measuring approach.

Based on the newest results, now it is becoming

possible to start to develop the long-awaited

relevant linewidth standard for the semiconductor

industry. Reference Material 8120 linewidth

samples will be a relevant sample on a 200 mm Si

wafer with polySi features with sizes from 1 pm to

down to 140 nm. Standard Reference Material

2120 is going to be the calibrated, traceable

version for linewidth measurements. This work is

being carried out in cooperation with ISMT.

Accomplishments:

SEM Magnification Calibration Artifacts:

Samples for Reference Material 8090 and the

certified traceable version, the Standard Reference

Material 2090 are being made with UV light

lithography through a contract with Maxim Corp.

The use of conventional lithography and a some-

what modified design gives a chance for large

amount of good quality samples. Because of the

limitations of the technology, it is not possible to

produce the finest lines with 100 nm width and

with 200 nm pitch values of the original prototype.

Instead 200 nm wide lines with 400 nm pitch will

be available. The features on the conductive

Silicon wafer will be formed from polySilicon

material. These samples will give suitable contrast

in any SEM to allow the user to set the magnifica-

tion of the instrument from the smallest to the

highest magnifications.

SEM Performance Measurements: After

comprehensive studies and experiments a plasma-

etching silicon called "grass" was chosen as a RM
8091. This sample has 5-25 nm size structures as it

is illustrated in Fig. 1. 15 pieces of prototype RM
8091 were delivered to ISMT for testing and

evaluation by the member companies, and 75

additional samples will be delivered soon to the

Office of Standard Reference Materials (OSRM).
RM 8091 and the evaluation procedure have been

developed to monitor (or compare) SEM image

quality. The NIST kurtosis method, Spectel

Company’s analysis system called SEM Monitor,

and University of Tennessee’s SMART algorithm

can be used with RM 809 1 . An effort is underway

to produce more of these samples in full wafer-

sized format.

SEM Linewidth Measurement Artifacts: The

development of accurate modeling methods are in
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progress. The design of ISMT/NIST mask has been

completed; the fabrication of the mask is being

done. The first good quality wafers are expected to

be made before the end of June 2001 . It is conceiv-

able that by the end of the year 200 1 the Reference

Material 8120 linewidth samples will be available

for industrial evaluation. This work is being earned

out in close cooperation with ISMT.

Future Plans:

• Issuance of RM 8090 and SRM 2090

magnification calibration artifacts.

• Issuance of RM 8120 linewidth Reference

Material as a 200 mm Si wafer. Carrying out the

development work, including thorough modeling

and preliminary measurements needed for the

certified traceable version, the Standard

Reference Material 2120.

• Completion of the development of the ultra-high

resolution nano-tip electron gun for the ISMT
CD SEMs project.

• Proposal development and initiation of a

feasibility study of overlay metrology done with

SEMs.

Collaborations:

ISMT, Austin, TX
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Optical-Based Dimensional Metrology

Technical Contacts:

R. Silver, J. Potzick, and T. Doiron

Objective:

Provide technological leadership to semiconductor

and equipment manufacturers and other

government agencies by developing and evaluating

the methods, tools, and artifacts needed to apply

optical techniques to the metrology needs of

semiconductor microlithography. One specific

goal is to provide the customer with the techniques

and standards needed to make traceable

dimensional measurements, where appropriate, at

his or her facility. The industry focus areas of this

project are primarily the optical based methods

used in overlay metrology and photomask critical

dimension metrology as well as needs for high-

accuracy two-dimensional placement metrology.

Customer Needs:

Tighter tolerances on CD measurements in

photomask and wafer production place increasing

demands on photomask hnewidth accuracy and on

overlay tolerances. NIST has a comprehensive

program to both support and advance the optical

techniques needed to make these overlay and

pohotomask critical dimension measurements.

In addition, improved two-dimensional measure-

ment techniques and standards are needed for

measuring and controlling overlay capabilities of

steppers and mask-making tools under develop-

ment. Overlay is listed in Table 38, page 145 of

the 1999 sia ITRS as a difficult challenge for both

>100 nm and <100 nm processes, and states that

overlay improvements have not kept pace with

resolution improvements and will be inadequate

for ground rules less than 100 nm. Also overlay

over large field sizes will continue to be a major

concern for sub- 130 nm lithography. It also shows,

in Table 41, pages 150-151, that two-point place-

ment accuracy is and will be a critical issue for

rules at 1 65 nm and less.

Technical Strategy:

There are three main strategic technical compo-

nents of this project. The first is the continuous

development of the NIST overlay metrology tool,

measurement methods to obtain uncertainties

NIST
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comparable or better than the best industry overlay

tools, and standards to support and calibrate these

tools. The second component is the ultra violet

transmission microscope, calibration of SRMs
2059 and 2800, and the development of calibration

methods to obtain measurement uncertainties

adequate to meet industry needs. The third

component is the development of two-dimensional

grid calibration standards and associated measure-

ment techniques, including statistical analysis and

CCD charactenzation as used by industry. These

individual technical strategies for these compo-

nents are described in more detail next.

The technical strategy for overlay metrology is

divided into two segments: 1) instrumentation

development and overlay metrology methodology

Fig. 1 Comparison of measurements on
SRM 2800 from the NIST UV Microscope

(used for the SRM calibrations) and the

traceable NIST Linescale Interferometer.

and 2) design and calibration of standard artifacts.

Pattern placement and overlay of the various

lithographic levels is monitored with a series of

targets, each in a different plane. The overlay

offset is then obtained by optical measurements

with a determination of the relative target center-

lines. Any misalignment in the overlay metrology

system will translate into an artificial overlay

offset, referred to as tool induced shift (TIS).

Additionally, there are residual errors caused by

asymmetries in the target edges or covering layers

(resist) known as wafer induced shift (WIS). A set

of standard artifacts and procedures, under devel-

opment at NIST, is designed to assist in aligning

overlay measurement systems and eliminating TIS.
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After alignment, the tool must then be calibrated

with standard artifacts to yield accurate overlay

offsets.

The measurement system used in this component is

an optical reflection mode instrument, operational

in either a bright field or confocal mode, with

interferometry on three orthogonal axes also

capable of monitoring the stage tilt. Additional

hardware capabilities include the options to scan

the sample while acquinng data with an on-axis

photometer or high resolution image capture with a

full field CCD data acquisition system. This latter

mode has enabled a detailed study of CCD array

performance and characterization. In this work,

several CCD acquisition systems are being

evaluated and improved edge detection and CCD
array calibration procedures are being developed

These same methods for 2-dimensional CCD array

analysis are now being applied to optics analysis.

Additional investigation of CCD measurement

problems are focused on the detailed response of

typical CCD camera light sensors.

WIS-free standard overlay artifacts have been

fabricated in 200 mm wafers. These overlay

artifacts are for the calibration of industrial optical

overlay tools. The artifacts are being fabricated in

single crystal silicon and will provide an array of

etched silicon three-dimensional targets with

additional targets fabricated using industry

standard process levels. These wafers additionally

have an extensive set of characterization targets

and structures developed in close collaboration

with SEMATECH and several leading semicon-

ductor manufacturers.

The technical strategy for photomask linewidth

standards is similarly divided into two segments:

(1) instrumentation and model development and

(2) design and calibration of standard artifacts. An
ultraviolet transmission microscope has been

constructed which replaced the green light

linewidth calibration system. This new instrument

uses a unique geometry (a Stewart platform) as the

main rigid structure and shows considerable

improvement in vibration characteristics over a

conventional microscope. Higher image resolution,

reduced transmission of UV light through the

chrome, and reduced instrument vibration will

offer improved linewidth measurement uncertain-

ties.
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NIST has supplied a substantial number of pho-

tomask linewidth standards worldwide over the

past decade. Chrome-on-quartz photomasks with

linewidth and pitch artifacts in the range of 0.5 pm
to 30 pm have been certified on a green light

optical calibration system. Linewidth uncertainties

have been reduced to 40 nm.

SRM 2800 Microscope Magnification Standard is

a standard size microscope slide with calibrated

pitch features ranging from 1 pm to 1 cm. It

contains a lithographically produced chrome pitch

pattern consisting of a single array of parallel lines

with calibrated spacings. It contains no linewidth

structures. This SRM is intended to be used for the

calibration of reticles for optical or other micro-

scopes at the user's desired magnification. The

SRM may be used in either transmission or

reflection mode optical microscopes, SEMs, or

SPMs. Calibration is traceable to the meter through

NIST Line Scale Interferometer. NIST is also

currently instituting a new calibration for SRM
2059, a current specifications photomask linewidth

standard artifact. SRM 2059 Photomask Linewidth

Standard and SRM 2800 Microscope Magnifica-

tion Standard are intended to enable customers to

make traceable measurements of the dimensions of

features on integrated circuit photomasks and of

the magnification of optical, electron, and scanning

probe microscopes.

In response to customers’ needs for more accurate

photomask feature size measurements, an industry

group was formed for the improvement of mask

metrology through process modeling. The features

on even the highest quality masks exhibit

roughness and runout at the chrome edges,

compromising the definition of edge and linewidth.

Modeling the effects of all of the relevant feature

properties in both the mask metrology process and

in wafer exposure and development processes,

using existing and new software tools, can improve

feature size accuracy by establishing the

relationship between mask-feature metrology

results and the corresponding wafer-feature sizes.

We are approaching the problem of two-

dimensional measurements from a number of

directions. The first, and most immediate, is to

develop an artifact standard which can be used to

bring all of the two-dimensional based inspection

instruments to the same metric. This work will
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develop a standard grid which will be sold as a

NIST Standard Reference Material, # 5001, to

standardize 2D measurements in the semiconduc-

tor industry. The effort has three main parts:

development of an industry consensus standard

grid, measurements by state-of-the-art machines in

private industry, and verification of the measure-

ments using NIST capabilities.

A prototype gnd has been made and measurements

completed. Each measurement of the gnd will have

data in each of at least two orientations. Rotating

the grid 90° between measurements samples a

number of the geometric errors of the machine.

The remaining geometnc sources of uncertainty

are the scale and some components of the linearity

of each machine axis travel.

Verification of the gnd measurements will be

made at NIST. The overall scale of the grid will be

checked with the NIST linescale interferometer, an

instrument that is known to provide the most

accurate ID measurements available in the world.

Two sources of uncertainty not captured by these

measurements include components of the straight-

ness and effects of the plate bending when fix-

tured. We have begun work on methods to charac-

terize both of these effects. These studies provide a

complete error budget for SRMs in the near future.

To strengthen the foundation of NIST’s claims for

linewidth measurement traceability and to support

the BIPM Mutual Recognition Arrangement , NIST

has become the pilot laboratory for an international

intercomparison of submicrometer linewidth

measurements. National metrology institutes in

nine countries around the world are participating.

Accomplishments:

New image recognition and quantitative image

analysis software has been developed by lead

analyst J. Jun of PED. This comprehensive

software package is based on the Matlab pro-

gramming language and tool set and allows the

evaluation of numerous effects on algorithm

performance. The package has been used to

quantify feature roughness and asymmetry effects

on overlay pattern evaluation used in the feedback

and control of lithography stepper tools. It has also

been used in the quantification of algorithm

robustness for sample-to-noise effects. This code

has been used extensively to evaluate and compare

several cross-correlation, self-correlation and new
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least-squares correlation methods these are proving

to be the most robust edge detection and feature

centerline determination methods.

The overlay metrology project is establishing a

CRADA with Schlumberger to improve ties and

make available recent important research results on

optical characterization, CCD data acquisition

calibration, and focus and edge detection work.

Neil Sullivan of Schlumberger showed strong

interest in strengthening the collaboration with the

overlay metrology project. NIST development of

new correlation methods and image analy-

sis/recogmtion software has enabled the detailed

evaluation of noise, feature roughness, and feature

inhomogeneity effects on repeatability and

robustness of measurement tool performance,

issues of paramount importance in semiconductor

overlay metrology. We have performed a detailed,

in depth study of CCD data acquisition cameras.

In this work, several CCD acquisition systems

were compared and results demonstrate the

significant performance differences and error sets.

This work was presented and published at the

NIST 2000 ULSI International conference.

• The NIST Overlay Metrology project leader has

played a significant role in the Overlay

Metrology Advisory Group (OMAG) of ISMT.

This group is developing a comprehensive set of

measurement guidelines, test methods, and tool

performance measures to be adopted by the

semiconductor manufacturing industry. The

group, made up of more than 15 international

semiconductor manufacturers represents leading

optical metrology users and tool manufacturers.

The OMAG has strong interest in adopting

several new methods developed in the NIST
Overlay Metrology Project. In particular, the

recently published methods for evaluating CCD
array performance and overall optical system

characterization and calibration performance

measures will be adopted to provide quantitative

tool evaluations. NIST is also assisting in the

development of definitions and categorization

for tool errors and performance measures.

NIST was represented in the Overlay Metrology

Advisory Group (OMAG) in Austin Texas. This

group has completed a specifications document for

the evaluation and benchmarking of overlay

metrology tools for semiconductor manufacturing..

This international advisory group is composed of



all of the international semiconductor manufactur-

ing ISMT member companies as well as tool

manufacturers. The document is expected to be

widely used for procuring, testing, and matching

overlay metrology tools. R. Silver authored

several sections which include the adoption of test

methods recently developed by the overlay

metrology project at NIST.

The first set of two-dimensional grid artifacts, to

be known as SRM 5001, have been received.

These 6-inch have been measured on a state-of-

the-art I-pro metrology system by the photomask

manufacturer. This effort, to make available

traceable, 6-inch feature placement standards,

involves a close collaboration between NIST and

Photronics. The collaboration employs the

industry tool and the traceability of the NIST line

scale interferometer with appropriate statistical

analysis. The initial comparisons and work leading

to this point indicate we will make available the

most accurate, traceable feature placement stan-

dards in the world. Preliminary uncertainty budget

for grid measurements has been developed and

peripheral studies on various items have been, or

are currently being made.

The 6-inch grid standard prototype has been

measured at PTB in a comparative test on the

international unit of length. The round robin and

PTB measurements have been used in the designs

for the new grid artifacts. The new set of have

been received and will become available as SRM
5000 in the near future. These grid artifacts have

both the 5 mm pitch 6-inch grids as well as the 1 00

micrometer microgrids. Round robm measure-

ments on the 6-inch photomask grid proved

successful. The measurements show that we are

able to make available a standard artifact which

meets industry need based on the outlined method-

ology. We have also completed a set of measure-

ments with the microgrid which proved very useful

in two-dimensional calibrations and characteriza-

tion of optical tools. These microgrids present on

each 6-inch photomask are designed to assist in

system alignment and calibration for both high

accuracy x-y tools and overlay metrology tools.

Wafers from the NIST designed metrology reticle

set have arrived. The comprehensive set of initial

measurements is very promising and all four wafer

flows yielded good product wafers. These wafers

contain the prototype test structures for SRM 5000,
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the overlay standards as well as a comprehensive

set of critical dimension and line space arrays for

general metrology purposes. The silicon-etched

silicon multi-level features are intended to provide

long term stable artifacts for calibration and the

line arrays are test patterns for optical system and

CCD mapping and calibration. These results were

presented to the semiconductor manufacturing

community and the response was very favorable.

Close collaboration on the development of these

standards with ISMT and the current

measurements conducted at NIST have also been

compared to ISMT industrial tool measurements

successfully.

NIST researchers have made comparisons between

the E. Marx developed optical scattering code

with the Spectel company Metrologia metrology

modeling package. Different material systems

were compared as well as one overlay feature at

different focus positions. Although more work

needs to be done, this result demonstrated the full

integration of the NIST scattering code and

Spectel optical microscope model. These outputs

were compared with the independent scattering

calculations performed by Mark Davidson of

Spectel. Reasonable agreement was seen in the

through focus simulation comparisons. This is an

important step in the effort to provide industry the

quantitative ability to determine sample-dependent

effects on overlay tool performance as well as

obtaining accuracy on non-ideal targets.

More than half of the seventy SRM 2800 samples

have been calibrated to date. The traceability path

has been established through a sophisticated

comparison with the NIST Linescale

Interferometer. This required development, with

the help of the NIST Statistical Engineering

Division, of a novel method for calculating the

uncertainty of the slope of a regression line taking

into account the uncertainty in the data points. The
complex index of refraction of the chrome features

on SRM 2059 photomasks, as it varies from

substrate to antireflecting top surface, has been

measured, and a library of modeled microscope

images of lines and spaces of varying width is

being generated. Leadership of the industry group

for the improvement of mask metrology through

process modeling has been transferred to ISMT.
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Future Plans:

Complete the formal qualification process of the

overlay microscope optics and the x-y metrology

stage. This is largely completed and the final

uncertainties on the CCD array scale factors need

to be finalized. The more difficult challenge is the

qualification of the calibration for more difficult to

measure overlay target process levels such as

contact-to-poly.

Continue to develop comprehensive modeling

capabilities for centerline and edge detection

methods and modeling techniques for edge

analysis and pitch determination, in the reflection

mode for overlay measurements.

Develop additional methods for CCD calibration

and analysis. Utilize the new micrognd and 8 inch

overlay wafers for calibration of optics and the

CCD acquisition systems using the new self-

calibration methods. Utilize these methods with

the new CCD stepping calibration stage system.

Complete the 2-dimensional grid artifact calibra-

tion measurement sequence with applications of

the self-calibration algorithms. This is a combined

industry/NIST effort using our LSI and statistical

methods.

Design and procure the new metrology reticles for

the over all ISMT collaboration. Work with

Industry partners to determine designs and which

levels are most appropriate for the silicon fabrica-

tion phase. Calibrate these overlay standards (both

alignment and calibration) for SRM certification.

Identify and invite appropriate companies to

participate in the Neolithography task force, and

have the first meeting.

Commence circulation of the NIST linewidth

standards for the BIPM international comparison.

Complete calibrations of SRM 2800 and the

related documentation, and deliver to the Office of

Standard Reference Materials for distribution to

customers. Commence calibration of SRM 2059.

Collaborations:

ISMT, EBM, IVS Schlumberger, KLA-Tencor,

Intel, Motorola, AMD and several other leading

manufacturers or tool vendors.

MIST
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The fourteen members of The Neolithography

Consortium.

Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Manufac-

turers International

External Recognition:

R. Silver was a program committee member and a

session chair for the SPIE Microlithography

Conference for the past 2 years.

R. Silver is currently the Co-chair for the SPIE

Microlithography Conference for February, 2002.

R. Silver is currently an active OMAG member
within ISMT. This group is focused on Overlay

metrology needs for the international manufactur-

ing community.

R.. Silver was invited to present the NIST reticle

design set for the overlay wafers and a comprehen-

sive overview of our overlay project to ISMT
member companies in CA, February 2001.

IBM and Photromcs have taken an active role in

the measurement process and completion of the

two-dimensional grid standards. This is a unique

collaboration of industry partners and NIST
semiconductor research efforts.

R. M. Silver, ISMT presentation on Overlay

Metrology at the October 1999 ISMT Metrology

Workshop, Austin TX.

R. M. Silver, ISMT presentation on Overlay

Metrology at the June 1999 SEMATECH AMAG
Metrology Workshop.

R. M. Silver, SEMI task force meeting on Grid

Standards, Santa Clara, July, 1999.

Publications:

J. Potzick, "The problem with submicrometer

lmewidth standards, and a proposed solution,"

Proceedings of SPIE 26th International Sympo-

sium on Microlithography ,
vol. 4344-20 (2001).

R.M. Silver, J. Jun, E. Komegay, and R. Morton,

“Comparison of Edge Detection Methods using a

Prototype Overlay Calibration Artifact”, Proc.

SPIE Microlithography, Feb. 2001.
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S. Fox, E. Komegay, and R. Silver, “Characteriza-

tion of Imaging Optics and CCD Cameras for

Metrology Applications” Characterization and

Metrology’ for ULSI Technology

\

D. Seiler, et. al.,

eds, A.I.P. Press, 2000, pp. 378-382.

S. Fox, R. Silver Thesis Advisor, “Focus, Edge

Detection, and CCD Camera Characterization for

Development of an Optical Overlay Calibration

Standard”, Graduate Thesis, Univ. of MD, 2000.

J. Potzick, "The Neolithography Consortium-a

progress report," Proceedings of BACUS Sympo-

sium on Photomask Technology , vol. 4186-73

(2000).

T. Doiron and R. Silver, “Two-dimensional grid

Standards”, Proc. Measurement Sciences Conf.,

2000 .

J. Potzick, "The Neolithography Consortium,

"

Proceedings of SPIE 25th International Sympo-

sium on Microlithography,
vol. 3998-54 (2000).

Schroeck, M., and Doiron, T., “Probing of two-

dimensional grid patterns by means of camera

based image processing”, accepted by SPIE for

January 2000.

Meissner K., and Wegener, T., Robust Regression

for Two Dimensional Coordinate Measurements,

Proceedings of the International Symposium on

Laser Metrology for Precision Measurement and

Inspection in Industry, Flonanoplis, Brazil,

October 13-15, 1999.

R. Silver, T. Doiron, S. Fox, E. Komegay, M.
Takac, and S. Rathjen, Two dimensional Grid

Standards, Proceedings of the SPIE, The Interna-

tional Society for Optical Engineering, Metrology,

Inspection, and Process Control for Microlithogra-

phy Xffl (1999).

R. Larrabee, R. Silver and M. Davidson,

Linewidth, Then and Now, Proceedings of the

SPIE, The International Society for Optical

Engineering, Metrology, Inspection, and Process

Control for Microlithography XIII (1999).

S. Fox, R. Silver and E. Komegay, Automated

Focus and Edge Detection Algorithms, Proceed-

ings of the SPIE, The International Society for

Optical Engineering, Metrology, Inspection, and

Process Control for Microlithography XIH (1999).
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Scanning Probe Microscope-Based

Dimensional Metrology

Technical Contacts:

R. Dixson, J. A Dagata, M. T. Postek

,

TV. Vorburger

The ITRS identifies dimensional metrology as a

key enabling technology for the development of

next-generation integrated circuits. For

example, the goaf in 1999 for critical dimension

(CD) measurement precision for isolated lines

was ± 2.8 nm; this demand tightens to ± 0.8 nm
by 2011.

Objective:

Improve the measurement uncertainty of critical-

dimension measurements in the semiconductor

industry through improvements in SPM-based

measurements. The technical focus of this project,

development and implementation of scanned probe

microscope instrumentation, is driven by the

anticipated industry needs for reduced

measurement uncertainty, particularly for existing

tools such as the SEM.

Customer Needs:

The SEM is the current tool of choice for

inspection and metrology of sub-micrometer

features in the semiconductor industry. SPMs
possess unique capabilities that may significantly

enhance the performance of SEMs for in-line

critical dimension (CD) measurements, and are

also emerging as CD measurement tools in their
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NIST

own right. A creative strategy which successfully

harnesses the strong points of both techniques in

order to reduce the measurement uncertainty of

sub-micrometer features while minimizing their

limitations will help NIST meet the expectations of

the semiconductor industry expressed in the

current Roadmap. As is the case with SEMs, the

magnification or scale of an SPM must be

calibrated in order to perform accurate

measurements. Although many SPMs are

commercially available, appropriate calibration

standards have lagged. In particular, traceable

standards for sub-micrometer lateral calibration are

not yet available.

Technical Strategy:

SPM development is proceeding along two parallel

directions: The first direction addresses

dimensional metrology of SPM specifically

through an in-house research instrument we refer

to as the calibrated atomic force microscope

(C-AFM). A photograph of the instrument is

shown in Figure 1. This instrument, with

metrology traceable to the wavelength of light on

all three axes, is furthering the design and

development of SPM standards as well as

providing customers with calibrated dimensional

measurements at the nanometer scale. For

example, pitch, height, and width measurement

capabilities of the C-AFM have been evaluated and

validated by internal comparisons. Pitch, ranging

up to 20 pm has been measured using an edge-to-

edge measurement method, with standard

uncertainties (la), as low as *0.5 nm at

sub-micrometer scales and relative standard

uncertanties of *0.1 % at the largest scales. For

measurement of periodic samples, especially

holographic gratings, frequency domain analysis of

the data may allow for further reduction in

uncertainty. Step height, ranging from a few

nanometers up to several hundred nanometers, can

be measured with standard uncertainties (la) of

*0.1 %. As with pitch measurements, the

uncertainty of step height measurements is often

increased by variations of the sample. The width of

sub-micrometer, near-vertical features, as

encountered in CD measurements, can be

measured to an uncertainty (la) of *10 nm, due

mostly to the finite size of the SPM tip.



Fig. 2. Latent SPM oxide grating patterns

on a silicon substrate. Examples illustrate

100 nm pitch

The second direction addresses increasingly

overlapping demands for dimensional control

during fabrication and subsequent calibration of

nanometer scale features. For this purpose we
employ an SPM-based lithography technique,

pioneered at NIST, to produce grating structures

with linewidths of 20 nm or below. An example of

a latent oxide pattern on a silicon substrate is

shown in Figure 2. Latent oxide patterns function

as masks for anisotropic wet or dry etching. We are

also developing an instrument which integrates

both SPM and probe station measurement

capabilities whereby we are able to compare SPM-
based electrical (capacitance and surface potential)

and topographical measurements of active device

structures simultaneous with traditional current-

voltage (I-V) characteristics measured with a probe

station. This allows us to examine local nanoscale

variations at exposed and buried interfaces of

critical dimensioned features in order to identify

processing induced variations which contribute to

linewidth uncertainty in dimensional and electrical

test structures.

Accomplishments:

The C-AFM thrust involves collaboration with

industrial users and academic researchers in AFM
metrology, as well as interaction with researchers

in NIST’s sister institutions in other nations.

During FY98-99 the first pitch and step height

measurements for an external customer were

completed. Expanded uncertainties (k=2) of 0.5 %
and 1 % were reported for these measurements,

limited by sample uniformity. We are participating

in a series of international measurement

comparisons being sponsored by the BXPM
(Bureau International des Poids et Mesures).

Comparisons of ID pitch, 2D pitch, step height,

and linewidth measurements are being carried out.

Gratings having nominal pitches of 300 nm and

NIST
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700 nm were measured using the C-AFM with

relative standard uncertainties of about 1 x 10' 3
.

Support by the NIST Office of Standard Reference

Materials is allowing us to design prototypes of

SRM 2089, with test samples fabricated at the

Naval Research Laboratory. This is shown in

Figure 3. Evaluation of these samples is currently

underway and an initial release of SRM 2089 is

expected by FY02. We are also working toward

the development of linewidth standards. During

FY99, we completed C-AFM linewidth

measurements on the NIST linewidth correlation

sample. - The C-AFM achieved an expanded

uncertainty (k=2) of 1 1 nm for this measurement,

in agreement with the SEM and electrical

resistance values. During FY00 we performed

preliminary measurements on one of the new
ISMT/AMAG (Advanced Metrology Advisory

Group) samples. We plan to continue these

Patterned Area of Die

nary design for SRM 2089. We are cur-

rently evaluating phase I test samples from

NRL.

measurements using high resolution probes during

FY01.

Another important effort involves the study of

single atomic steps as fundamental height

standards in the sub-nanometer regime. Various

researchers have studied silicon samples,

fabricated in UHV with single atomic steps on the

surfaces, and observed the preservation of the step

structure after native oxidation. We have

performed C-AFM measurements on such samples

under a variety of measurement conditions. The
theoretical value of the step height, based upon the
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measured lattice constants of bulk silicon, is about

0.314nm. The C-AFM measured value is

0.304 nm ± 0.008 nm (k=2), a difference of

0.010 nm. Using the lattice value, the C-AJFM

result, and a LEED (low energy electron

diffraction) result obtained by researchers at the

University of Maryland, and in consultation with

the NIST statisticians, we developed an accepted

value for the step height of 0.312 nm ±0.012 nm
(k=2). We also distributed a set of silicon step

samples, prepared by Williams, et al. at the

University of Maryland, to four industrial

collaborators, and completed analysis of the data

received from the participants. All of the analysis

was performed at NIST using the NIST algorithm

for step height calculations, which is insensitive to

tilt and curvature of the surface, an issue at the

high magnifications required to perform

subnanometer height measurements. A key

observation following from the study is that

specimens of this type, which can now be procured

commercially or fabricated using published

methods, can be used as z-axis calibration

standards for atomic force microscopes in the sub-

nanometer regime with an expanded relative

uncertainty of about 6 %. These results were

presented in a talk at the 2001 SPIE

Microlithography Meeting.

In the integrated SPM probe-station thrust, we
have completed construction and testing of the

combined instrument. Test structures consisting of

silicon FETs realized on silicon-on-insulator

substrates are being used as a starting point for

patterning nanodevices and performing in-situ

correlation of the dimensional and electrical

properties of these confined regions. An example is

shown in Figure 4. SPM lithography has been used

interactively with electrical mapping to create

successively smaller active gate regions for

detailed studies of local device scaling. This

capability allows us to examine local nanoscale

variations at exposed and buried interfaces of

critical dimensioned features in order to identify

processing induced variations which contribute to

lmewidth uncertainty.

We have also demonstrated large-scale (100 pm x

100 pm) patterning of 35 nm linewidth SPM oxide

features on 1 10-oriented silicon substrates. These

patterns can be developed by potassium hydroxide

or trimethyl ammonium hydroxide etching to form

densely packed gratings which can be several

Nisr
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hundred nanometers in height. Processing control

dunng the lithographic patterning and etching steps

to routinely produce calibration-grating structures

is now being optimized and SEM inspection of

these structures is anticipated shortly.

Fig. 4: SPM topographical (left) and surface

potential (right) image maps of the 2 pm x

0.5 pm x 7 nm gate region of a SOI tunnel

transistor, shown with an outline in the fig-

ures. p
++

-Si source and drain are the bright

areas above and below the gate, which is

also p
++

-Si. The device functions by back-

gating via the substrate. Although the to-

pography of the gate structure is highly uni-

form, LOCOS thinning of the gate region

leads to partially depleted defect regions

near the source and drain.

Future Plans:

In the C-AFM thrust, the major goals are: (1) By

2002, release SRM 2089, a combined pitch and

height standard for AFM. (2) By 2002, complete

participation in four BIPM-sponsored international

measurement comparisons. (3) During 2001,

complete integration of a new x-y and z stage into

the C-AFM to increase scan area and reduce

motion errors. (4) During 2001, improve system

performance ofC-AFM controller.

In the SPM probe-station thrust, the major goals

are: (1) By 2002, fabricate and characterize

functional sub 1 00 nm quantum devices on silicon-

on-msulator substrates. (2) By 2001, demonstrate

in-house capability to prepare and characterize

large-scale calibration gratings with 50 nm to 100

nm pitch. (3) By 2002, initiate efforts employing

two NIST standard reference materials, SRM 2090

and SRM 2091, which are currently under

development as SEM magnification and sharpness

standards, to assess the potential of algorithms for
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overlaying SEM and SPM datasets for constructing

a reduced uncertainty composite image of

calibration features.

Collaborations:

(JAD) Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tsukuba

Japan.

(JAD) National Center Microelectronics,

Autonomous University of Barcelona, Barcelona

Spain.

(RD & TV) University of Maryland, College Park

(RD & TV) University of North Carolina,

Charlotte

External Recognition:

(JAD) Science and Technology Agency of Japan

research fellowship at the Electrotechnical

Laboratory, Tsukuba, Japan, July -October 2000.

Publications:

R. Dixson, N. G. Oiji, J. Fu, V. Tsai, E. D.

Williams, R. Kacker, T. Vorburger, H. Edwards,

D. Cook, P. West, and R. Nyffenegger, “Silicon

single atom steps as AFM height standards”, Proc.

SPIE 4344 (2001), to be published.

R. Dixson, R. Koning, J. Fu, T. Vorburger, B.

Renegar, “Accurate Dimensional Metrology with

Atomic Force Microscopy”, Proc. SPIE 3998:

362-368 (2000).

R. Koning, R. Dixson J. Fu, G. -S. Peng, T.

Vorburger, “Interferometric calibration of

capacitance displacement sensors over short

displacement ranges”, Proceedings of the 4
th

International Workshop on Quantitative

Microscopy, ed. K. Hasche, W. Mirande, and

Gunter Wilkening, PTB report PTB-F-39, p. 44-51

(2000).

J. A. Dagata, “Electric force microscopy with a

single carbon nanotube tip”, Proc. SPIE 4344

(2001), to be published.

J. A. Dagata, F. Perez-Murano, G. Abadal, K.

Morimoto, T. Inoue, J. Itoh, and H. Yokoyama,

“Predictive model for scanned probe oxidation

kinetics”, Appl. Phys. Lett. 76: 2710 (2000).

K. Morimoto, F. Perez-Murano, and J. A. Dagata,

“Density variations in scanned probe oxidation”,

Appl. Surf. Sci. 158: 205 (2000)

.

K. Matsumoto, Y. Gotoh, T. Maeda, J. A. Dagata,

and J. S. Harris, “Room-temperature single-

electron memory made by pulse-mode atomic

force microscopy nano oxidation process on

atomically flat alumina substrate”, Appl. Phys.

Lett. 76: 239 (2000).
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Electrical-Eased Dimensional Metrology

Technical Contacts:

Michael W. Cresswell

“The Photomask industry as well as the Semicon-

ductor industry have a problem meeting the

technical road map using optical systems to

measure IC patterns. As the time line moves

forward we get closer to a point that our current

measurement systems will not be able to satisfy the

requirements. This is why the project of electronic

measurement has appeal to Photromcs. We would

like to continue supporting this project and

hopefully as the electronic measurement tools

become viable NIST has a traceable standard.

Thanks for your continuation of this standard.”

Dave Owens, Photronics Laboratories.

Objective:

Develop test-structure-based electrical metrology

methods and related reference materials with

primary emphasis on linewidth metrology and

calibration. Develop infrastructure needed for

manufacture and distribution by industry partner.

Extend implementation to overlay, scatterometry,

and pitch reference materials.

Customer Needs:

The semiconductor industry association's (SIA)

International Technology Roadmap for Semicon-

ductors (ITRS) states that it is critically important

to have suitable reference materials for lithography

support available when on-wafer measurements are

made as a new technology generation in integrated

circuit (IC) manufacturing is introduced, and

particularly during development of advanced

materials and process tools. The transistor gate

length whose control to specifications during IC

fabrication is a primary determinant of manufactur-

ing success, characterizes each generation of ICs.

The ITRS projects the decrease of gate linewidth

used in state-of-the-art IC manufacturing from

present levels of up to 250 nm to below 90 nm
within several years. Scanning electron micro-

scopes (SEM) and other systems used for tradi-

tional linewidth metrology exhibit measurement

uncertainties exceeding ITRS-specified tolerances

for these applications. It is widely believed that

these uncertainties can be at least partially man-

aged through the use of reference materials with

linewidth traceable to nanometer-level uncertain-

Ntsr
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ties. Until now, such reference materials have been

unavailable because the technology needed for

their fabrication and certification has not been

available. It is also widely believed that the

usefulness of SEM metrology for monitoring

wafers in advanced development and production

will become inadequate at some future IC genera-

tion. Thus, there exists a need for new methodol-

ogy to meet future metrology requirements.

Fig. 1 . Sub-mciron reference features

patterened in BESOl exhibit atomically

smooth sidewalls and straightness

Technical Strategy:

The Project staff has developed a procedure for

fabricating linewidth and overlay reference

materials. Patterning with lattice-plane selective

etches of the kind used in silicon micromachining

provides reference features with atomically planar

sidewalls. Selection of bond and etch-back silicon-

on-insulator (BESOl) starting material with (110)

surface orientation that is thermo-mechanically

bonded to a (100) handle wafer provides reference-

feature-sidewall verticality with a built-in etch-stop

facility. Similar results are generated with the use

of Separation by Implantation of Oxygen (SIMOX)
starting material. However, a bulk non-silicon-on-

insulator (SOI) implementation would offer major

cost advantages.

The traceability path for dimensional certification

is provided by High Resolution Transmission

Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) imaging. This

method provides nanometer-level accuracy, but is

sample-destructive and costly to implement. Our

traceability strategy features the sub-nanometer
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repeatability of electrical CD metrology as a

secondary reference means. Whole-wafer electri-

cal measurements are effectively calibrated with a

few local HRTEM lattice-plane image counts.

Typical reference features are several-thousand

lattice planes wide. HRTEM lattice-plane image

counts, require 3000 bpi digitization and special-

ized, proven image-analysis software. These are

achieved by high-density digitization and numeri-

cal differentiation of the photographic record.

Both Sandia National Laboratories and Los

Alamos National Laboratory have collaborated in

the development of this procedure.

The technical strategy has to be responsive to

industry's requirement for reference materials to

have the physical properties of standard 200 mm
and 300-mm wafers. We dice each 150 mm wafer

and mount the separate chips in micromachined

standard 200 mm wafers to accommodate the test

chips. The resulting finished units are user-

friendly at an acceptable cost. The entire fabrica-

tion, assembly, and certification process is being

transferred to a commercial standards vendor.

We also use this strategy for a class of overlay

reference materials known as tool-induced shift

extractors. The special requirement here is the

replication of feature sets with different heights

from the same photo-lithographic reticle. We have

devised a way of doing this with a selection of

standard CMOS fabrication steps. Linewidth

reference materials must satisfy edge-definition

sufficient to render width certification as meaning-

ful. The fabrication and certification approach

complies with this requirement. We have devised

a method for fabricating the reference materials

with suitable geometries and a method of certify-

ing their widths at an acceptable cost. The next

milestone is to perform electrical measurements

and HRTEM on the same features and, through

their correlation, to establish low-cost electrical

linewidth metrology as a secondary reference

means for the SOI implementation. The certifica-

tion of tool-induced shift extractors will be

expedited by the use of (110) handle wafers and

(100) surface wafers, the inverse of that employed

for the linewidth reference materials. This ap-

proach allows the use ofHRTEM images of lattice

planes to determine the pitches of line pairs.

On-reticle linewidth metrology is approached by

extracting linewidths of control features electri-

cally from test pads located outside the pellicle and

therefore accessible to both the user and the

supplier. These serve as a built-in reference for the

calibration of the optical microscopes used by both

parties. In this application, the < 2 nm repeatabil-

ity and robustness of electrical metrology may
have an advantage.

Accomplishments:

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

has revealed (111) lattice fringes spanning the

entire width of a NIST [112] mono-crystalline

linewidth reference feature patterned on (110)

BESOI material. A preliminary lattice-plane count

of the HRTEM image was made by inspection of a

photographic print obtained by an optical micro-

scope. Use of a drum scanner has demonstrated

that the lattice-plane count can be fully automated.

The width of the feature was determined to be 583

nm, with a combined standard uncertainty (cover-

age factor k = 2) of 2.5 nm. Standard 200 mm
wafers were micromachined to serve as reference-

material test-chip carriers. The fabrication process

features three-step lithography and etching with

thermal oxide and low-temperature nitride hard

masking. A technique for mounting the reference-

material test chips in the carriers was developed.

Samples of the earners were delivered to, and used

by, all major semiconductor manufacturers.

In collaboration with Photronics Laboratories, Inc.,

we developed and fabricated electrical linewidth-

control features for inspection of photo-mask

reticles used in integrated-circuit manufacture.

The design allows probe-card access to electrical

test pads advantageously located outside the

pellicle while uniquely providing for electrical

testing of the process-replicated linewidth-control

features at the wafer level. Tests are in progress.

A process for fabricating microstructures for

calibrating optical-overlay metrology tools used in

the manufacture of integrated circuits was devel-

oped. It features a unique combination of process

steps extracted from CMOS processing, SOI, and

silicon micromachining unit-processes. These

structures have all the properties, such as atomi-

cally-planar feature side-walls, geometrical

symmetry, material uniformity, and provisions for

traceability, that are necessary for monitoring the

fabrication of emerging generations of sub-tenth
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micrometer integrated circuits. A unique fabrica-

tion process in which different layers of the micro-

structure are imaged at the same time from a single

reticle enhances built-in overlay-vector traceabil-

ity.

A new generation of Single-Crystal SOI Refer-

ence-Material test chips fabricated on BESOI
starting material and having feature linewidths less

than 200 nm was delivered to a consortium of 1

1

integrated-circuit manufacturers for evaluation.

The distribution was accompanied by NIST
electrical-linewidth measurements for the respec-

tive features. The consortium members returned

their own measurements. The consortium's

measurements track this Project's measurements, in

most cases, to within less than 25 nm.

Fig. 2. Richard A. Allen operating

parametric tester to provide traceability

of reference feature dimensions to

atomic spacing of silicon lattice.

The effective electrical linewidths of single-crystal

linewidth reference features replicated on (100)

BESOI substrates were modulated by dc biasing

the handle wafer with respect to the cross-bridge

resistor in which the reference feature was embed-

ded. Both the sheet resistance and the electrical

linewidths of the reference features closely tracked

the predictions of theoretical models.

The use of off-lattice alignment of reference

features to enable their replication with linewidths

as narrow as 90 nm with a 0.5 pm lithography

projection aligner was demonstrated. The results

of this activity may enable the narrower features to
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be routinely replicated using an all-optical standard

fabrication process.

A new test structure and CD measurement-

processing algorithm for extracting dimensional

information from copper-damascene interconnect

features has been developed. The work was done

in collaboration with a consortium of silicon-valley

companies, including LSI Logic, Incorporated.

A bulk starting material implementation of single-

crystal CD reference materials has been success-

fully demonstrated.

Future Plans:

During 2001, we plan to fabricate and certify

Single-Crystal SOI Reference-Materials with

linewidths traceable to silicon lattice counts with

an uncertainty goal of less than 5 nm. Our 2002

goals are to demonstrate the fabrication and

certification of overlay reference materials with

uncertainties below the 5 nm level and extend the

technology to pitch reference materials. By 2003,

we will demonstrate electrical CD metrology as a

means of providing on-reticle CD calibration.

Collaborations:

ISMT member companies (AMD, Compaq,

Conexant, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel, Lucent

Technologies, Motorola, Texas Instruments,

Hyundai, Infineon Technologies, Philips,

STMicroelectronics, TSMC), development of

single-crystal critical dimension reference materi-

als (Michael W. Cresswell and Richard A. Allen)

ISMT, development of single-crystal critical

dimension reference materials (Michael W.
Cresswell and Richard A. Allen)

Solecon Laboratories, evaluating SOI substrates

for reference materials (Michael W. Cresswell)

NIST Division 812, Performed focused ion beam

(FIB) cut of silicon lines (Richard A. Allen and

Wen F. Tseng)

Photronics Laboratories, development of opti-

cal/electncal hybrid critical dimension measure-

ment for photomasks (Richard A. Allen and

Michael W. Cresswell)

Sandia National Laboratories Microelectronics

Development Laboratory, Sandia National Labora-

tories Compound Semiconductor Research
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Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratories Inte-

grated Materials Research Laboratory, Los Alamos
National Laboratory, NIST Statistical Engineering,

Precision Engineering Divisions, and ISMT,

fabrication and certification of reference materials

for linewidth and overlay metrology (Michael W.
Cresswell, Loren W. Linholm, and Richard A.

Allen)

Sandia National Laboratories, Statistical Engineer-

ing Division, Metallurgy Division, University of

Central Florida, and Precision Engineering

Division, ISMT, reference artifacts for critical

dimension measurements (Michael W. Cresswell,

Loren W. Linholm, and Richard A. Allen)

Scientific Computing Division, Hai Tang, assis-

tance with ANSYS model of single crystal CD
reference material project (Colleen H. Ellenwood)

Simplex Solutions, Inc., (and other companies

listed on our ICMTS 2001 Proceedings paper)

procedures and algorithms for CD extraction from

electrical test structures having conformal coatings

(Michael W. Cresswell)

University of Edinburgh, U.K., fabrication of test

structures using buned-j unction isolation VLSI
Standards, development of single-crystal critical

dimension and overlay reference materials (Mi-

chael W. Cresswell and Richard A. Allen)

VLSI Standards, Inc., and ISMT, development of

commercial architecture and distribution plan for

single-crystal CD reference materials (Michael W.
Cresswell and Richard A. Allen)

Valtion Teknillinen Tutkimuskeskus (VTT),

Technical Research Center of Finland, Electronics

Division, P.O.B. 1101, FIN-02044 VTT, Finland

NIST Division 821, Mike Postek, CD-
SEM/Electrical CD metrology

NIST Division 898, Will Guthrie, Traceability path

for SC CD RMs

NIST Division 855, John Bonevich, HRTEM and

CD SEM imaging.

Standards Committee Participation:

SEMI International Standards Electrical Metrology

Test Structures Task Force, Co-Chair (Richard A.

Allen)

SEMI International Standards Microlithography

Committee, member (Richard A. Allen)

SEMI International Task-Force on X-Ray Lithog-

raphy Mask Standard, Leader (Michael W.
Cresswell)

Awards:

SEMI Certificate of Appreciation for Efforts and

Support of SEMI International Standards Program

(Richard A. Allen)

IEEE Fellow (Michael W. Cresswell)

Publications:

Allen, R. A., Linholm, L. W., Cresswell, M. W.,

and Ellenwood, C. H., A Novel Method for

Fabricating CD Reference Materials with 100 nm
Linewidths, 2000 International Conference on

Microelectronic Test Structures, EEEE, pp. 21-24,

2000.

Cresswell, M. W., Allen, R. A., Ghoshtagore, N.

M. P., Shea, P. J., Everist, S. C., and Linholm, L.

W„ Characterization of Electrical Linewidth Test

Structures Patterned in (100) Silicon-on-Insulator

for Use as CD Standards, International Conference

on Microelectronic Test Structures ICMTS
Proceedings, IEEE, pp. 3-9, 2000.

Cresswell, M. W., Bonevich, J. E., Headley, T. J.,

Allen, R. A., Giannuzzi, L. A., Everist, S. C.,

Ghoshtagore, R. N., and Shea, P. J., Comparison of

Electrical CD Measurements and Cross-Section

Lattice-Plane Counts of Sub-Micrometer Features

Replicated in (100) Silicon-on-Insulator Material,

Proceedings of SPIE, Vol. 3998, pp. 74-83, Feb. 28
- Mar. 2, 2000.

Penzes, W. B„ Allen, R. A., Cresswell, M. W.,

Linholm, L. W., and Teague, E. C., A New
Method to Measure the Distance Between Gradua-

tion Lines on Graduate Scales, IEEE Transactions

on Instrumentation and Measurement, Vol. 48, No.

6, December 1999, pp. 1178-1182.

Villarrubia, A. E., Vladar, A. E., Lowney, J. R.,

Postek, M. T., Allen, R. A., Cresswell, M. W., and

Ghoshtagore, R. N., Linewidth Measurement

isiisr
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Intercompanson on a BESOI Sample, Proceedings

of SPIE, Vol. 3998, pp. 84-95 (2000).

Allen, R.A.; Headley, T.J.; Everist, S.C.; Ghashta-

gore, R.N.; Cresswell, M.W.; Linholm, L.W.,

IEEE, TSM, 14, (2001).

Cresswell, M.W.; Allen, R.A.; Murabito, C.E.;

richter, C.A.; Gupta, A.; Linholm, L.W.; Pachura,

D.; Bandix, P., Proceedings 2001, ICMT, March
12-16, 2001, Kobe, Japan.
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Model-Based Dimensional Metrology

Technical Contacts:

J. S. Villairubia, A. E. Vladar
,
M. T. Postek

“Physical metrology is challenged by the

advancement of lithography capabilities and is not

meeting required improvement for precision and

reproducibility... Mask and wafer CD metrology

tool resolution, accuracy, tool-to-tool matching,

and reproducibility all require significant

advancement if they are to meet the accelerating

timing of the industry needs. Additionally,

metrologists must learn how to effectively extract

three-dimensional data from CD and overlay

measurements to provide the maximum level of

process control. ITRS, p. 300 (1999).

“CD measurements must account for sidewall

shape.” ITRS, Table 81, “Metrology Difficult

Challenges,” p. 297 (1999).

Objective:

To design and implement a provisional model-

based shape-sensitive linewidth measurement

system for an industrially relevant sub-500 nm
sample.

Customer Needs:

A feature's width is one of its fundamental

dimensional characteristics. Width measurement is

important in a number of industries including the

semiconductor electronics industry, which had

more than $200 billion in worldwide sales in

2000.
1

As a measure of its importance in that

industry, consider that the term “critical dimen-

sion” is used there nearly interchangeably with

“linewidth” and semiconductor device generations

are known according to the characteristic width of

the features, as in “the 1 80 nm generation.”

It is part of NIST's mission to provide SRMs
and/or calibration services to meet the needs of

U.S. industry. Presently, our only linewidth

standards are optical photo-mask standards, the

minimum linewidth of which is 0.5 film combined

expanded uncertainty of «37 nm (coverage factor

2). To support present and future semiconductor

' Semiconductor Industry Association press release,

Feb. 5,2001.
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technologies, industry needs to measure sub-

micrometer lines with total uncertainties, as

identified by ISMT, of better than 10 nm and with

measurement repeatabilities better than 2 nm. The

magnetic recording and photographic industries

have gap width and grain size measurement

requirements at approximately the same scale.

Neither NIST nor other national laboratories

presently offer a linewidth measurement service or

SRM with this level of accuracy.

A line’s width must generally be determined from

its image. However, the image is not an exact

replica of the line. The scanning electron

microscope (SEM), scanning probe microscope

(SPM), and optical microscope all have image

artifacts that are important at the relevant size

scales. Physical linewidth determination therefore

requires modeling of the probe/sample interaction

in order to correct image artifacts and identify edge

locations. Barriers to accurate linewidth

determination include inadequate confidence in

existing models, the complexity and consequent

expense of using some models, inadequately

quantified methods divergence, and ignorance of

best measurement practices.

Technical Strategy:

The scope of the model-based linewidth metrology

project includes the development and improvement

of computational models to simulate the artifacts

introduced by measuring instruments, inversion of

these models (to the extent possible) to deduce the

sample geometry that produced a measured image,

validation of models by appropriate experiments,

development and testing of measurement processes

that provide the necessary inputs for model-based

deduction of sample width and shape, estimation of

uncertainties for the measurement process, assis-

tance to industry linewidth measurement by

communication of best practices, and laying of the

necessary research groundwork for a future

linewidth and/or line shape SRM.

NIST is uniquely positioned to execute such a

project. NIST is a center of expertise in the

instrument models to be tested, with the optical,

SEM Monte Carlo, and SPM tip and sample

reconstruction models all having been developed at

NIST. Also, because NIST's standards function

necessitates concern for accuracy, the NIST mea-

surement tools are among the best characterized

anywhere. For example, transmission optical
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measurements can be made here with the same

instrument used to calibrate SRMs, and scale

calibrations can be assisted by the NIST lmescale

interferometer.

In fiscal year 2001 our immediate goal is to

implement and test data analysis procedures that

will yield information on the shape and location of

edges of polycrystallme silicon lines using top-

down SEM images, the measurement configuration

employed by industry CD-SEMs. The edge

locations would tell us the line’s width (the “CD”
desired by industry). But lines with different

sidewall geometries appear to have different

widths when measured using algorithms that are

standard today on CD-SEMs. That is, sidewall

variation masquerades as width variation. Accord-

ingly, we seek a model-based algorithm that

explicitly accounts for the physics of the interac-

tion of the electron beam with the sample and the

effect of sidewall geometry. We plan to compare

linewidth and line shape as determined by this

method to cross sectional SEM images of the same

lines.

Accomplishments:

We reported results from our previous year’s study

to ISMT directly (in the form of a project report

that is accessible to member companies via the

web). We reported them to the semiconductor

metrology community and public generally via oral

presentation at the SPIE Micrometrology Sympo-

sium and publication in the symposium proceed-

ings. These were results of a lmewidth measure-

ment comparison between SEM and ECD (electri-

cal critical dimension) on preferentially etched

single crystal silicon lines on a thick insulating

oxide. The single crystal nature of the sample and

preferential etching were intended to produce

samples of nearly ideal rectangular cross sectional

shape in order to simplify the measurement

problem. For our SEM linewidth measurement of

the average linewidth between electrical taps, we
reported 6 nm total uncertainty (coverage factor 3).

This is within the current road map requirements.

This year we extended our study to measurements

on polysilicon, a system that is more difficult due

to the less ideal sample geometry, but which more

closely resembles actual industry product. We used

a Monte Carlo trajectory tracking method devel-

oped at NIST to calculate the expected SEM
images for lines in polysilicon. The line edges

NIST
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were allowed to have varying sidewall angle and

upper comer radius. The results were compiled

into a database, or “library” of shapes and their

corresponding images. (See Fig. 1.) We developed

software that interpolates this library, and searches

for the best match between the interpolated library

and a measured image. In consultation with

representatives of semiconductor manufacturers,

we designed linewidth test patterns that ISMT
printed for us in polysilicon on a thin gate oxide.

We exercised our library matching method on

these samples. This method has become the basis

for our FY2001 activities (last paragraph of

“Technical Strategy,” above).

We reported results of an experimental test of blind

reconstruction. Blind reconstruction is the name of

a procedure we previously developed for determin-

ing the shape of an AFM (atomic force micros-

copy) or STM (scanning tunneling microscopy) tip

by using the tip to image a “tip characterizer”

sample. (It is important to know the tip shape in

order to “deconvolve” it from images to obtain

linewidths using these scanning probe micro-

scopes.) The unique aspect of our method is that

the detailed shape of the tip characterizer need not

be known in advance in order to place limits on the

tip shape. The difficulty with performing an

independent experimental verification of blind

reconstruction is the paucity of other trustworthy

methods for measuring tip shapes. However there

are special circumstances under which the SEM
can provide an independent measurement. For

those circumstances, we reported agreement

between the methods to within experimental

uncertainty.

We collaborated with a group in NIST’s Building

and Fire Research Laboratory and Dow Chemical

on a project to use nanoindentation to measure

mechanical properties of thin polymer films. This

group asked us to apply our Blind Reconstruction

technique to determine information they needed

concerning the geometry of their nanomdentor tips.

While this is not linewidth metrology (and was

funded separately from this project) the activity

nevertheless represents a “spin-off’ application of

methods originally developed by this project.
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Fig. 1 (a) The SEM image may be calculated for a given edge geometry using a Monte Carlo algorithm that

follows a number of representative electron trajectories, (b) Subset of a model library. Each entry in the library

consists of two curves, one representing an edge shape and the other the calculated SEM image of an edge with

that shape. This example contains entries for several values of sidewall angle and corner radius.

Future Plans:

Transfer measurement capabilities to industry by

one or more of these methods: transfer of best

measurement practices by publication, transfer

of best measurement practices by collaboration

with instrument suppliers to replace automated

measurement algorithms with improved ones,

work with ISMT to implement appropriate

measurement procedures in their proposed

“Reference Measurement System,” issuance of

appropriate Reference Material (RM) together

with comparisons of measurements of those

materials by NIST and industry, eventual

issuance of standard reference material (SRM).

Collaborations:

The project maintains a CRADA with ISMT,

which provides approximately 25 % of project

funding and provides extensive feedback at

semiannual meetings with member company

representatives.

The project’s scanning probe microscopy model

was applied to nanoindentation of polymers in a

collaboration with NIST’s Building and Fire

Research Laboratory and Dow Chemical.

External Recognition:

Commercial products based on Blind Recon-

struction (the project’s model for scanning probe

microscopy) were announced this year by two
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companies (Applied Probes and Image Metrol-

ogy).

Results of lmewidth intercompanson on SIMOX
were featured in the October Quality Magazine.

ISMT member representatives at Fall 1999

meeting of the Advanced Metrology Advisory

Group gave the Project 100% of the possible

score in the “results” category.

Invited presentation: “Intercomparison of SEM,
AFM, and Electrical Linewidths,” J. S. Villar-

rubia, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, 9/27/99.

Invited presentation: “Intercomparison of SEM,
AFM, and Electrical Linewidths,” J. S. Vitlar-

rubia, meeting of the Metropolitan Microscopy

Society of New York, Thomwood, NY,
10/20/99.

Publications:

“Experimental Test of Blind Tip Reconstruction

for Scanning Probe Microscopy,” S. Dongmo, J.

S. Villarrubia, S. N. Jones, T. B. Renegar, M. T.

Postek, and J. F. Song, Ultramicroscopy 85(3),

pp. 141-153 (2000). (Also available at

http://www.elsevier.nl/gej-

ng/10/42/20/53/29/26/article.pdf).

“Linewidth Measurement Intercomparison on a

BESOI Sample,” J. S. Villarrubia, A. E. Vladar,



J. R. Lowney, M. T. Postek, R. A. Allen, M. W.
Cresswell, and R. N. Ghoshtagore, Proc. SPIE

3998, pp. 84-95 (2000).

“Final Report: 1998-1999 NIST/ISMT Project

on Intercompanson of Linewidth Measurement

Methods,” J. S. Villarrubia, S.N. Jones, J. R.

Lowney, R. G. Dixson, and M. T. Postek, to be

published on the web on ISMT web site.

“Is a production critical scanning electron

microscope linewidth standard possible?” M. T.

Postek, A. E. Vladar, and J. S. Villarrubia, Proc.

SPIE 3998, pp.42-56 (2000).

“Applications of SEM Monte Carlo Modeling to

Geometry Determination in Single-Crystal

Silicon Test Patterns,” J. S. Villarrubia, A. E.

Vladar, J. R. Lowney, S. Jones, and M. T.

Postek, Scanning 22(2) pp. 108-109 (2000).

“Advancing Nanoscale Indentation Measure-

ments Toward Quantitative Charactenzation of

Polymer Properties,” M. R. VanLandingham, J.

S. Villarrubia, G. F. Meyers, and M. A. Dineen,

Microscopy and Microanalysis , 6(2), 2000 to

appear.

“Nanoindentation of Polymers: Tip Shape

Calibration and Uncertainty Issues,” M. R.

VanLandingham, J. S. Villarrubia, and G. F.

Meyers, ACS Polymer Preprints, 41(2), 2000, to

appear.

“Recent Progress in Nanoscale Indentation of

Polymers Using the AFM,” M. R. VanLanding-

ham, J. S. Villarrubia, and G. F. Meyers, Proc.

of the SEM IX International Congress on

Experimental Mechanics, Society for Engineer-

ing Mechanics, Bethel, CT, 2000, pp.912-915.
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C. Thin Film and Shallow Junction Metrology Program

The dimensions of the active transistor areas are approaching the spacing between dopant atoms, the

stochastic regime, complicating both modeling and doping gradient measurements. Thin dielectric and

conducting films are approaching monolayer thicknesses.

As device dimensions continue to shrink, junctions and critical film thicknesses approach the realm of

several atoms thick, challenging gradient, thickness and roughness metrology as well as electrical and

reliability characteristics. The gate dielectric, traditionally Si02 ,
will soon no longer be viable. The

overall task is to provide suitable metrology and reference materials for thin dielectrics and conducting

barrier films, including electrical charactenzation, gradient, thickness and roughness metrology and

overall reliability metrology.

fsjsr
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Two- and Three-Dimensional Profiling

Technical Contacts:

Joseph J. Kopanski, Jay F. Marchiando, David S.

Simmons, Greg Gillen

“Two-Dimensional dopant profiling has been a

highly ranked need in both the process integration

and TCAD (simulation) sections of the National

Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (NTRS)

since its inception.

"

Michael Duane, Advanced Micro Devices,

Characterization and Metrology for ULSI Tech-

nology, D. Seiler, et. al., eds, A.I.P. Press 2000,

p.715.

Objective:

To provide industry with the metrology infrastruc-

ture needed to measure two- and three-dimensional

dopant/camer profiles in the ultra-shallow junction

regime. The project is divided into two thrusts

(SIMS and SCM):

1) Improve the capabilities for compositional

depth-profiling by defining optimum procedures

for ultra-high depth resolution by Secondary Ion

Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), developing depth-

profiling reference materials needed by U.S.

industry, and improving the uncertainty of implant

dose measurements by SIMS.

2) Provide measurement methodologies, theoreti-

cal models, and data interpretation software

necessary to make the Scanning Capacitance

Microscope (SCM) a useful two-dimensional

dopant-profiling tool.

Customer Needs:

The 1999 SIA ITRS discusses the need for im-

proved SIMS capabilities and development of two-

and three-dimensional profiling techniques for

measurements of ultrashallow dopant profiles and

offline doping process control. Under Front End

Processes, the need for thin-film reference materi-

als is delineated, and, under Metrology, the

increasing precision requirements for dopant

concentration measurements are indicated. The

Roadmap specifies requirements for at-line dopant

profile concentration measurements improving

from a spatial resolution of 3 nm and precision of

4 % in 2001 to 1 .0 nm and 2 % in 2008.

Nisr
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SIMS is most likely to provide the solution to

precision requirements for dopant concentration

measurements. These goals can be achieved by
careful control of SIMS depth-profiling conditions

and by developing and making available implant

reference materials for common dopant elements.

Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (SCM) has

emerged as a leading contender to provide 2-D

carrier profiles. Relatively accurate two-

dimensional profiles of the dopant concentration

can be obtained when SCM images are combined

with SIMS measurements.

Technical Strategy:

The SCM group is developing tools that are

intended to enable scanning capacitance micro-
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scopes to function as two-dimensional dopant

profiling tools. This work is divided into four

tasks: Task 1 is to develop SCM measurement

methodologies. We are investigating low-

temperature ozone-enhanced oxidation of silicon

as a means of forming a high-quality oxide at least

5 nm thick and at temperatures less than 300 C.

Current practice produces oxides that are 2 nm
thick and result in SCM images that are subject to

distortion due to tunneling. We are also investigat-

ing the effect of operating parameters of various

commercial SCM sensors on the resulting 2-D

dopant profiles. The theoretical models of SCM
are validated by detailed comparison of experimen-

tal and calculated SCM signal over a range of

measurement conditions.

Task 2 is to develop theoretical models of the

SCM. We have previously developed a quasi-3-D

model of the SCM that predicts the essential

behavior of the SCM measurement. However, for

the required dopant profiling performance goals, a

more rigorous approach is necessary. Towards this

end, the finite element method has been employed

to solve Poisson’s Equation for the SCM geometry

in three-dimensions. Three-dimensional solutions

for uniformly doped material have been employed

to interpret SCM images. We are currently

working towards extending the 3-D model to

practically simulate rapidly varying dopant

profiles, both with and without the presence of a p-

n junction. Accuracy requirements may also force

the consideration of quantum mechanical effects,

necessitating the solution of the coupled Poisson

and Schrodinger Equations. We have also begun

investigating techniques to include the effect of the

dopant gradient and curvature on the extracted

dopant profile.

Task 3 is to use the theoretical models of the SCM
to extract dopant profiles from SCM images. Task

4 is to transfer the NIST developed technology to

industry. We have developed the FASTC2D
software package for the interpretation of SCM
images. Version one of FASTC2D and the

accompanying comprehensive Users’ Guide will

be published this year.

The SIMS group is investigating the use of

polyatomic primary ion beam species in commer-
cial SIMS instruments to improve depth resolution

for SIMS depth-profiling. Different sources have

been developed for producing SF 5

+
or Cn

‘ beams.

NIST
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The sources are designed to attach to a commercial

SIMS instrument, thus leveraging the high capital

investment of the equipment. Standard reference

materials certified for implanted doses of boron

and arsenic have been released, and we are

developing certification procedures for the im-

planted dose of phosphorus using radiochemical

neutron activation analysis (RNAA). We are also

developing and validating SIMS methods for

measuring implanted doses of arsenic and phos-

phorus with a repeatability of better than 2 %.

Accomplishments:

The SCM group completed their FASTC2D
version 1 code. FASTC2D extracts 2-D earner

profiles from SCM images of dopant gradients in

silicon. Beta copies of this code were distributed

to forty industrial users who are members of the

ISMT working group on 2-D dopant profiling.

The code can be obtained via the Internet at the

Semiconductor Electronics Division’s web site.

User feedback and comments have been incorpo-

rated in the code.

NIST began collaboration with Los Alamos
National Laboratories (LANL) to use their LaGriT

(Los Alamos Gridding Toolkit) software package.

LaGriT is a library of user callable tools that

provide 3-D mesh generation, mesh optimization,

and dynamic mesh maintenance for finite element

methods. Access to such code will enable more

efficient 3-D simulations of the SCM measurement

across dopant gradients and p-n junctions. Dr. Jay

Marchiando spent June, July, and August at LANL
learning to use and applying LaGriT. During this

time, a new vector nonlinear Poisson solver using

LaGriT tools to manage the grid was developed.

This should provide a substantial improvement

over our original 3-D solver. Preliminary inverse

solutions of SCM based on 2-D models were also

demonstrated in FY-2000.

Initial study of low-temperature oxides on silicon

for SCM samples was completed. Two processes,

one thermal and one based on ozone, have been

identified which produce oxides with 2 nm
thickness and electrical properties suitable for

SCM. More importantly, we have identified

ozone, rather than UV light, as the significant

catalyst for growth of a high quality oxide for

SCM. A detailed study of ozone-enhanced oxide

growth is underway.
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From the SIMS group, SRM 2134, a reference

material for arsenic implant dose in silicon, was

released by NIST for public sale. The dose,

certified by instrumental neutron activation

analysis, has an expanded uncertainty of 0.38 %.

The developers of this SRM were recognized with

the 2000 Technical Achievement Award of the

Chemical Science and Technology Laboratory at

NIST. This SRM was used in a joint project

between NIST and Lucent Technologies to

demonstrate that SIMS could be used to distin-

guish 5 % relative dose differences for arsenic

implants in silicon. Figure 2 shows results of an

experiment in which each lab determined implant

doses of 3 samples with 5 % dose differences.

Both labs were able to determine the correct order

of the implants. The source of a systematic

difference of about 2.5 % between labs is being

investigated. Work has progressed on understand-

ing and reducing the sources of error in the RNAA
measurement of phosphorus, especially in sample

area and in blank correction. A project was

initiated with ISMT to study improved methods for

depth-profiling of thin Zr02 gate dielectric materi-

als. Depth profiles conducted with the NIST SF 5

T

primary ion source demonstrated superior depth

resolution and minimal artifacts compared to SIMS
depth-profiling with more conventional Cs" or 0 2

+

primary ion beams.

Future Plans:

The SCM group has begun developing a second

generation of SCM data interpretation techniques

that can account for the effect of the local dopant

gradient and curvature. This requires a more

comprehensive approach to dopant profile extrac-

tion, such as development of an inverse solution of

the SCM modeling problem. An inverse solution

of the SCM requires repeated solutions of the

forward problem, i.e. calculation of the SCM
signal from candidate carrier profiles. The

candidate earner profile is adjusted until a earner

profile is found that yields a calculated SCM signal

that agrees with the measured SCM signal. We are

developing improved 3-D Poisson solvers using

the LaGriT gnd management toolbox in collabora-

tion with Los Alamos National Laboratories.

Practical application requires finding shortcuts that

will achieve the 3-D result without having to

complete the entire round of 3-D simulations. The

final goal is to implement a second version of the

FASTC2D software that can rapidly approximate

NIST
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the dopant profile obtained through a detailed

inverse solution.

We are also developing an additional tool for

technology transfer: a new generation of test

structures consisting of fully processed and

partially processed transistors. These will eventu-

ally be produced in sufficient numbers so that

every FASTC2D user can get a set. A round-robin

set of measurements based on these structures and

using an easy to implement measurement proce-

dure, is planned, with devices to be distributed

through the ISMT 2-D dopant profiling working

group.

2-Lab Comparison of As Implants

i

NIST
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Fig. 2. SIMS measurements of arsenic

implant dose for 3 samples with reference

to SRM 2134.

The SIMS group intends to acquire new phospho-

rus implant material and to certify the dose by

RNAA. We will determine SIMS protocols for

good repeatability of phosphorus dose measure-

ments and publish these results. We will deter-

mine the capabilities of dual-beam time-of-flight

SIMS measurements for high depth resolution

profiling of shallow implants. A low-cost modifi-

cation to a standard SIMS ion source will be

investigated for the capability of producing a

usable SF 5

* ion beam.

Collaborations:

Atolytics Inc, Paul Weiss - Phase II SBIR to

develop a commercial version of their scanning

microwave microscope
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Howard University, Gary Hams - Application of

SCM to high bandgap semiconductors.

ISMT, Joe Bennett.

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Denise George

and Charles Snell - Development of next genera-

tion 3-D Poisson simulators using the LaGnt grid

management toolbox.

Lucent Technologies, Fred Stevie.

Manufacturing Instrumentation Consultant Co -

Phase I SBIR to develop co-axial shielded scan-

ning probe microscope tips.

Externa! Recognition:

INVITED REVIEW ARTICLE

J. J. Kopanski, Scanning Capacitance Microscopy,

to be published in The Encyclopedia of Imaging

Science and Technology, John Wiley & Sons, (New

York, 2001).

Invited Talks:

D. Simons, Richard Lindstrom and Robert Green-

berg, “Development and Certification of Ion-

Implanted Arsenic in Silicon SRM for the Semi-

conductor Industry,” CSTL Colloquium, NIST,

September 14, 2000.

J. Kopanski, “Scanning Capacitance Microscopy

for Measuring Device Carrier Profiles Beyond the

100 nm Generation”, 2000 International Micro-

processes and Nanotechnology Conference (MNC
2000), The Univ. of Tokyo, JAPAN, July 11-13,

2000 .

G. Gillen, “Cluster and Polyatomic Primary Ion

Beams for SIMS,” Argonne National Lab, April 7,

2000.

G. Gillen, “SIMS Research at NIST,” University of

Illinois at Chicago, April 6, 2000.

J. Kopanski, “On Being the Best in the World at:

Carrier Profiling of Ultra-Shallow Junctions with

Scanning Capacitance Microscopy,” NIST Direc-

tor’s Seminar Series on Being the Best in the

World, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD, February 28,

2000 .
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Advanced Gate Dielectric Metrology Overview

As device dimensions continue to shrink, the gate dielectric approaches the realm of several atoms thick,

challenging all aspects of metrology including composition and thickness measurements of the films and

electrical and reliability measurements of MOS devices. Due to increased power consumption, intrinsic

device reliability and circuit instabilities associated with Si02 of this thickness, a high dielectric constant

gate dielectric (e.g., Si3N4 ,
HfSi xOy , Zr0 2 ) with low leakage current and at least equivalent capacitance,

performance, and reliability will be required. These alternate dielectrics bring a host of additional

problems including thickness dependent properties, large trap densities, unknown physical properties, and

lack of physical models.

The overall goal of this task is to provide suitable metrology, standards, and reference materials for

advanced gate dielectrics. This will be accomplished through three interrelated and often complementary

projects that offer a diverse approach to arriving at solutions to advanced gate dielectric metrology. The

first project, Compositional Metrology for Next Generation Gate Stack Materials, provides compositional

and dimensional metrology for advanced gate dielectrics by developing and characterizing numerous thin

film characterization methods including grazing incidence x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (GIXPS),

non-linear optical spectroscopies (NLO), and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM). The second project. Thin Film Process Metrology, focuses on the issues of (1) relating

optical, electrical, and physical measurements of thickness, composition, and interface structure, (2)

identifying structural models and developing preferred optical index dispersion models or data for

improved ellipsometric analysis of future-generation gate dielectric film systems and (3) developing and

providing the basis for traceability to NIST for film thickness measurements. The third project, MOS
Device Characterization and Reliability, provides electrical and reliability measurement techniques, data,

physical models, and fundamental understanding for ultra-thin silicon dioxide and alternate gate dielec-

trics for future MOS devices. These three projects are described in detail in the descriptions to follow.

fsjtsr
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Advanced Gate Dielectrics - MOS Device

Characterization and Reliability

Technical Contacts:

Eric M. Vogel and J. S. Suehle

“Standard electrical test methods for reliability of

new materials, such as ultra-thm gate and capacitor

dielectric materials, are not available. The wearout

mechanism for new, high k gate and capacitor

dielectric materials is unknown.”[ITRS, p. 297J

“...the development of the test equipment and

protocols to characterize the electrical and reliabil-

ity characteristics of the dielectric layer and its

mterfaces to silicon and gate electrode [are

required” fITRS, p. 106J

Objective:

To provide electrical and reliability measurement

techniques, data, physical models, and fundamental

understanding for ultra-thm silicon dioxide and

alternate gate dielectrics in future MOS devices.

To increase the understanding of the relationship

between the gate dielectric material/interface

properties and device electrical and reliability

measurements.

Customer Needs:

The semiconductor industry association’s (SIA)

International Technology Roadmap for Semicon-

ductors indicates that the equivalent thickness of

the gate dielectric will need to be 1 .0 nm to 1 .5 nm
by 2004. Due to increased power consumption,

intrinsic device reliability and circuit instabilities

associated with Si02 of this thickness, a high

permitivity gate dielectric (e.g., Si 3N4 , HfSi xOy,

Zr0 2 ) with low leakage current and at least

equivalent capacitance, performance, and reliabil-

ity will be required. The physics of failure and

traditional reliability testing techniques must be

reexamined for ultra-thm gate oxides that exhibit

excessive tunneling currents and soft breakdown.

Electrical characterization of Metal Oxide Semi-

conductor (MOS) capacitors and Field Effect

Transistors (FET) has historically been used to

determine device and gate dielectric properties

such as insulator thickness, defect densities,

mobility, substrate doping, bandgap, and reliabil-

ity. Electrical and reliability charactenzation

methodologies need to be developed and enhanced

to address issues associated with both ultra-thm

Si02 and alternate dielectrics including large

leakage currents, quantum effects, and thickness

dependent properties. As compared to Si02 ,
very

MIST
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little is known about the physical or electrical

properties of high dielectric constant gate dielec-

trics in MOS devices. The use of these films in

CMOS technology requires a fundamental under-

standing of the relationship between the gate

dielectric material/interface and device electrical

and reliability measurements.

Technical Strategy:

The strategy of this effort will be to obtain or

fabricate both device samples and blanket films, to

perform reliability and electrical charactenzation

of the devices, and to collaborate with other

researchers to perform analytical charactenzation.

Many issues such as tunnel/leakage current and

spatially dependent properties associated with

metal oxide and silicate dielectrics are also present

in ultra-thin oxide and oxide-nitride stacked

dielectncs. Therefore, many of the charactenza-

tion schemes will first be developed on the simpler

ultra-thin oxide and oxide-nitride dielectrics and

then be applied to the metal oxide and silicate

dielectrics.

There are two mam focus areas for this project.

The first focus area investigates the physics of

failure and the reliability testing techniques for

ultra-thin Si02 and high dielectric constant gate

dielectncs. The physical mechanism responsible

for “soft” or “quasi” breakdown modes in ultra-

thin Si02 films and its implications for device

reliability will be investigated as a function of test

conditions and temperature. Long-term time-

dependent-dielectric breakdown tests will be

conducted on Si02 films as thin as 1.5 nm at

electric fields close to operating conditions. These

tests will be used to determine the thermal and

electrical acceleration parameters of device

breakdown. Experiments will be conducted to

investigate the differences of gate oxide break-

down and wear-out due to high oxide field and hot-

carrier injection. This study will provide insight

into the physical mechanism of ultra-thin gate

oxide wear-out and breakdown. The understand-

ing generated in this research will be used to

continue generating standard measurements

through a NIST coordinated collaboration between

EIA-JEDEC (Electronic Industries Association

Joint Electron Device Engineering Council) and

the American Society for Testing and Materials

(ASTM). Studies on the

reliability of high dielectric constant dielectncs

such as oxide-nitride stacks will also be performed.
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The second focus area is to investigate electrical

measurement techniques, procedures and analysis

associated with devices having thin oxide and

alternate gate dielectrics. The electrical measure-

ment techniques that we are investigating include

capacitance-conductance characterization, dielec-

tric tunnel and leakage current characterization and

defect density measurements such as charge

pumping and conductance. Furthermore, standard

properties and mechanisms/correlations for these

dielectrics including defect centers, dielectric

constant, defect generation rates, and leak-

age/tunnel current will be characterized.

Accomplishments:

A systematic study of the uncertainties, sensitivity

and limitations of capacitance and conductance

measurements for extracting device properties and

interface state density of metal-oxide-

semiconductor (MOS) devices with ultra-thm (<

3.0 nm) oxides was completed. Capacitance and

conductance characterization of metal-oxide-

semiconductor (MOS) devices is used to determine

properties such as oxide thickness, substrate

doping and interface state density. However, with

the advent of ultra-thin oxides, effects such as

tunnel current, series resistance and quantum

mechanical confinement in the substrate require

additional consideration. This work provides a

detailed analysis of the impact of these effects on

parameter extraction using conductance and

capacitance characterization of MOS devices with

ultra-thin oxides.

Fig. 1 . A low-noise (fA), high temperature

(300 °C) probe station is used to electri-

cally characterize devices.

* Several extensive experimental investigations

of the mechanisms responsible for defect genera-

tion and breakdown of thin silicon dioxide were

performed. The results confirm that breakdown is

directly related to the current passing through the

dielectric. This confirms that the trap creation

model based on energetic electrons creating

damage and the statistical behavior of the number

of defects at breakdown correctly describes the

reliability of ultra-thin Si02 at both constant-

voltage tunneling and substrate hot-electron

conditions. Additional studies using substrate hot

hole injection showed that holes are extremely

effective in creating defects in the dielectric.

However, these defects are ineffective in causing

dielectric breakdown. These results shed doubt on

the anode hole injection model for oxide break-

down.

A detailed investigation of the reliability of

various SiN xOy
/Si0 2 (N/O) found that an N 20

anneal of a N/O stack results in device lifetime

orders of magnitude greater than Si02 of the same

equivalent oxide thickness. The results suggest that

this lifetime improvement may be due to a high

critical defect density at breakdown, low defect

generation rate, and low leakage current of the

N20-annealed stack. In collaboration with North

Carolina State University, measurements and

modeling were used to determine the impact of

stacked dielectrics on charge-pumping measure-

ments to determine interface and near interface
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A study was performed to investigate soft

breakdown in ultra-thin silicon dioxide films and

to investigate the temperature dependence of time-

dependent dielectric breakdown. A more dramatic

temperature dependence of wear-out was observed

and raises serious reliability concerns. Thinner

oxides and larger areas exhibited softer breakdown

that requires the use of noise as the breakdown

criteria. However, both hard breakdown and noise

detection exhibited the same thermal activation.

These tests provide critically important field

acceleration parameters and thermal activation

energies that are required for reliability extrapola-

tion of ultra-thm oxides. Furthermore, the use of

noise as a breakdown criterion was validated.

The increased occurrence of soft breakdown in

ultra-thin SiCL films makes reliability characteriza-

tion very difficult and necessitates the development

of more sophisticated techniques to detect break-

down. The effects of stress interruption on the

time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) life

distributions of 2.0 nm oxynitride gate dielectric

films were studied. TDDB tests using two different

breakdown detection techniques were conducted at

several gate voltages. Additional tests were

conducted using unipolar and bipolar pulsed bias

with pulse repetition frequencies up to 100 kHz to

study the effects of pulsed bias on the lifetime of 2

nm films. Our results show that: (1) stress interrup-

tion longer than 1 s does not affect the defect

generation and TDDB life distributions, (2) both

current noise and the increase m low-voltage

NIST
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stress-induced leakage current (SILC) detection

techniques provide similar failure statistics for

ultra-thm Si02 , (3) TDDB lifetime for ultra-thin

gate dielectrics under unipolar biased stress does

not substantially depend on pulse repetition

frequencies less than 1 MHz, and (4) lifetime

under bipolar pulsed bias is significantly improved

and exhibits a dependence on pulse repetition

frequency.

A joint collaboration between NIST and JPL

investigates what effect ionizing radiation experi-

enced in deep space missions will have on the

reliability of ultra-thin gate dielectrics. It has been

previously reported that heavy ion bombardment

can cause radiation-induced soft breakdown (RSB)

in ultra-thm gate dielectrics. Heavy ion induced

soft and hard breakdown were investigated in thin

gate oxides (toX* 3.0 nm) as a function of Linear

Energy Transfer (LET), fluence, and voltage

applied during irradiation. It is found that post-

irradiation oxide conduction is well described by a

quantum point contact model. This new work

provides information about the physical nature of

the soft breakdown path induced during irradiation

and provides insight into the structure of the

breakdown path in ultra-thin oxides induced under

voltage stress.

Future Plans:

We will continue to develop reliability and

electrical characterization techniques, data,

physical models, and fundamental understanding

for ultra-thm silicon dioxide and alternate gate

dielectrics in future MOS devices. Our

collaborations with standards committees will

continue to develop standard reliability testing

procedures. As industry and university researchers

continue to narrow the selection and improve the

electrical properties of high dielectric constant

materials, our research characterization will

continue to transition from ultra-thin silicon

dioxide to these materials. An overview of the

technological and scientific issues with these films

will be performed to consolidate and focus our

research efforts. Additional studies will be

implemented to better correlate the electrical and

physical/compositional properties of advanced gate

dielectrics. Test structures will be fabricated to

enhance the electrical and reliability

characterization effort.
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Advanced Gate Dielectric Metrology

Technical Contacts:

E. Steel and D. L. Kaiser

“New high k transistor and capacitor dielectrics,

new gate electrode materials, and new process

flows require materials and electrical characteri-

zation and inline metrology develop-

ment... Methods capable of characterizing and

providing inline metrologyfor interface layers are

required... Offline characterization of physical

properties such as void content and size in porous

low k insulators, film adhesion, and mechanical

properties, for example, is requiredfor evaluation

ofnew materials. ” - ITRS, 1999

“Metrology metrics must go beyond precision

specifications to include the total measurement

uncertainty. ” Kenneth Schroeder, Scott Ashke-

naz, Matt Hankinson, KLA-Tencor Corp.,

Characterization and Metrology for ULSI
Technology, D. Seiler, et al., eds, A.I.P. Press

2000, p. 38.

Objective:

To develop and characterize microanalysis

methods and test materials for thin film analysis.

As films get thinner and devices get more

complex, existing methods for the chemical and

physical characterization of the films are being

challenged. In this project electron, laser, and x-

ray analysis methods are developed and applied to

semiconductor thin films to understand the

accuracy, precision, and uncertainty of the methods

and the best analytical approaches for the

semiconductor problem set. Test materials are

manufactured internally or attained from external

sources so that these measurement methods can be

developed and characterized for materials that are

of direct industry interest.

Customer Needs:

The microelectronics industry has a high demand

for reliable thin film measurement methods that

yield composition and dimension information with

known accuracy and precision. The metrology

section of the ITRS 1999 metrology section clearly

states the needs for “reference materials and

standard measurement methodology for new, high

k gate and capacitor dielectrics with interface

layers, thin films such as interconnect barrier and

low k dielectric layers, and other process needs.

Optical measurement of gate and capacitor

fsissr
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dielectric averages over too large an area and needs

to characterize interfacial layers. The same is true

for measurement of barrier layers.”

Technical Strategy:

Many of the existing and innovative analytical

procedures for the analysis of thin films such as

multiple voltage electron probe microanalysis

(EPMA), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),

non-lmear optical spectroscopies (NLO), high

resolution (HRTEM) and analytical electron

microscopy (AEM) with x-ray and electron energy

loss spectroscopies, low voltage scanning electron

microscopy x-ray analysis, and Auger spectros-

copy must be significantly improved to obtain

accurate quantitative composition measurements

on films with thicknesses below 10 nm. Our goals

are to develop the necessary methods, analytical

correction procedures, standard data and materials

to determine realistically achievable accuracy

levels for analysis of thin films by these tech-

niques. Films for these measurement activities are

obtained from industrial sources and fabricated in-

house by spin coating metalorganic solutions.

Current gate dielectric materials under investiga-

tion include silicon oxynitride, barium strontium

titanate (Bai_xSrxTi03 ,
BST), Zr02 and Zr silicates.

Vibrational spectroscopy is a powerful probe of

chemical structure. Unfortunately, IR absorption

studies of the development of a mature thin-film

interface are impossible. The technique is sensi-

tive to the entire film, and the film signal quickly

overwhelms that of the interface structure. Second

order nonlinear optical techniques such as second

harmonic generation (SHG) and sum frequency

generation (SFG) are symmetry forbidden in
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centrosymmetric media such as bulk Si or Si02 .

Thus they are uniquely interface sensitive. SHG
studies of Si0 2 films on Si have demonstrated

empirical sensitivity to diverse properties of the

interface, including strain, roughness, and midgap

interface trap density. It is expected that properties

such as interface roughness and midgap trap

density will be correlated. We are investigating and

developing nonlinear optical methods as probes of

interfaces in semiconductor thin films.

Grazing incidence XPS (GIXPS) (fig. 1) allows

both depth and chemical information to be attained

from very thin (less than 10 nm) films. Using a

NIST designed, built, and patented device on the

Brookhaven synchrotron we have been developing

the necessary instrumentation and data interpreta-

tion procedures to characterize ISMT silicon

oxynitride films.

One of the more common methods of evaluating

film thickness and composition is through the use

ofHRTEM and Analytical TEM, respectively. But

the uncertainty of these approaches has only

recently been looked at quantitatively. Films of

dielectric materials grown on silicon were obtained

from ISMT and analyzed to determine the

accuracy of this HRTEM and AEM approach.

Comparisons across many methods were made to

determine the relative accuracy and precision of

these approaches.

Recent Accomplishments:

A suite of projects involving electron, x-ray and

laser beam inspection of thin films has been

performed to develop new approaches and charac-

terize existing techniques. Example accomplish-

ments follow:

Epoxy

2i nm

„ „

'

' •**..*,.

- '
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11 nm Si°*

Fig. 2. HREM image of a Zr02 thin film.

• Test materials and method accuracy: A series of

highly-stoichiometric BST thin films with

National institute of Standard* and Technology

Technology Administration, U S Department of Commerce

thicknesses down to 6 nm was measured by

EPMA; refinement of the analysis and

correction procedures yielded an improved

measurement precision of less than 2% relative

for each element. We developed HRTEM
quantitative image analysis approaches for

measuring gate oxide thickness including two

dimensional magnification calibration and

uncertainty estimation, and compared the

precision and accuracy of these HRTEM
methods for thin film thickness metrology with

other methods and industry labs. In

collaboration with ISMT, we determined the

extent of Zr diffusion by SIMS and analytical

electron microscopy on a Zr silicate test sample.

To provide test specimens for metrology studies,

we developed spin coating procedures to

fabricate smooth, uniform BST and Zr02 films

with thicknesses below 3 nm.

• Nonlinear Optics: Procedures were developed

to isolate the contributions to a vibrationally-

resonant sum-frequency generation (VR-SFG)

spectrum from the top and bottom interfaces of a

single thin film on a semiconductor substrate.

The procedures were successfully applied to the

study of the free surface of a polystyrene test-

film on Si. This work was the first to establish

the complete orientational distribution for a

pendant side group at a polymer surface. In the

second half of 2000, the procedures were

generalized to the analysis of multi-layer film

stacks. They are being successfully applied to

the study of the buried interface between

polystyrene and a spin-on low-K dielectric,

allowing molecular level insights into

polymer/glass adhesion.

• Thickness and composition measurement:

Methods of determining the thickness and

composition of gate dielectric materials for

CMOS devices on silicon run into difficulties

when the total layer thickness is less than 100

nm. This problem becomes crucial in cases of

the most advanced gate dielectrics which are

grown as heterogeneous layers. A recent

measurement by six techniques of silicon

oxynitride samples circulated by ISMT pointed

to variations between the total measured

thickness of the order of 50% (see Figure 3).

There are at least four reasons for this: 1)

physical limitations in the accuracy of the

methods on this fine scale, 2) accuracy of the



physical quantities which are the inputs for the

methods, 3) diffusion in the layers, and 4) lack

of detailed knowledge of the physical-chemical

structure of the materials. The method of grazing

incidence x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(GIXPS), as developed at the NIST synchrotron

radiation beamline X-24A at Brookhaven

National Laboratory is highly suitable for

analyzing the complex heterogeneous layers in

the gate dielectric materials. The x-ray

photoemission provides chemical analysis of the

elements present in the layers, and the behavior

of the x-ray fields at grazing incidence provide

thickness information. Seven samples from

ISMT that had been measured by other

techniques were measured and analyzed. We
performed analyses to estimate the variation in

results expected due to inaccuracies of the

published physical parameters that go into fitting

the data. GEXPS fits of samples indicate the

formation of an unexpected variation in the

position of the nitride layer.

GIXR
GIXPS .

TEM (JHS)

TEM (SEMATECH) <

ARXPS
SIMS
SE(CR)**

TEM (DM)

GIXR/SE (SOPRA)*

s s

Fig. 3.

Samples

Round robin test results

• Next generation analytical SEM/Auger system:

NIST recently procured and installed a state-of-

the-art field emission gun scanning Auger

microscope. This system has the ultra-high

vacuum necessary to evaluate ultra-thin films.

We have worked with the manufacturers to

develop this unique instrument capable of very

low voltage performance, high spatial resolution.
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and simultaneous, high precision electron and x-

ray measurements with both energy and

wavelength dispersive x-ray detectors and a

high-resolution electron spectrometer.

Next generation x-ray detectors: This project is

aiding the development of the high energy

resolution x-ray microcalorimeter and the high

efficiency and count-rate silicon drift detectors

by testing the capabilities and applying the x-ray

technology to chemical metrology

semiconductor analytical problems. We are

active collaborators (see publication list) with

the Boulder, NIST developers of the

microcalonmeter to develop it as a chemical

metrology tool. Also, we are working through

the NIST SBIR program with Photon Imaging,

Inc. to encourage the development of a high

collection angle, megahertz count-rate, near

room temperature silicon drift x-ray detector.

Ultrathin films of silicon dioxide (Si02 ) and

silicon oxynitride (SiOxNy)
on silicon substrates

are used widely in the semiconductor industry as

gate dielectrics in transistors. Gate oxide

fabrication tools produce films with a tolerance

of less than 0.3 nm, and require metrology tools

with a precision of better than 0.1 nm. To
evaluate HRTEM as a thickness measurement

technique, blanket films of dielectric grown on

silicon were obtained from ISMT. TEM samples

were prepared in cross section by mechanical

dimpling and ion milling. High resolution

micrographs were acquired at 300 keV using a

CCD camera (Figure 4, top). Digital image

processing was used to calibrate the

magnification (using the silicon substrate as an

internal standard), identify the dielectric film

boundaries, and extract the film thicknesses.

New methods were developed for obtaining 2-

dimensional calibration information from a

lattice image of the silicon substrate. The
spacings between atomic planes could be

measured with sub-pixel accuracy by locating

peaks using a weighted center-of-mass algorithm

(Figure 4, bottom), followed by a least-squares

fit of lattice basis vectors. The film/substrate

interface was located using integrated intensity

profiles. Films nominally 2 nm thick were

measured with an estimated reproducibility of

0.2 nm.



• Standard data for thin film analysis by Auger

and XPS: Three databases are now available for

AES and XPS applications, and the development

of another has commenced. Version 1.0 of the

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy database

(SRD 20) was released in 1989, and version 2.0

was released in 1997. Version 1.0 of the

Electron Inelastic-Mean-Free-Path Database

(SRD 71) was released in September, 1999.

Version 2.0 of the Elastic-Electron-Scattering

Cross-Section Database (SRD 64) was released

in 2000. Work has commenced on a new
database to be used for AES and XPS analyses

of matenals with complex morphologies. SRD
64 and SRD 7 1 will be combined with additional

data to enable comparisons of measured and

simulated spectra for particular specimen

morphologies and specified analytical

conditions. These are freely available through

the NIST Standard Reference Data Program.

Future Plans:

We will continue to develop methods, materials

and data and characterize the accuracy of meas-

urement methods for chemical composition of

nanoscale films found in gate dielectrics. Current

metrology approaches (EPMA, Auger, AEM,
GIXPS, NLO. NSOM, next generation X-ray

detectors, and Standard Reference Data) will be

further developed and critically applied to semi-

conductor thin film analysis problems. As a new

effort, we will investigate the feasibility of direct

measurement of the dielectric constant using EELS
with nanometer spatial resolution; if feasible, thin

dielectric films will be measured and the results

compared with optical methods and scanned

evanescent probe approaches. We will determine

the accuracy achievable by TEM in determining

gate thickness, leveraging work from John

Mardinly et al. at Intel. Ultrathm (< 5nm) films of

Zr0 2 and ZrSi04 will be fabricated by spin-coating

for use as test vehicles for metrology studies; the

compositional homogeneity, microstructure and

electrical properties of these films will be charac-

terized. We will explore potential new mecha-

nisms for transferring thin film reference materials

to industry.

Fig. 4. (Top) High resolution

transmission electron micro-

graph of single crystal silicon

beneath an ultrathin dielectric

film.

(Bottom) Crosses mark the re-

corded position of each intensity

peak. Weighted-centroid fitting

allows atomic spacings to be

determined with sub-pixel preci-

sion.
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Thin Film Process Metrology

Technical Contacts:

J.R. Ehrstein, C.A Richter
, N. V. Nguyen

New high-K transistor and capacitor dielectrics,

and new process flows require materials and

electrical characterization and inline metrology

development. Near term metrology development

will focus on extension of ellipsometry and

electrical (C-V and I-V) methods to sub-2nm

oxides and nitrogen-containing oxides....Potential

solutions include ellipsometry in the ultra-violet

wavelength range. Methods capable of providing

in-line metrology for interface layers are required.

(ITRS 1999)

Objective:

Develop new and improved electrical and optical

measurements, models, data, and reference

materials to enable better and more accurate

measurements of select critical silicon CMOS-
technology thin-film parameters. Major focus is

placed on requirements for silicon dioxide,

oxynitrides, and high-k (dielectric constant) gate

stacks for advanced gate dielectrics detailed in the

1999 ITRS.

Customer Needs:

The evolving decrease of the gate dielectric film

thickness to an oxide-equivalent value of 1 nm is

identified as a critical front-end technology issue in

the 1999 ITRS. For effective (oxide- equivalent)

gate dielectric thicknesses below about 2.0 nm,

Si02 is expected to be replaced, initially by

oxynitrides or dielectric stacks utilizing silicon

oxides and nitrides, and then by either metal oxides

or silicates generally requiring one or two

monolayers of additional interface dielectric.

Process tolerance requirements for dielectric

thickness are projected to be ±4 % (3o), which

translates to less than 0.1 nm for 2 nm films.

Requirements for process control measurements

are a factor of ten smaller still.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) is expected to

continue as the preferred measurement for process

monitoring of future gate dielectric films. Industry

metrology needs include not only improved

methods to accurately determine film thickness,

but also: (1) techniques to determine the structure

of the individual films and the interfaces between

them, (2) an improved understanding of the
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relationship between physical, electrical, and

optical determinations of film properties, and (3)

mechanisms for traceability to NIST (such as

reference materials) to support film metrology.

In order for SE to meet process control require-

ments of film thickness and unambiguously

determine film composition and morphology, the

optical properties of these advanced dielectric film

systems must be thoroughly studied and well

characterized.

Technical Strategy:

This project focuses on (1) relating optical,

electrical, and physical measurements of thickness,

composition, and interface structure, (2) identify-

ing structural models and developing preferred

optical index dispersion models or data for

ellipsometric analysis of future-generation gate

dielectric films, and (3) establishing the basis for

accuracy of industrial film thickness measurements

through traceability to NIST.

Relation of optical, electrical and physical

measurements of thickness - Through collabora-

tions with ISMT, IC industry companies, SRC
university staff, and key researchers in other parts

of NIST, project staff are leading and participating

in a number of electrical, optical and physical

method companson studies of ultra thin gate

dielectric films. The results of these studies

improve the general understanding of state of the

art (SOA) measurement capability for very thin



films, and allow project staff to assess the results

of various optical models being applied to the

analysis of these films. SOA C-V and I-V meas-

urement capability has been established for gate

films. Advanced QM-based analysis software from

commercial, and university sources has been

implemented and benchmarked to determine the

resulting differences in film thickness values

calculated from C-V and I-V data

Structural and optical models for ellipsometry

Project staff is optically characterizing advanced

oxynitrides and high-k films such as zirconium

oxide and hafnium silicate. A custom, high-

accuracy, spectroscopic ellipsometer with a

spectral range of 1.5 eV to 6 eV is being used.

Characterization will also be extended to 8.5 eV to

include important optical index structure of these

films beyond their bandgaps. Emphasis is on

determining preferred structural models, and

optical dispersion functions for each of these film

systems, and the variability of these parameters

due to differences in film fabrication processes.

Analysis is done with NIST-developed software

for spectroscopic ellipsometry; which allows

maximum flexibility for addition of the latest

published or custom-developed optical response

models as appropriate for each matenal system

investigated.

Establish and transfer basis of accuracy for thin

dielectric films - Core ellipsometry measurement

capability is being expanded and strengthened to

meet industry needs for future thin dielectric film

optical measurements and calibration standards as

identified at a previous NIST-sponsored workshop.

An investigation has been started into cleaning and

recontamination issues for film calibration

standards to determine whether a workshop-

expressed goal of 0.015 nm long-term

reproducibility of reference artifact values is

obtainable. Procedures are being developed to

enable traceability to NIST for suppliers of

secondary thin-film reference materials without

volume production ofNIST SRMs.

Accomplishments:

Verified, using a specially prepared set of

nominal 10 nm thick Ta 205 (high-K) films that

were annealed in 50 °C intervals from 650 °C to

950 °C (RTA in nitrogen), the evolution of

secondary structure in the real and imaginary parts

of the dielectric function of the film. This structure,

fSJlST
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which begins to appear for samples that are

annealed at temperatures above 700 °C, is most

strongly manifested in major, at 4.7 eV, and minor,

at 5.1 eV, peaks in the real part of the dielectric

function. This structure in the dielectric function is

attributed to the formation of a crystalline phase in

the films when annealed at the higher

temperatures, as recently reported in the literature.

In addition. Project scientists found that the real

and imaginary parts of the dielectric function

decrease in magnitude as anneal temperature

increased above 750 °C. Such a decrease, which

normally is associated with a decrease in the

density of a material, was found to correlate with

AFM-determined surface roughness and pinholes.

Thus, features of the optical dielectric function,

which serve as rapid indicators of both crystalline

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Photon Energy (eV)

Fig. 2. The dielectric function of a series of

Ta205 films, as determined from spectro-

scopic ellipsometry measurements, show-
ing that changes in phase from amorphous
to microcrystalline, as well as others in film

density/surface roughness, that occur as a

function of annealing temperature, are

readily identified by ellipsometry

regions in the film as well as surface porosity,

without the need to resort to TEM, have been

confirmed.
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Completed data acquisition from a multi-

laboratory study of the thickness of two very thin

Si02 films using spectroscopic ellipsometry, X-ray

and neutron reflectivity, and C-V measurements.

A thermal desorption cleaning process was

developed to remove surface contaminants and was

required just prior to measurement for all

participating laboratories. Lab-to-lab differences in

thickness values, both between and within different

types of measurements, were larger than expected.

Diagnostic work to understand these differences

will include study of the effects of different

modeling assumptions on the thickness values and

the return of all samples to NIST for testing of the

robustness of the recommended cleaning procedure

and also of the thickness equivalence of all test

samples as measured on a single instrument.

Demonstrated that the complementary manner in

which the increased dielectric constant of high-K

gate dielectric materials affect the measurement of

their electrical and optical properties may be

leverageable to extract additional materials

properties during characterization. The increased

dielectric constant that is required of dielectric

materials for replacement of Si02 as the MOS gate

insulator has the effect of making them electrically

thinner but optically thicker than a Si02 film of the

same physical thickness. This property was shown

to have the potential of enabling increased

information to be obtained from the

characterization of both oxynitride films and high-

k films such as metal oxides deposited over an

Si02-like interface layer when electrical and

optical analysis is used in tandem. In the case of

single-layer oxynitride films, it may be possible to

extract the fraction of the total film composition

that is comprised of silicon nitride. In the case of

films such as metal oxides over lower-K, Si02-like,

interface layers, the interface layer is relatively

undetectable by optical measurements such as

ellipsometry, whose response is dominated by the

thickness and index of the high-K film. However,

C-V characterization of such a film stack is

dominated by the 1ow-k interface layer; thus a

combined electrical-optical analysis of such films

may enable the determination of the thickness of

both the interface and the high-K component films.

Completed the 1-D comparison of six different sets

of university and commercial sector software

capable of accounting for polysilicon depletion and

quantum mechanical effects in the substrate that
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obscure the determination of thickness of thin

dielectric films from C-V and I-V measurements.

A model structure consisting of a capacitor having

several levels each of gate oxide thickness, gate

poly-silicon doping, and substrate doping was used

for the comparison. The results of the simulations,

which were done from -5 V to 5 V, showed that

the overall shape of the C-V curves were in

generally good agreement. This instills confidence

in their overall capability, particularly since very

different fundamentals were generally incorporated

in their development. Small differences in flatband

and threshold values in one case were attributed to

differences in default values for material proper-

ties. The largest differences among the software

sets were in the accumulation capacitance, which is

used for the electrical determination of the gate

dielectric thickness. This resulted in thickness

differences ranging from 0.17 nm for a nominal 3

nm film to 0.25 nm for a 1 nm film. These results

demonstrate the effect of the choice of simulator

when determining the effective electrical thickness

of advanced gate materials and also the importance

of knowing the details of the software used when

comparing and interpreting reported results from

different research teams.

Improved the statistical analysis procedures for

Weak Localization measurements to improve the

reliability with which interface roughness values at

the 0. 1 nm level can be extracted.

Future Plans:

Research on the relation between electrical, optical

and physical measurement of dielectric film

thickness will focus on improved understanding of

the accuracy of QM based simulators for C-V
measurements in order to establish a sounder basis

for comparison with optical measurements of

thickness. This will be done by studying the

relation between the thickness values extracted

from C-V measurements using a number of

available ID simulators and the nature of both the

underlying physics approximations they

incorporate and the mathematical implementation

of these simulators. Results from the ID simulators

will be compared with those from a commercial 2-

D simulator widely used in industry for modeling

device characteristics. Knowledge gained will be

applied to the analysis of C-V test data from 2nm
oxide wafer sets, and other available relevant gate

dielectric films, for comparison with optical film

thickness values.



Research to identify preferred layer structure and

optical index models for analyzing spectroscopic

ellipsometry measurements of advanced gate

dielectric materials will emphasize metal oxide and

metal silicate films from a variety of sources and a

variety of fabrication processes. These will be

analyzed using a variety of models for layer

structure including possible surface and interface

roughness, as well as intended, or unintended,

interface layers. An extended range of optical

index dispersion functions will be evaluated for

modeling the optical properties of these films.

Metrics will include not only goodness of fit, but

also the correlation matrix for the fitted parameters

and the resulting uncertainty for key film

parameters. Select samples will be evaluated by

extended UV ellipsometry, out to at least 8.5eV,

where there are possible benefits for identifying

process-induced changes in the optical

index/dielectric function beyond the band-gap.

Investigations will also be initiated into the use of

infrared absorption for the quantification of

nitrogen content in oxynitride films.

Work to establish traceability to NIST for gate

dielectric films will concentrate on two areas. The

first is establishing spectroscopic measurement

capability on the master ellipsometer reserved for

standards activities with the goal of expanding

from traditional single-wavelength HeNe laser

based measurements to address current usage of

spectroscopic measurements in the semiconductor

industry. The second area is an investigation of

the effect of core ellipsometer system components

and measurement procedures on the short term and

longer term precision of film thickness

measurements. The goal is to identify

improvements needed to enable standards-related

and traceability activities at a level of uncertainty

consistent with ITRS Roadmap specifications.

Collaborations:

Studies of Optical, Electrical and Physical meas-

urements and properties of Oxynitrides and High-

K Dielectric Films for Gate Insulators: Univ.

Minnesota, NC State Univ., Stanford Univ., Univ.

Texas-Austin, Yale Univ.; IBM, Intel, Jusung

America, Lucent Technologies, Texas Instruments;

ISMT.

Round Robin Multimethod Studies of the Thick-

ness of Very Thin Oxides: Oak Ridge National

Labs, John A. Woollam Inc., KLA -Tencor, n and
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k Technology, Four-Dimensions Inc., Solid State

Measurements Inc., Therma-Wave Inc., Bede

Scientific, Rutgers University Measurement

Traceability Experiments for Si02 + Si 3N4 film

thickness: VLSI Standards Inc. and Rudolph

Technologies, Inc.

Development and characterization of 2 nm thick

silicon dioxide films for reference artifacts and

investigation of contamination, storage, and

cleaning of thin film reference artifacts, ISMT, NC
State Univ., and KLA-Tencor.

Advanced ellipsometer design and extended

modeling of high-K film dielectric function, Penn

State Univ.

Invited Talks:

Richter, C.A., Vogel, E, Heftier A., and Brown, G.,

Quantum Mechanical Device Simulation Bench-

marking, ISMT Gate Stack Engineering Working

Group, Raleigh, N.C., Nov. 1 1, 1999.

Richter, C.A., Nguyen, N.V., Huff, H, Shaapur and

Brown, G. NIST/ISMT Optical/TEM Analysis of

High-K Dielectric Films, ISMT Gate Stack

Engineering Working Group, Raleigh, N.C., Nov.

12, 1999.

Publications:

Richter, C. A., Nguyen, N. V., Alers, G. B., Guo,

X., Wang, X., Ma, T. P., and Tamagawa, T.,

Analytical Spectroscopic Ellipsometry of Ta 20 5

and Ti02 for Use As High-K Gate Dielectrics,

Workbook of the 30th IEEE Semiconductor

Interface Specialist Conference, December 1999,

p. 2.2.

Maher, D., and Richter, C. A., Gate Dielectric

Metrology Review: Project FEPZ001 Year 2

Report, International ISMT Project, January 2000,

124 pages.

Gajewski, D. A., Nguyen, N. V., Guyer, J. E.,

Kopanski, J. J., Richter, C. A., and Pellegrino, J.

G., In Situ and Ex Situ Spectroscopic Ellipsometry

of Low-Temperature-Grown GaAs, Journal of

Electronic Materials, special insert: 2000 Elec-

tronic Materials Conference Program (Denver,

CO), Journal of Electronic Materials, Vol. 29, No.

7, July 2000, pp. 6-9.
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Vogel, E. M., Henson, W. K., Richter, C. A., and

Suehle, J. S., Limitations of Conductance to the

Measurement of the Interface State Density of

MOS Capacitors with Tunneling Gate Dielectrics,

IEEE Trans, on Electron Dev., Vol. 47, No. 3,

March 2000, p. 601.

Nguyen, N.V., Richter, C.A., and Cho Y.J., Effects

of High-Temperature Annealing on the Dielectric

Function of Ta205 Films Observed by Spectro-

scopic Ellipsometry, to be published in Applied

Physics Letters, Nov. 2000.

Richter, C.A., Hefner, A., and Vogel, E., A
Comparison of Quantum-Mechanical Capacitance-

Voltage Simulators, to be published in IEEE

Electron Device Letters, Jan. 200 1

.

Diebold, A. C., Chism, W. Canterbury, and

Richter, C. Characterization and Production

Metrology of Thin Transistor Gate Dielectric

Films, to be published in Conference Proceedings

of Ultra-Clean Processing of Silicon Surfaces

2000, Jan. 2001.

Richter, C.A., Nguyen, N.V., Gusev, E.P., Zabel,

T.H., and Alers, G.B., Optical and Electrical

Tickness Measurements of Alternate Gate Dielec-

trics: a Fundamental Difference, to be published in

Proceedings of Characterization and Metrology for

ULSI Technology, ALP Conference Proceedings

550, Feb. 2001.

Diebold, A.C., Canterbury, J., Chism, W., Richter,

C. A., Nguyen, N., and Ehrstein, J., “Characteriza-

tion and Production Metrology of Gate Dielectric

Films”, Paper No. 0748, to be published in

Proceedings of Symposium on Advanced Charac-

terization of Semiconductor Materials of the

Spring 2000 meeting of the European Materials

Research Society Meeting at The European

Material Conference.
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Ultra Shallow Depth Profiling by ToF-SIMS

Technical Contacts:

A. J. Fahey and S. R. Roberson

Objective:

To determine the operating parameters for time-of-

flight secondary ion mass spectrometric (ToF-

SIMS) depth-profiling analysis of nanometer-scale

implants in Si wafers and to demonstrate this

capability.

Customer Needs:

Reductions in the scale of semiconductor devices

require SIMS measurements with depth resolutions

on the nanometer scale. To achieve the necessary

depth resolution various methods have been

explored. It has been found that lower primary

beam energies, the use of molecular species in the

primary beam and the use of certain incidence

angles all affect the depth resolution. The com-

mercially available magnetic sector SIMS instru-

ments are designed in such a way that it is difficult

to achieve low primary ion beam energies. In

addition, the commonly available ion sources are

limited to producing simple atomic or diatomic

ions.

Technical Strategy:

The ToF-SIMS at NIST is equipped with two ion

sources that can be used for sputtering. One is an

electron-impact source that is capable of generat-

ing ions from reactive as well as noble gases. We
used this electron impact source with SF6 gas to

produce SF 5

+
ions for the sputtering beam with an

impact energy of 3 keV. Conditions were opti-

mized to minimize the decay length of the meas-

ured B signal in B-doped Si where the B was

deposited in near-monolayer planes separated by

15 nm (generally referred to as a 8-doped sample).

SIMS analysis was carried out with a pulsed Ga~

ion beam.

Accomplishments:

The results of a depth profile taken under optimal

conditions for a 3 kV SF5
" sputter beam are shown

in Figure 1. The mean 1/e decay length for the 5

deltas is 1 .52 nm on the trailing edge of the peaks,

where the depth resolution is typically the poorest.

The resolution degrades as deeper layers are

probed, ranging from 1.45 nm at a depth of

NET
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» 20 nm to 1.66 nm at 78 nm. This resolution is

consistent with previously measured resolutions

under these conditions. One important analysis

condition that is unmentioned in previous publica-

tions on ultra-shallow depth profiling with ToF-

SIMS is the dose and energy of the primary Ga"

analysis beam. Although ToF-SIMS is usually

considered a low-dose "static SIMS" method, the

dose for the analyzing beam can be high under

depth profiling conditions and can lead to a

degradation in resolution from this unexpected

source. Thus, care was taken to reduce the Ga
+

dose. This has the consequence of making analysis

times longer than desirable for industrial applica-

tion of ToF-SIMS for depth profiling.

Future Plans:

We plan to investigate profiles done with lower

sputter energies to determine the practical limits on

depth resolution with this method. In addition we
will document the effect of the primary ion dose on

the depth resolution and the limits of sensitivity

and dynamic range of this method. Publication of

these results will provide informative data to the

semiconductor-SIMS community.
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Nuclear Measurement Methodsfor Chemical

Characterization of As and P Implant

Standards

Technical Contacts:

Richard M. Lmdstrom, Robert R. Greenberg, Rick

L. Paul

Objective:

To develop and apply the analytical methodology

for characterizing benchmark Standard Reference

Materials (SRMs) of thin films of interest to the

semiconductor industry, with the goal of transfer-

ring the accuracy of high-quality NIST reference

methods of analysis to the chip fabrication line.

Customer Needs:

Ion implantation is used to make conducting and

insulating layers in solid-state electronic devices. It

is necessary to know the thickness and composi-

tion of these films to control and model the

deposition process and to provide the basis for

international comparability via ISO standards.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is used

to measure concentrations and depth profiles of

key dopants in silicon, but because SIMS meas-

urements are matrix dependent, accuracy-based

standards are needed for absolute calibration. The

ISMT Analytical Lab Managers’ Working Group

(ALMWG) listed SRMs for P, As, and B as the top

three needs for ion implants in silicon.

Technical Strategy:

Because they exploit nuclear, not chemical,

reactions, nuclear methods of analysis are inde-

pendent of the chemical state and surroundings of

the element measured. Neutron activation analysis

is an isotope-specific analytical technique for

qualitative identification and quantitative determi-

nation of arsenic content, with sensitivity, specific-

ity, and accuracy well matched to the needs of

these measurements. The physics is well under-

stood and the analysis is nondestructive. The goal

was to certify As mass per unit area with a fully

evaluated uncertainty budget and relative expanded

uncertainty of less than 1 %.

Results and Future Plans:

In the uncertainty analysis, 29 sources of uncer-

tainty were quantitatively evaluated; seven sources

accounted for 98 % of the combined expanded

uncertainty. The measurement resulted in a mean
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an As content of 9 1 .20 mg/cm2

, with an expanded

uncertainty, U, of 0.38 %. As a result, NIST
accuracy for ion-implanted arsenic in silicon is

now transferable to the SIMS community in the

semiconductor industry through SRM 2134. The
1999 International Technology Roadmap for

Semiconductors (ITRS) specifies improvement in

dopant profile concentration measurement from ±

5 % in 1 999 to ± 2 % in 2008 with “low systematic

error.” SRM 2134 meets these requirements for

arsenic now.

A similar approach is presently being applied to

the certification of a phosphorus implant SRM.
The procedure has been demonstrated to have the

requisite sensitivity and accuracy. In a preliminary

study, analyses of six samples of phosphorus

implanted silicon by neutron activation analysis

yielded a mean concentration of (8.35 ± 0.20) x

10
14

atoms*cm'
2

(± 1 standard deviation), in

agreement with the nominal implantation value of

8.5 x 10
14

atoms'crri
2

. Efforts are currently

underway to improve the precision of the meas-

urements and to fully evaluate all sources of

uncertainty.

Collaborations:

These materials are jointly developed by the

Analytical Chemistry and Surface and Micro-

Analysis Science Divisions of CSTL, guided by

ISMT and other industry input.

External Recognition:

ISMT Analytical Lab Managers’ Working Group

(ALMWG)
CSTL 2000 Technical Achievement Award

Publications:

R. R. Greenberg, R. M. Lmdstrom, and D. S.

Simons, Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis

for Certification of Ion-Implanted Arsenic in

Silicon, J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chem. 245 (2000), 57-

63.

R. L. Paul and D. S. Simons, Neutron Activation

Analysis for Calibration of Phosphorus Implanta-

tion Dose, in Characterization and Metrology for

ULSI Technology, AIP Conference Proceedings

550, American Institute of Physics, Melville, New
York, 2001,677-681.



Boron and Nitrogen Thin Film and Implant

Standards using Neutron Depth Profiling

Technical Contacts:

George P. Lamaze and Heather Chen-Mayer

Objective:

Develop and enhance neutron depth profiling

(NDP) capabilities for determination of boron and

nitrogen concentrations and profiles. Combine

neutron depth profiling and neutron reflectometry

results to obtain accurate boron depth profiles that

are independent of assumed substrate densities.

Customer Needs:

Capabilities of measuring dopants in thin films

and implants are needed for developing and

producing reference materials, and for providing

reference measurements to the semiconductor

industry where SIMS is widely used as an in-house

characterization technique, yet concentration

standards are often needed for various matrices.

Technical Strategy: The technical strategy is the

establishment of a quantitative measurement

system to make neutron depth profiling a primary

method of measurement for boron, nitrogen and

lithium analysis in thin films. Assessing stopping

power for various matrices and supplying system-

specific new data where possible have also been a

part of the program, as well as improved algo-

rithms for data reduction. To provide better spatial

resolution, neutron lenses have also been devel-

oped. We have also used other techniques for

inter-comparison, such as neutron and x-ray

reflectometry, and SIMS.

Results and Future Plans:

Routine calibrations of boron in semiconductor

materials are now routinely provided at an accu-

racy of better than 2 % (2c). Boron measurements

are made with a detection limit of 2 x 10
12

at-

oms/cm
2

,
which corresponds to less than a part per

million for implants in silicon. A reference

material for boron in silicon intended for the

calibration of SIMS instruments has been issued.

We have worked with industry to improve indus-

trial processes, such as stoichiometry of TiN.

Measurement of nitrogen in thin films such as TiN
and SiN is now routine. Development of better

NET
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neutron lenses for improved spatial resolution is

continuing. The combination of NDP and neutron

reflectometry has led to improved density informa-

tion and depth distribution about samples.

Collaborations:

Dr. Kevin Coakley, Div. 898

Dr. Sushil Satija, Div. 856

Dr. Erie Steel, Div. 837

Dr. David Simons, Div. 837

Dr. Tim Hossain, Advanced Micro Devices

Dr. Harry Fujimoto, Intel

Dr. Eric Smith, Texas Instruments

Dr. Steve McQuire, LSU
Dr. Ron Goldner et al. Tufts

Dr. Larry Pilione et al, Penn State

Dr. Brock Weiss, University of Puerto Rico

External Recognition:

IR100 Award, 1995 - Neutron Focusing Lens

Returning industrial customers: Coming, Intel,

Lucent, AMD

Publications:

(Partial List)

G.P. Lamaze, H.H. Chen-Mayer, and J.K. Lang-

land, "Recent Developments in Neutron Depth

Profiling at NIST," Proc. 1998 Itl. Conf. On
Characterization and Metrology of ULSI Technol-

ogy, AIP (1998)883-886

H. H. Chen-Mayer and G. P. Lamaze, Depth

distribution of Boron determined by slow neutron

induced Lithium ion emission, Proc. 17th Interna-

tional Conference on Atomic Collisions in Solids,

Beijing, China, July 2 -6, 1997, Nucl. Instrum. &
Meth. B 135(1998)407-412

George P. Lamaze and Heather Chen-Mayer,

"Nitrogen Analysis In Thin Films Using Cold

Neutron Depth Profiling," Proc. of 9th CIMTEC,
Forum on New Materials, Florence, Italy, 1 998 (in

press).

G.P. Lamaze, H. Chen-Mayer, M. Badding and L.

Laby, "In situ measurement of Lithium Movement
in Thin Film Electrochromic Coatings using Cold

Neutron Depth Profiling," Surf. Interface Anal., 27

(1999) 644-647.

H. H. Chen-Mayer, D. F. R. Mildner, G. P.

Lamaze, R. L. Paul, and R. M. Lindstrom, "Neu-

tron focusing using capillary optics and its applica-
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tions to elemental analysis," in: Proc. 15th Inti.

Conf. on the Application of Accelerators in

Research and Industry, Denton, Texas, November

1998, J. L. Duggan and I. L. Morgan, Eds., AIP

Conf. Proc. 475, Woodbury, New York, 1999,

718-721.

H. H. Chen-Mayer, G. P. Lamaze, and S. K. Satija,

"Characterization of BPSG films using Neutron

Depth Profiling and neutron/x-ray reflectometry,",

in: Proc. 2000 International Conf. on Characteriza-

tion and Metrology for ULSI Technology,

Gaithersburg, Maryland, June 2000 (in press).

K. J. Coakley, H. Heather Chen-Mayer, G.P.

Lamaze, D.S. Simons, and P. E. Thompson,

“Calibration of a Stopping Power Model for

Silicon Based on Analysis of Neutron Depth

Profiling and Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

Measurements,” Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A, 2001 (in

WERB review).
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Effects of Elastic-Electron Scattering on

Measurements of Silicon Dioxide Film

Thickness by X-ray Photoelectron

Spectroscopy

Technical Contacts:

C. J. Powell and A. Jablonski (Institute ofPhysical

Chemistry, Warsaw, Poland)

Objective:

To enable measurements of film thicknesses to be

made with improved accuracy by Auger-electron

spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) for nanotechnology, semicon-

ductor metrology and other applications.

Customer Needs:

AES and XPS are used extensively in the semicon-

ductor and other industries for determining

thicknesses of thin (< 10 nm) overlayer films on

substrates. Such measurements depend on the

effective attenuation lengths (EALs) for the

relevant electron energy and film material. The

EAL differs from the corresponding electron

inelastic mean free path (IMFP) because of elastic

scattering of the signal electrons in the specimen.

While the IMFP is a material property, the EAL
depends on the film thickness and the XPS or AES
measurement configuration. The extent to which

the EAL differs from the IMFP has not been

previously documented for films of Si02 on Si that

are of high technological importance. Recent

comparisons of Si02 film thicknesses measured

with different techniques have shown significant

differences. It is clearly desirable to identify the

measurement uncertainties of each technique in

greater detail.

Technical Strategy:

Calculations have been made of Si 2p photoelec-

tron currents for a Si substrate and Si02 films of

varying thickness, for A1 and Mg characteristic X
rays, and for three common XPS instrumental

configurations. The calculations were made with

an algorithm based on solution of the kinetic

Boltzmann equation within the transport approxi-

mation to account for elastic scattering along the

electron trajectories.

Results and Future Plans:

Figure 1 shows an example of the results. The ratio

of the average EAL in the Si02 film, <EAL>, to

the IMFP in the film is plotted against the Si02

film thickness for Mg Ka X rays and for an XPS
configuration in which the angle ^between the X-

ray source and the electron energy analyzer is 54°.

The solid lines show plots of this ratio for different

electron emission angles a. The dashed lines

indicate values of the <EAL>/IMFP ratio for

constant attenuations of the substrate-signal current

of 1 %, 2 %, 5 %, and 10 %. It is clear that for a
less than about 60°, the <EAL>/IMFP ratio is

approximately constant (within 3 %) for film

thicknesses of practical relevance. The average

value of this ratio varies between 0.906 and 0.935

depending on the X-ray source, the film-thickness

range, and the particular value of y. For a greater

than about 60°, the <EAL>/IMFP ratio changes

appreciably with film thickness, and the <EAL>
for the specific conditions needs to be determined

film thickness.

from the calculated curves. It is planned to extend

these calculations to other materials for which film

thicknesses are determined by XPS or AES.

Publications:

Powell, C. J. and Jablonski, A., “Measurements of

Silicon Dioxide Film Thicknesses by X-ray

Photoelectron Spectroscopy,” in Characterization

and Metrology for ULSI Technology-2000 (in

press).
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Poweil, C. J. and Jablonski, A., “Effects of Elastic-

Electron Scattering on Measurements of Silicon

Dioxide Film Thicknesses by X-ray Photoelectron

Spectroscopy,” J. Electron Spectrosc. (in press).
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Monte Carlo Methods For Optimizing the

Quantitative Analysis Of Thin Layers,

Microparticles and Irregular Surfaces

Technical Contact:

John T. Armstrong

Objective:

To determine test methods and standards that can

be used to evaluate and optimize the various

electron scattering models and other physical

parameters that are used in Monte Carlo calcula-

tions of x-ray emission from layered and irregular

sample surfaces.

Customer Needs:

Electron microbeam analysis is very well suited for

qualitative characterization of layered materials,

particles and rough surfaces; however accurate

quantitative analysis of specimens with irregular

boundaries has remained elusive. Many industrial

applications require accurate analyses of such

samples and a variety of methods have been

proposed [1-2]. One of the most promising

approaches is the use of Monte Carlo simulations

to model the electron and x-ray path lengths in

complex samples [1,3]. However, the various

models and physical parameters commonly used in

these calculations give significantly different

analytical results.

Technical Strategy:

We have modified the Monte Carlo algorithms of

Joy and Armstrong [3] to develop a versatile

simulation program that calculates x-ray emission

from thm films, particles and rough surfaces of

given boundary conditions. The program allows

defocusing or rastering of the electron beam to any

given size, and bombardment of any portion of the

particle or rough surface. The program calculates

the electron trajectories at a rate of approximately

one million electrons per minute and is modular-

ized to allow for easy substitution for the various

physical expressions that make up the model. We
have applied this program to determine analytical,

geometrical and compositional conditions that are

particularly sensitive to the choice of physical

parameters used in the Monte Carlo models.

Results and Future Plans:

The results are in generally good agreement with

previously developed geometric corrections and

with experimental analyses [1]. They are particu-

larly useful in showing the magnitude of electron

sidescattering and its effect on x-ray production.

This scattering is sensitive to the parameters used

by the program and results in large variation in the

relative x-ray intensities with closeness to- a sample

side, with beam to sample angle, and with beam
voltage. For example, Monte Carlo calculations

show variation in emitted x-ray intensities of

particles of AINi by greater than a factor of 100

with model-dependent variations of over a factor

of two.

The Monte Carlo calculations are being used to

identify the best measurement experiments (such

as stepping the beam toward sample edges or

sequentially changing beam to sample angle) and

sample compositions to test the physical parame-

ters. Appropriate analyses will then be made on

such specimens (in cooperation with the research

efforts of John Small and Dale Newbury) to

determine the best equations to use for quantitative

analysis.

External Recognition:

Armstrong, J.T.,
“Improving Analytical Accuracy

in the Analysis Particles by Employing Low
Voltage Analysis,” Microscopy and Microanalysis

2000 Conference, Philadelphia, PA, August 17,

2000. Invited

Publications:

Armstrong J T (1991) Electron Probe Quantita-

tion, eds K F J Heinrich and D E Newbury (New
York: Plenum) pp 261-315.

Small J A, Armstrong J T, Bright D S and Thome
B B (1998) Microscopy Microanal. 4 (suppl. 2) pp
184-5.

Armstrong J T (2000) Microbeam Analysis 2000,

eds D B Williams and R Shimizu (Inst. Phys. Conf.

Ser. No. 165) pp 429-430.
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Phase Identification From sub 200 nm
Particles by Electron Backscatter Diffraction

(EBSD)

Technical Contacts:

John A. Small

Objective:

To develop methods to improve the quality of

electron backscatter diffraction patterns from

particles less than 300 nm in size.

Customer Needs:

In our initial work on the phase identification

analysis of individual particles by EBSD, we
observed that the quality of the EBSD patterns

from particles less than about 300 nm in size was

poor, especially for low density materials, when
the particles were mounted on bulk carbon sub-

strates. This poor quality limits the utility of the

technique.

Technical Strategy:

As part of the division's program for materials

characterization we are investigating methods for

particle identification in the scanning electron

microscope/electron microprobe based on electron

backscatter diffraction from particles in the 100 nm
and above size range. We suspect that the poor

pattern quality from submicrometer particles is the

result of electron scattering from areas other than

the particle of interest. In the case of the very small

particles many of the incident electrons exit the

particle volume without diffracting and enter the

substrate. This not only decreases the intensity of

the diffraction signal but also increases the average

noise in the EBSD pattern, reducing the signal-to-

noise ratio in the pattern to an unacceptably low

level.

To improve the EBSD pattern quality for submi-

crometer particles a sample holder was constructed

that enables particle mounting on a thm, electron

transparent, substrate. The thin substrate should

dramatically reduce the noise contribution from

electrons that scatter into the substrate and thus

improve pattern quality from very small particles.

rsfisr
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Results and Future Plans:

Figure lc is the EBSD pattern from a 160 nm
A1 203 particle mounted on a bulk carbon substrate

(Figure la). Figure Id is the EBSD pattern from a

150 nm A1203 particle mounted on a 20 nm carbon

thin-film (Figure lb). The quality of the EBSD
pattern from the particle mounted on the thin

substrate is clearly superior to the pattern from the

particle mounted on the bulk substrate and has a

high enough signal-to-noise ratio to conduct a

phase identification analysis of the particle and

identify it as hexagonal A1 20 3 . Future plans

Fig. 1 . EBSD patterns of A1203 particle

mounted on bulk carbon and carbon thin

film substrates.

include investigating other thin-film compositions

and low accelerating voltages to extend the

application of EBSD phase identification to

particles less than 100 nm in size.

Collaborations:

Sandia National Laboratory, Thermo-Noran

Instruments.

Publications:

J.A. Small, J.R. Michael, and D.E. Newbury,

“Microbeam Analysis 2000,
”

Institute of Physics

Conference Series #165, 305-306, 2000.

J.A. Small, J.R. Michael, "Phase identification of
individual crystalline particles by electron

backscatter diffraction (EBSD)," Submitted to

JOM (in press).



Thin Film Metrology> Using X-Rays

Technical Contacts:

R. J. Matyi and R. D. Deslattes

"Often, offline methods provide information that

inline methods cannot Grazing incidence X-ray

reflectivity provides measurement of thin film

thickness and density. Grazing incidence X-ray

diffraction provides information about the crystal-

line texture of thin films." "Reference materials are

a critical part of metrology since they establish a

“yard stick” for comparison of data taken by

different methods, by similar tools at different

locations (internally or externally), or between

model and experiment." ITRS, 2000 update, p
311.

Objective:

To provide industry with high-accuracy X-ray

based methods, reference materials, and data for

the geometrical characterization of simple and

complex layer stacks.

Customer Needs:

Thin film thickness, density and interfacial

roughness are critical parameters in the perform-

ance of conducting and dielectric layers in semi-

conductor devices. Sensitive and accurate meas-

urements of such properties are needed in the

process development phase as well as in subse-

quent manufacturing practice. In the process

development phase the needs are for structural

properties that can be associated with the electrical

performance characteristics of subsequently

patterned device arrays. In the subsequent manu-

facturing phase the need is principally to calibrate

the responses of on-line measurement tools that do

not deliver first-principles based data. These tools

have been developed to meet the needs for high

measurement throughput and compatibility with

the production environment. Such tools have

material-dependent calibration requirements that

lead end users and tool manufacturers to look for

alternatives that are less sensitive to materials

properties and process variability.

These needs are most practically addressed by the

use of well-characterized reference materials

whose structural properties are certified by off-line

measurements using X-ray reflectivity and

diffraction in conjunction with robust analysis and

well calibrated angle measurement instrumentation

Technical Strategy:

The sub-nanometer wavelengths of X-ray probes

and their relatively weak interactions with

materials make them a nearly ideal means for

determining the geometry of the thin film and

multilayer structures that underlie modem
semiconductor manufacturing. Our approach has

been to develop advanced metrological capability

in this area including high performance

instrumentation and advanced forms of modeling

and analysis. We have made these capabilities

available for applications to a considerable range

of structural problems involving metallic

interconnect layers, advanced dielectrics, and

diffusion barrier films. By responding to currently

urgent problems, principally, but not exclusively,

mediated through ISMT, it has been possible to

develop first-hand knowledge of industrial needs

as well as of the level of timely responsiveness

needed to provide useful input to these problems.

Our program develops and applies X-ray methods

to reveal the microstructure of thin film and multi-

layer structures produced by advanced semicon-

ductor manufacturing. We also generate and certify

reference structures for the calibration of in-line

production tools. The main components of this

work are the following: (1) Development and

application of high-resolution X-ray diffraction

techniques; (2) Advanced application of modeling

methods to describe specular and diffuse

scattering; (3) Production of reference samples of

thin film and multi-layer structures; (4) Rapid

response to urgent problems identified by ISMT.

Both the details and the areas of emphasis of our

program have evolved on the basis of this

experience and guidance received during

presentations to various specialized groups within

the ISMT framework. Finally, we are in contact

with commercial developers of X-ray

instrumentation in order to facilitate their

interactions through the documentation of best

practices and characterization of reference

materials.

Accomplishments:

Rapid responses to urgent problems: Our develop-

ment of improved measurement and production

capability has been staged so as to maintain rapid

and effective response to urgent industrial needs.

NIST
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Among the systems we have addressed in this

context are: advanced oxynitride dielectrics, high-A:

dielectrics including banum strontium titanate,

tantalum oxide, zirconium oxide and hafnium

oxide, TaxNy
copper diffusion barriers, and a group

of metal stacks including Cu, Ta, Cu/Ta, TaxNy and

W xNy
films. In each case a summary report has

been completed including the data obtained, its

analysis and interpretation.

Some of our earliest results from reflectometry

measurements gave unexpectedly diverse values

for film densities as well as evidence of phase

separation within layers initially presumed to be

homogeneous. Such problems have been explored

by means of grazing incidence “powder” diffrac-

tion that showed not only the presence of separate

crystallographic phases, but also high degrees of

preferred orientation in the microcrystalline films.

In parallel there has been a process of incremental

upgrades of instrumental capability and modeling

software.

Important aspects of the potential for model-

independent analysis of reflectometry data have

been addressed through the development of a form

of wavelet analysis particularly adapted to this

specific experimental modality. This development

has been highly successful and offers as well direct

access to interfacial roughness characterization of

each of the several interfaces even in a modestly

complex layer stack. This form of analysis is

computationally efficient, provides unique order-

ing of layer components, and yields objective

MIST Page8i
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starting points for more detailed analysis.

Future Plans:

In addition to maintaining an effective and

responsive service capability we intend to pursue

two complementary goals. The first is to establish

the design of a synthetic multilayer structure that

can serve as a certifiable reference materia! for

both X-ray reflectometry and high resolution X-ray

diffraction. The second is to establish a self-

calibrating coaxial refiectometer/difffactometer by

means of which the characteristics of the reference

structure can be certified from first principles. The
development of the reference structure is expected

to proceed through the work of a newly established

consortium of potential users and instrumentation

vendors. The measurement capability will be

established at NIST using best practice and a self-

calibrated coaxial angle measurement system to

realize the needed certifiable accuracy.

Collaborations:

ISMT, Alam Diebold

External Recognition:

“X-ray Reflectivity Analysis of Oxynitride, High-/:

and Metallic Thin Film Structures.”

R. J. Matyi, Invited Presentation to Metrology

Council of ISMT International (Austin, TX,

November 4, 1999). “Advanced X-Ray Scattering

Methods for Microelectronic Materials Analysis.”

R. J. Matyi, Invited presentation at ISMT Analyti-

cal Lab Managers Council meeting (Newport

Beach, CA, March 7, 2001).

Publications:

D. Keith Bowen and Richard D. Deslattes, “X-Ray

Metrology by Diffraction and Reflectivity,” in

Characterization and Metrology for ULSI Tech-

nology 2000, 570-579 AIP 2001.

C. H. Russell, S. M. Owens, R. D. Deslattes, and

A. Diebold, in Characterization and Metrology for

ULSI Technology 2000, 140-143, AIP 2001.

Richard D. Deslattes and Richard J. Matyi,

“Analysis of Thin Layer Structures by X-Ray
Reflectometry,” in Handbook of Silicon Semicon-

ductor Metrology, A. Diebold, Ed., Chap.27. (in

press).



I.R. Prudnikov, R.J. Matyi and R.D. Deslattes,

“Wavelet Transform Approach to the Analysis of

Specular X-ray Reflectivity Curves,” (to be

submitted to Journal of Applied Physics).
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Optical Metrology ofSi/Dielectric Interface

Technical Contacts:

S.T. Cundiff

Objective:

To develop a better understanding of optical

second harmonic generation at the Si/Si02

interface, its sensitivity to roughness and to explore

the potential of second harmonic generation for

interface metrology.

Customer Needs:

Feature sizes in semiconductor integrated circuits

have been decreasing relentlessly, resulting in

remarkable performance gams. As lateral

dimensions shrink, the dimensions of gate

dielectrics must decrease proportionally. Surface

second harmonic generation (SSHG) is an optical

technique that is highly surface/interface selective.

SSHG has been empirically shown to be sensitive

to roughness at the Si/Si0 2 interface. The goal of

this project is to obtain a better understanding of

the basic physics that gives rise to this sensitivity

to roughness. This will give insight into the

morphology of the interface and into the potential

for SSHG as a measurement tool. Limitation on

how thin the gate oxide can be made presents a

potential barrier to further reduction in device size

by the semiconductor industry. In future

generations of integrated circuits (ICs) the gate

oxide thickness will be reduced to the point where

monolayer fluctuations at the Si/Si0 2 interface will

represent a significant percent fluctuation of the

total oxide thickness. Hence the industry is in need

of a greater understanding of the morphology of

the interface. Additionally, methods of making in-

situ measurements of the interface would be

beneficial. SSHG may have advantages over other

methods.

Technical Strategy :

The SSHG signal from Si/Si0 2 displays resonant

behavior due to both features in the bulk band

structure and the interface alone. We are studying

how this resonant behavior changes with change in

surface preparation. Specifically we are looking at

samples with different miscut (and hence differing

step edge density), different oxidation and different

roughness (as characterized by x-ray scattering).

SSHG is a very weak effect because only a layer a

few monolayers thick at the interface contributes.

To obtain a measurable signal, without having to

subject the samples to high average powers or

high-energy pulses, we use 100 femtosecond

pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz. This allows

high peak powers to be obtained with a modest

average power. Photon counting is used for signal

detection. A tunable Kerr-lens-modelocked laser

is used as the primary source. To extend the

tuning range, an optical parametric oscillator is

also employed.

A key challenge is to calibrate for changes in laser

average power and pulse width that occur with

tuning. The change in pulse width results in a

change in peak power, and hence signal strength.

To do this, a second reference arm is included in

the experiment. The reference arm is virtually

identical to the signal arm, but a quartz sample is

used. Quartz generates a strong second harmonic

signal, which is largely independent of laser

tuning. A cross calibration between the signal and

reference arms is obtained by installing a quartz

sample in the signal arm and measuring the two

signals versus tuning. The resulting calibration

curve is used to correct all subsequent data.

Accomplishments:

Vicinal (miscut) wafers are being used to provide

samples with known interface variations. A set of

samples with known vicinal angle and direction

have been prepared with native oxide and thermal

oxide. Measurements on these are complete using

the fundamental output from the modelocked

Ti: sapphire laser. The results provide baseline data

for comparison to samples with known roughness.

MIST
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Future Plans:

The results show that resonant structure exists at

wavelength shorter than those achievable using the

modelocked Ti:sapphire laser. Measurements will

be made using the frequency doubled output of an

optical parametric oscillator. This will allow the

short wavelength resonance to be characterized.

Collaborations:

University of Colorado, Bell Labs/Lucent Tech-

nologies.

External Recognition:

Invited Talk & Paper: S.T. Cundiff and T.M.

Fortier, “Second Harmonic Generation from the

Si/Si02 Interface,” presented at SPIE 2000 confer-

ence, proceedings published in “Physics and

Simulation of Optoelectronic Devices VIII,” R.H.

Binder, P. Blood and M. Osinski, eds.. Proceedings

of SPIE vol. 3944, 646-657 (2000).

Publications:

See above
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D. Interconnect and Packaging Metrology Program

Advances in interconnect and packaging technologies have introduced rapid successions ofnew materials

and processes. Environmental pressures are leading to the reduction and eventual elimination of lead in

solder used for attaching chips to packages and packages to circuit boards. The overall task of this

program is to provide critical metrology and methodology for mechanical, chemical, metallurgical,

electrical, thermal, and reliability evaluations of interconnect and packaging technologies.

The function of packaging is to connect the integrated circuit to the system or subsystem platform, such as

circuit board, and to protect the integrated circuit from the environment. The increasing number of

input/output (I/O) on circuits with vastly larger scale of integration is forcing ever smaller I/O pitches, the

use of flip chip bonding, and the use of intermediary platforms called interposers. The integration of

sensors and actuators onto integrated circuits through MEMS technology and the increasing use of low

cost integrated circuits in harsh environments is increasing the complexity of the packaging task. Envi-

ronmental concerns are forcing the need for development of reliable lead-free solder and other low

environmental impact packaging materials.

System reliability requirements demand modeling, testing methods, and failure analysis of the integrated

circuits before and after packaging. Metrology is a significant component of reliability evaluation.

NIST
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Technology Adminrsfrafron, U.S Department of Commerce
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Measurements and Modeling of
Electrodeposited Interconnects

Technical Contacts:

G.R. Stafford, T.P Moffat, D. Josell and L. Richter

“As features shrink, etching and filling high aspect

ratio structures will be challenging, especially for

DRAM. Dual damascene metal structures are also

expected to be difficult.”

1999 ITRS, page 164

Objective:

Develop measurement tools that assess the ability

of electrolytes to show superconformal deposition

of copper into small, high-aspect-ratio vias for on-

chip interconnects. Use in-situ vibrational

spectroscopy to determine competitive adsorption

kinetics of additives used in copper plating baths.

Develop models for superconformal deposition

based on the thermodynamics and kinetics of

electrochemical processing that will provide the

electrodeposition industry with better control over

processing at small dimensions.

Customer Needs:

The semiconductor industry has recently made a

major shift in materials used for interconnects, or

on-chip "wiring," in integrated circuits. After

decades of using aluminum as conductors, a switch

to copper has been made to take advantage of an

inherently lower resistivity. Electrodeposition has

been found to be the best means to deposit copper

in the narrow, deep trenches used as circuitry, in

that "superconformal" deposition that fills very

narrow trenches without porosity can be

accomplished when organic additives are present

in the plating bath. These addition agents are also

responsible for grain refinement in the deposited

material which lead to secondary grain growth and

improved resistivity. Although a phenomeno-

logical understanding of the influence of additives

exists, a molecular level view of this process is

totally absent. Consequently, there is a

tremendous need for developing a predictive

capacity for describing the influence of electrolyte

species on the evolution and properties of

electrodeposited Cu films.

Technical Strategy:

NIST researchers have developed a copper plating

bath that produces copper films with recrystalliza-

NtHT
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tion and superfill behavior identical to that re-

ported by industry. The principal additives in this

bath are NaCl, an organic compound known as

MPSA, and polyethylene glycol (PEG). Under-

standing the surface chemistry under the chemical

conditions and range of potentials normally used in

commercial copper plating is required to extend

the use of electrolytic copper to sub- 100 nm length

scales. The nonlinear optical technique of vibra-

tionally resonant sum frequency generation (VR-

SFG) is uniquely interface specific and can be

applied to the in-situ study of electrodes. We
expect to develop measurement tools to examine

competitive adsorption of NaCl-MPSA-PEG
during the electrolytic deposition of copper.

Accomplishments:

A model electrolyte that generates the essential

characteristics required for successful copper

Damascene metallization has been identified.

Examination of binary combinations of Cl-PEG-

MPSA additives clearly reveals the synergistic

nature of the interactions between the three species

required for void-free filling of ULSI features with

the desired copper microstructure, Figure 1. The

desired attributes appear to correlate with the

hysteretic i-E response suggesting its utility as both

an investigative screening and process control tool

for assaying "brightener" activity. Although a

detailed description of the system response remains

to be developed, the measurement itself is a direct

reflection of the deposition process as opposed to

the widely employed, but somewhat more ambigu-

ous, technique known as cyclic voltammetric

stripping analysis (CVS). Experiments at NIST
show that such hysteretic behavior by itself

indicates an ability to fill narrow trenches eliminat-

ing the need to do more extensive experimental

development. The Cl-PEG-MPSA electrolyte (a)

yields superconformal copper deposition into

trenches between 500 and 90 nm in width with an

aspect ratio ranging from 1:1 to

« 6.6:1. In contrast, similar experiments using

either an additive-free electrolyte, or an electrolyte

containing the binary combinations Cl-MPSA (b)

or Cl-PEG (c) resulted in the formation of a

continuous void in the center of the trench, Figure

2.

We have successfully measured ex-situ VR-SFG
spectra of MPSA on both gold and copper sub-

strates. Five resonant features between 2800 and

2950 cm'
1

can be attributed to the CH 2 groups of
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the MPSA. In-situ measurements in 0.01 mol/L

HC104 failed to show these features although a

decrease in the non-resonant background due to the

substrate was apparent. We attribute this to an all-

trans conformation of the MPSA, resulting in

unobservable resonance features. An ex-situ VR-
SFG measurement of MPSA on Au, focusing on

the symmetric stretch of the sulfonate end group at

1070 cm'
1

,
suggests that the kinetics of MPSA

adsorption may be examined, in-situ, in this way.

Future in-situ VR-SFG measurements will be made

under potential control.

Future Plans:

In the coming year, we will address several short

and long term objectives. These include 1)

establishing a model which defines the role of

adsorbates in superconformal deposition; 2)

develop measurement tools to examine competitive

adsorption on copper using vibrational

spectroscopy; 3) pursue further interactions with

chemical and bath monitoring industries to

incorporate NIST-developed measurement tools.

Collaborations:

Feedback from the electroplating industry is

extremely positive. ECI Technology, the industry

wide recognized leaders in the implementation of

CVS analysis for characterizing plating bath

additive chemistry, is adding the NIST-developed

measurement technology to their commercial

software.

Publications:

T.P. Moffat, J.E. Bonevich, W.H. Huber, A.

Stanishevsky, D.R. Kelley, G.R. Stafford, and D.

Josell, "Superconformal Electrodeposition of

Copper in 500-90 nm Features," J. Electrochem.

Soc. 147, 4524-4535 (2000).

T.P. Moffat, D. Wheeler, W.H. Huber and D.

Josell, "Superconformal Electrodeposition of

Copper,” Electrochem. Solid-State Lett. 4, C26

(2001 ).

Stafford, G., Moffat, T., Jovic, V., Kelley, D.,

Bonevich, J., Josell, D., Vaudin, M., Armstrong,

N., Huber, W., and Stanishevsky, A., "Cu Electro-

deposition for On-chip Interconnections," Charac-

terization and Metrology for ULSI Technology:

2000, D. G. Seiler, A. C. Diebold, T. J. Shaffher,

R. McDonald, W. M. Bullis, P. J. Smith, and E. M.

Secula, Eds. (Aff, New York, 2001), pp. 439-443.
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Fig. 1 . Linear sweep voltammetric curves for

copper deposition on a stationary poly-

crystalline copper disc electrode in

CuS04-H2S04 containing (a) NaCI +

MPSA + PEG, (b) NaCI + MPSA, and (c)

NaCI + PEG.

500 nm
Fig. 2. FIB images of copper electrodeposited

from an electrolyte containing (a) NaCI +

MPSA + PEG, (b) NaCI + MPSA, and (c)

NaCI + PEG. The trenches were patterned

using electron beam lithography. Note that

complete filling of the narrowest trenches,

100 nm, is void-free only with the ternary

addition which also shows hysteresis in

Figure 1.
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Interconnect Materials and Reliability

Metrology

Technical Contacts:

D. T. Read,
R. R. Keller, F. R. Fickett

“In the near term, the most difficult challenges for

interconnect include the rapid introduction and

integration of new materials and processes,

dimensional control, physical/electrical reliability

of interconnect structures and interconnect

processes with low or no device impact.

"

ITRS 1999 Edition, SIA, p. 163.

"A microtensile methodology, developed at the

National Institute for Standards and Technology,

has been adopted and applied in Motorola to

evaluate material properties of thin films. This

methodology is a significant part of the materials

technology development at Motorola.

"

Betty Yeung, (David Read), Yifan Guo, Bill

Lytle, and Vijay Sarihan (Motorola AISL,

Tempe, AZ), "Microtensile Methodology for

Mechanical Characterization of Thin Films,"

manuscript in preparation for submittal to Chip

Scale Review.

Objective:

The objectives of this project are: (1) to develop

experimental techniques to measure the reliability-

related properties of thin films, including basic

tensile properties, fatigue, fracture resistance, and

electromigration and stress-voiding resistance, in

specimens fabricated and sized like materials used

in actual commercial devices; (2) to relate thm

film reliability to microstructure; (3) to extend test

techniques from their present level ( 1
pm thick, 1

0

pm wide) to smaller specimens that are similar in

size to the conductive traces used in contemporary

VLSI circuits (widths of 0.1 to 1 pm).

Customer Needs:

Thin films are an essential component of all

advanced electronic devices. Understanding of

failure modes in these devices, especially interface

delamination, requires knowledge of the mechani-

cal behavior of the films. Resistance to electromi-

gration and stress-voiding is controlled by micro-

structural features closely related to those that

control mechanical behavior. Techniques for

measuring the mechanical behavior of thm films

are being developed and applied. Because the films

are formed by physical vapor deposition, their

nist
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microstructures, and hence their mechanical

properties, are quite different from those of bulk

materials of the same chemical composition. While

the general principles of conventional mechanical

testing are applicable to thin films, conventional

test equipment and techniques are not. Because

vapor-deposited films are of the order of 1 pm
thick, the failure loads are of the order of gram-

forces or less, and the specimens cannot be

handled directly.

Technical Strategy:

This project develops measurement methods using

specimens both obtained from industry and

fabricated within NIST. We have developed

apparatus and conducted measurements on AC
electromigration, in order to better understand the

processes of stress-voiding and practical elec-

tromigration. We have developed the silicon-frame

tensile specimen and the piezo-actuated tensile

tester, which operate successfully for specimens

100 pm wide and larger. We have continued to

support one such apparatus at NIST and one at

Motorola in Tempe. Another, which uses a

different control software, exists at the University

of Colorado at Boulder. Because problems were

encountered with specimens narrower than 100

pm, a new technique, called the force-probe tensile

test technique, has been developed. The apparatus

includes a tensile loading system operable within

the scanning electron microscope (SEM). This

system has now been used on specimens as small

as 2 pm wide. It is anticipated that the magnifica-

tion of the SEM will allow testing even narrower

specimens.

Accomplishments:

Our measurements of AC electromigration have

produced microstructural features completely

different in both quantity and quality from those

seen in conventional DC electromigration testing

(Fig. 1). Our measurements of the apparent static

Young's modulus of pure aluminum thm films,

resulting in values different from the annealed bulk

polycrystalline value, hint at the presence of as yet

undocumented features in the microstructure

(Fig. 2). In the past fiscal year, we have performed

successful tensile tests on three new types of

specimens: electrodeposited gold 200 pm wide by

800 pm long, fabricated on copper foil; A1 1

percent Si specimens 10 pm wide and 200 pm long

fabricated in a conventional CMOS fab under the

MOSIS program; and MEMS polysilicon 2 pm by
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2 jum by 60 to 1000 pm fabricated by Sandia

National Laboratories to their own specimen

design, which is independent of, though

conceptually similar to, the NIST specimen.

Fig. 1. SEM micrograph of features produced

by AC electromigration, obtained by R.

Keller during his visit at MPi in Stuttgart,

Germany.

Our results are being disseminated in conference

presentations and peer-reviewed articles in archival

journals, as well as in presentations and written

reports to the organizations that have supplied

specimens.

Strain

Fig. 2. Stress-strain curve of pure aluminum

film tested in the SEM. The strain data

were obtained by digital image correlation.

The gauge section is 1 x 10 x 200 pm.

Future Plans:

Measure the mechanical properties of other

materials that are important in microelectronic

interconnect structures, such as interlayer

dielectric. Measure specimens closer in size to

actual production devices, which means measuring

specimens much narrower than we do now. Use
TEM observations to characterize the

microstructures associated with AC
electromigration and with mechanical deformation

of thin films. Develop techniques for measurement

of mechanical properties of thin films at elevated

temperatures.

Collaborations:

In the current fiscal year, we tested specimens

from Hutchinson Technologies, Hutchinson,

Minnesota (electrodeposited gold), AMI Semicon-

ductor, Pocatello, Idaho (CMOS aluminum,

through the MOSIS service), and Sandia National

Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico (polysili-

con), as well as specimens fabricated at NIST. We
provided support for the piezo-actuated microten-

sile tester at Motorola Advanced Interconnect

Systems Laboratory, at Tempe, Arizona.

External Recognition:

Motorola Patent Committe 2000 Invention Disclo-

sure Award, a "routine" recognition for develop-

ment of unpatented technology, obtained by D. T.

Read while he was a NIST Industry Fellow with

the Motorola Advanced Technology Center in

Schaumburg, Illinois.

Publications:

Microstructural and Mechanical Characteriza-

tion of Electrodeposited Gold Films, Long, G.

S., Read, D. T., McColskey, J. D., and Crago,

K, ASTM STP 1413 , Mechanical Properties of

Structural Films.

Jonnalagadda, Krishna, Read, David, and Skipor,

Andrew, “Electrical Shield Design for Improved

Mechanical Reliability,” Motorola Technical

Developments , Volume 42, December 2000.

David T. Read, Krishna Jonnalagadda, William

Olson, and Andrew Skipor, “Reinforcing Splint

Between Shields on Printed Wire Board,” Mo-
torola Technical Developments

,
Volume 42,

December 2000.

i\Hsr
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Porous Thin Films Metrology for Low K
Dielectrics

Technical Contacts:

Barry J. Bauer, Eric K. Lin, and Wen-li Wu

The need of low dielectric constant (k) material for

interlevel dielectrics (ILD) in next generation IC

chips is well documented in Figure 30 of the

“Dielectric Potential Solutions” ITRS, SIA, 1999

edition, p. 173

Objective:

To provide the semiconductor industry with unique

on-wafer measurements of the physical and

structural properties of porous thin films important

to their use as 1ow-k dielectric materials..

Customer Needs:

As integrated circuit feature sizes continue to

shrink, new low-k interlayer dielectric materials

are needed to address problems with power

consumption, signal propagation delays, and cross

talk between interconnects. One avenue to 1ow-k

dielectric materials is the introduction of

nanometer scale pores into a solid film to lower its

effective dielectric constant. However, the pore

structure of these 1ow-k dielectric materials

strongly affects important material properties other

than the dielectric constant such as mechanical

strength, moisture uptake, coefficient of thermal

expansion, and adhesion to different substrates.

The characterization of the pore structure is needed

by materials engineers to help optimize and

develop future 1ow-k materials and processes.

Currently, there is no clear consensus among IC

chip manufacturers for the selection of a class of

material or a processing method of nanoporous

films. Candidates include silica-based films,

organic polymers, inorganic spin-on materials,

chemical vapor deposited materials, and several

others. With the large number of possible

materials and processes, there is a strong need for

high quality structural data to help understand

correlations between processing conditions and the

resulting physical properties.

Technical Strategy:

The small sample volume of 1 gm films and the

desire to characterize the film structure on silicon

wafers narrows the number of available

measurement methods. NIST is using a

combination of small angle neutron scattering

(SANS), specular x-ray reflectivity (SXR) and

high energy ion scattering to determine important

structural and physical property information

including average pore size, porosity, pore

connectivity, film thickness, matrix material

density, coefficient of thermal expansion, moisture

uptake, and film composition.

Accomplishments:

Our efforts have been focused into three areas,

characterizing current industrially relevant materi-

als through ISMT, gaining fundamental under-

standing of different classes of material prepara-

tion, and conducting an international round robin

comparison of different on-wafer measurement

techniques. ISMT, a consortium of microelectron-

ics companies, has provided more than 35 separate

samples for characterization by NIST including

spin-on glass materials, films from chemical vapor

deposition, and organic thin films. The structural

information provided by NIST is placed into a

master database, combining data from a variety of

sources, detailing both the structural and material

properties needed to evaluate candidate materials.

The data have been extensively used by member

companies to guide the development of 1ow-k

dielectric materials for integration into future

devices. In addition, we have helped many US
chemical industries, Dow Chemicals, Dow

NIST
Notional Instthrte of Standards and Technology
Technology Admimstration, U.5 Department of Commerce
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Coming, Allied Signal, and Rohm & Haas in their

effort developing low k materials.

Future Flans:

Work is in progress to develop new techniques for

measuring the size distribution of nanovoids as

well as their distribution along film thickness

direction.

Collaborations:

H. Lee, H. Wang, (Polymers Division, NIST),

Jeffrey T. Wetzel, Changming Jin, Jeffrey Lee

(ISMT), Mikhail Baklanov (IMEC), David Gidley

(University of Michigan), Wei Chen, Enc Moyer
(Dow Coming), Shu Yang (Lucent), Hongyou Fan,

C. J. Bnnker (Sandia National Laboratory)

External Recognition:

Mechel Lerme Best Paper Award, 1999 Interna-

tional Interconnect Technology Conference.

Wu, W.; Lin, E. K.; Jin, C., and Wetzel, J. T., "A
Three-Phase Model for the Structure of Porous

Thm Films Determined by X-ray Reflectivity and

Small Angle Neutron Scattering," Materials

Research Society Meeting; San Francisco, CA.

2000 .

Publications:

Barry J. Bauer, Enc K. Lin, Hae-Jeong Lee,

Howard Wang and Wen-li Wu. “ Structure and

Property Characterization of Low-k Dielectric

Porous Thin Films,” J. Electronic Materials, 30(4),

p. 304 (2001).

Wu, W. L.; Wallace, W. E.; Lin, E. K.; Lynn, G.

W.; Glinka, C. J.; Ryan, E. T., and Ho, H. M.,

"Properties of Nanoporous Silica Thm Films

Determined by High- Resolution X-Ray Reflectiv-

ity and Small-Angle Neutron Scattering," Journal

of Applied Physics, 87(3): 1 193-1200 (2000).

Lin, E. K.; Lee, H. J.; Wang, H., and Wu, W.
L.,"Structure and Property Characterization of

Low-k Dielectnc Porous Thm Films Determined

by X-ray Reflectivity and Small-Angle Neutron

Scattering," Proc. of the 2000 Inti. Conf. on

Charactenzation and Metrology for ULSI Tech-

nology 2000.

Lin, E. K.; Wu, W. L.; Jin, C, and Wetzel, J. T.,

"Structure and Property Characterization of Porous

Low-k Dielectric Constant Thin Films using X-ray

Reflectivity and Small-angle Neutron Scattering,"

Proc. of the Materials Research Society Meeting.

(2000 ).

Lee, H. J., Lin, E. K., Wu, W. L., Fanconi, B. F.,

Liou, H. C., Lan, J. K., Cheng, Y. L., Wang, Y. L.,

Feng, M. S., and C. G. Chao, “X-Ray Reflectivity

Measurements of N2 Plasma Effects on the

Density Profile of Hydrogen Silsesquioxane Thm
Films,” J. Electochem. Soc,.submitted (2000).

MIST
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Interconnect Dielectric Characterization

Using Transmission-Line Measurement

Technical Contacts:

Michael Janezic, Dylan Williams

“The high frequency measurements performed at

NIST complement the ISMT DC characterization

and provide the effective dielectric constant over a

broad frequency range....since high performance

microprocessors have recently broken the 1 GHz
barrier, it is extremely important that new inter-

connect materials and structures be characterized at

a high frequency.” Robert Haveman, ISMT

Objective:

To develop methods to accurately measure the

dielectric properties of low-k thin films from easy-

to-perform in-situ transmission-line measurements.

This project brings together the NIST Electromag-

netic Properties of Materials Program and the

NIST High-speed Microelectronics Program into a

collaborative effort with ISMT and Dow Chemical

to develop methods for semiconductor and material

manufacturers for determining the dielectric

properties of low-k thin films.

In this work, MMIC probing techniques are used to

measure the capacitance and conductance per unit

length of small printed transmission lines incorpo-

rating the materials to be characterized. The

relative permittivity of dielectric thin films and the

conductivity of the metals used in the lines

construction are subsequently derived over broad

frequency ranges.

Customer Needs:

To improve electrical performance of intercon-

nects, the semiconductor industry is replacing

traditional silicon dioxide thin films with lower

permittivity (low-k) thin films. Reducing the

permittivity of the dielectric separating the inter-

connects decreases the parasitic capacitive effects.

As a result, smaller interconnects that operate at

higher frequencies are feasible. Although many
candidate low-k thin film materials exist, the

permittivity of many of these new materials

remains relatively unknown, especially at high

frequencies.

The 1999 SIA ITRS identifies the development

and characterization of low-k dielectrics as a

critical component in the drive to increase proces-

fSJISST
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sor performance. In the Critical Interconnect

Measurement Needs Summary on page 309, it

states, "Design of interconnect structures requires

measurement of the high frequency dielectric

constant of low-k materials."

Technical Strategy:

Our current primary goal is to develop the meas-

urement methodology based on transmission line

measurements for determining the dielectric

constant of low-k thin films. Because semiconduc-

tor manufacturers and material suppliers have

different needs and equipment, we are pursuing

different approaches for each. We have nearly

completed the development of methods for

semiconductor manufacturers, and are now
beginning to focus on material suppliers.

Early efforts revolved around coplanar waveguides

fabricated at Texas Instruments, shown in Fig. 1.

We performed measurements of the capacitance

per unit length of these coplanar waveguides

passivated with BCB, HSQ, and Si02 films.

Although the measurements convincingly demon-

strated the planar transmission-line approach, the

test structures were difficult to analyze and lacked

sensitivity.

Since our work with Texas Instruments we have

focused on a simpler and more sensitive microstrip

approach. In collaboration with ISMT we have

designed microstrip test structures with greater

sensitivity as a majority of the electromagnetic

fields are confined to the low-k dielectric

incorporated into the microstrip transmission lines.



Accomplishments:

In a joint effort with ISMT we have developed a

method of accurately determining the dielectric

properties of low-k dielectric and copper

conductors. The method utilizes printed microstnp

transmission line test structures that incorporate the

low-k thin film. From measurements of the test

structure's propagation constant and characteristic

impedance, the thin film permittivity is determined

at high frequencies. By measuring both the

propagation constant and characteristic impedance,

they demonstrated the ability to separate the

electrical properties of the dielectric thin film from

the metal conductors. Recent measurements,

shown in Fig. 2, on both low-k and silicon oxide

thm films confirm that the permittivity

measurement accuracy is within the goal of ± 5 %.

Future Plans:

Silicon Oxide

I
—— CVD low-k— Spin-on low-k

;
—— Porous low-k

1' 1 ' ' » • ' ' -- • 1 ‘ ' l .

5 10 15 20 25 30

Frequency (GHz)

Fig. 2. Relative permittivity of several types

of low-k thin films and silicon oxide as a

function of frequency.

We are using NIST's unique processing capabili-

ties to pursue a very different approach to dielec-

tric thin-film characterization with Dow Chemical,

a major supplier of low-K dielectrics. NIST will

perform most of the microfabrication; Dow will

simply deposit and pattern the low-k thin films on

pretested circuits provided by NIST. A second set

of measurements made at NIST will test for the

differences in transmission-line capacitance. We
have already fabricated and forwarded samples to

Dow. This approach could result in the develop-

ment of an important new method for the semicon-

ductor industry.

fNjisr
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Collaborations:

Texas Instruments - Studied initial design, fabrica-

tion and measurements of coplanar waveguide test

structures.

ISMT - Developed microstrip transmission-line

method and measured the permittivity of several

classes of low-k thm film on structures fabricated

at ISMT.

Dow Chemical - Developing improved coplanar

waveguide method suitable for material manufac-

turers and suppliers.

External Recognition:

M.D. Janezic and D.F. Williams, "Permittivity

Measurements of Low-k Thin Films from Trans-

mission Line Measurements,” ISMT Technical

Advisory Board Meeting, Austin TX, Feb. 1999.

M.D. Janezic and D.F. Williams, "Permittivity

Measurements of Low-k Thin Films from Trans-

mission Line Measurements," ISMT Technical

Advisory Board Meeting, Orlando, FL, March
1999.

M.D. Janezic and D.F. Williams, "Permittivity

Characterization of Low-k Thm Films from

Transmission-line Measurements," 2000 Interna-

tional Conference on Characterization and Metrol-

ogy for USLI Technology, Gaithersburg MD, June

2000.

M.D. Janezic and D.F. Williams, "Permittivity

Characterization of Low-k Thin Films from

Transmission-line Measurements," ISMT Techni-

cal Advisory Board Meeting, Austin, TX, Novem-
ber 2000.

Publications:

D. F. Williams, M. D. Janezic, A. Ralston, S. List,

"Quasi-TEM model for coplanar waveguide on

silicon," 1997 EPEP Conference Digest, pp. 225-

228, Oct. 27-29, 1997.

M. D. Janezic and D. F. Williams, "Permittivity

Characterization from Transmission-Line Meas-

urement," IEEE International Microwave Sympo-

sium Digest, vol. 3, pp. 1343-1345, June 10-12,

1997.

M. D. Janezic, D.F. Williams, V. Blaschke, A.

Karamcheti, C. S. Chang, "Permittivity Characteri-
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zation of Low-k Thin Films from Transmission-

line Measurements" (in review).

fSSISSF
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X-Ray Tomography ofMicrostructures

Technical Contacts:

Zachary H. Levine

Objective:

The goals of this project are: (a) to demonstrate

the feasibility of tomography of integrated circuit

interconnects to kindle interest in a larger-scale

implementation; (b) to aid in the development of

tools for routine laboratory-scale integrated circuit

tomography; and (c) to develop a leading edge

synchrotron-based integrated circuit tomography

capability for the calibration of laboratory instru-

ments and to provide a capability for the most

demanding problems. Integrated circuit intercon-

nects are taken to include both aluminum and

copper.

Customer Needs:

Failure analysis is a continuing and multifaceted

challenge for the semiconductor industry. Yet,

there is a need for a tool which can image a 10

micrometer cube with resolution below 100 nm.

Most probes are two dimensional; an exception,

TEM-based tomography operates on samples

smaller than 1 micrometer diameter.

The customer requires a laboratory tool rather than

a synchrotron beam line. This is because: (a)

synchrotron schedules are not compatible with the

customer's time-to-information requirements; and

(b) outsourcing of analytical tools tends to create

less meaningful information than that developed

m-house.

Technical Strategy:

We partner with industry, national laboratories,

and universities to achieve the project goals based

on the use of the best available technology.

In addition to helping to develop the project goals,

our partners in the semiconductor industry prepare

samples. The sample preparation requirements are

similar to that required for transmission electron

microscopy, but less demanding. To date, we have

partnered with people at national laboratories

to use existing x-ray microscopes on synchrotron

beam lines to perform x-ray tomography. We have

partnered with universities to obtain tomographic

reconstruction software. The actual acquisition of

NIST
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Technology Administration, U S Department of Commerce

data — which involved 24 hrs. operation at remote

locations — has been performed jointly with

industry-, national laboratory- and university-based

partners. We have taken responsibility for the

actual processing of the data, tomographic recon-

struction, and display. Software development is

simplified by retying on high-level graphics

packages supported by the NIST Visualization

Group. This teaming approach has resulted in a

relatively rapid first demonstration of integrated

circuit tomography.

Two private companies (JMAR Research and

XRadia) are now developing laboratory sources.

The NIST role is now diminished; however, in

1998-2000, NIST consulted actively with JMAR,
and a joint NIST-JMAR patent for a laboratory-

based source is pending.

As the main effort in the near term, NIST is

working with the Advanced Light Source of the

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory to

develop a dedicated beamline for deep submicron

tomography. We anticipate two orders of magni-

tude improvement in throughput compared to the

preliminary experiments, plus the ability to study

multilayer copper stacks. The beamline is ex-

pected to open in 2002.
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Accomplishments:

First reconstruction of an integrated circuit

interconnect: 400 nm resolution in 3D.

Improvement of resolution to 140 nm in 3D by

improved hardware and software.

First three-dimensional information obtained from

a copper integrated circuit using x-rays.

Approval of beamline 8.3.2 by Advanced Light

Source Scientific Advisory Committee.
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Solders and Solderability Measurements

for Microelectronics

Technical Contacts:

F. W. Gayle, W. J. Boettinger, C. A. Hand-

werker, U. R. Kattner, and M. E. Williams

"NIST personnel brought unique skills and

expertise to both NCMS projects [Lead-Free

Solder Project, and High Temperature Fatigue

Resistant Solder Project]. Without the support

from NIST, both these projects would have

extended over a longer period of time and would

have been more costly to the project's industrial

partners. In the case of the Lead-Free Program,

a critical evaluation of the data would not have

been done without NIST's leadership." Duane

Napp, Program Manager, National Center for

Manufacturing Sciences (NCMS).

"As a result of NIST's involvement, I feel NEMI
has been successful in responsibly leading the

effort to understand the implications of lead-free

assembly in a way that is benefiting the entire

electronics assembly industry."

Edwin Bradley, Motorola and National Electron-

ics Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI).

The U.S. microelectronics industry has clearly

articulated the measurement needs for Pb-free

solders and for solderability and assembly. For

example, the urgency for materials data for Pb-

free solders has been specified in the 1997

Association Connecting Electronics Industries

(IPC), 1999 ITRS, 2000 NEMI, and 2000 Lead-

Free Solder Roadmaps. Pressure from the

Japanese consumer product market and from the

E.U. to produce lead-free microelectronics

continues to increase. In addition, the lack of

understanding and control of current standard

solderability measurements has inhibited the

development of improved measurements

necessary for new solders and for new packag-

ing schemes. These industrial needs are ad-

dressed under this NIST project.

Objective:

To provide data and materials measurements of

critical importance to solder interconnect

technology.

Customer Needs:

Solders and solderability are increasingly

tenuous links in the assembly of microelectron-

ics as a consequence of ever shrinking chip and

package dimensions and of the movement
toward environmentally friendly lead-free

solders. We are providing the microelectronics

industry with measurement tools and data to

address solder problems. A thermodynamic

database has been publicly distributed for

modeling lead-free solder systems. We also

work closely with industry groups on measure-

ment tools needed for development of lead-free

solders for use in harsh environments, and

provide guidance for adoption of these solders

into assembly processes through work with

industrial standards organizations.

Technical Strategy:

Employ advanced methods of metallurgical

microstructure analysis, phase diagram calcula-

tions and kinetic analysis to provide data and

materials measurements of critical importance to

solder interconnect technology.

Accomplishments:

NIST has taken a major role working with

industry through a NEMI Task Force to identify

and move Pb-free solders into practice. NIST
co-chairs the NEMI alloy selection group which

this year selected standard alloy compositions

ceramic package

Fig. 1 - Metailographic cross-section of a new
lead-free solder developed under the

NCMS High-Temperature Fatigue Resis-

tant Solder project. The alloy has excellent

thermal fatigue properties.

NIST
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for U.S. microelectronics assembly. NIST is also

active in the NCMS High Temperature Fatigue

Resistant Solder Consortium and, as in the

NEMI Task Force, leads the alloy selection task

group. The NCMS consortium, including Ford,

Delphi, Allied Signal, Rockwell, Amkor,

Heraeus, Johnson Manufacturing, and Indium

Corporation, has identified and thermally cycle

tested several Pb-ffee alloys for applications as

high as 160 °C. In the past year NIST has been

responsible for analyzing microstructure

evolution during thermomechanical fatigue. A
microstructure of one of the high temperature,

high fatigue resistant, lead-free solders after

thermal cycling is shown in Fig.l. The final

report is due in early 200 1

.

NIST has developed the database necessary to

calculate multicomponent phase diagrams

essential for Pb-ffee alloy development. The

experimental determination of phase diagrams is

a time-consuming, costly task requiring expert

interpretation of results. The calculation of phase

diagrams significantly reduces the effort

required to determine phase evolution in

multicomponent systems and can provide

quantitative information that is frequently

needed in other modeling efforts. During the

past year the NIST thermodynamics database for

solders was expanded. Of particular importance

is the development of a refined thermodynamic

description for the Sn-rich part of the Sn-Ag-Cu

system that was critical for alloy selection by the

NEMI Lead-Free Task Force.

We are also working in collaboration with IPC

Standards Committees (most closely with

members from Celestica, Lucent, Raytheon,

Rockwell, and Shipley-Ronel) to establish

reproducible solderability test standards for

board assembly. Activities include providing

benchmark experiments for the wetting balance

tests to predict on-line solderability for a wide

range of surface finishes, lead materials, and

solder alloys. New NIST research to develop

electrochemical solderability tests and an

understanding of whisker formation in Sn-based,

Pb-ffee electroplated surface finishes comple-

ments the solderability studies. Highlights from

this work include:

• Sources of uncertainty have been established

for wetting balance solderability tests, leading

ssjtsr
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to increased repeatability and reproducibility

of tests.

• Recent flux studies performed at NIST have

led to a change in test procedures for the IPC

J-ANSI solderability standard.

Future Plans:

We will continue working with the NEMI
consortium to establish suitability of particular

lead-free solder compositions. In addition,

solderability tests will be developed working

with the IPC lead-free solder sub-committee.

Databases for phase diagrams and thermody-

namics critical to solder development and for

mechanical properties of solder will be ex-

panded and distributed via the web. In addition,

a much needed guide to interpretation of thermal

analysis data will be produced.

Collaborations:

D. Napp (National Center for Manufacturing

Sciences, and associated consortium members);

R. Gedney (NEMI Lead-Free Task Force, and

associated consortium members).

External Recognition:

Best Technical Paper at the October 1999 IPC

International Summit on Lead-Free Assemblies -

- voted by the 400+ attendees of the Summit.

Publications:

K.-W. Moon, W. J. Boettinger, U. R. Kattner, F.

S. Biancaniello and C. A. Handwerker, “Ex-

perimental and Thermodynamic Assessment of

Sn-Ag-Cu Solder Alloys,” J. Electronic Materi-

als, 29 (2000), pp. 1122 - 1136.

K.-W. Moon, W. J. Boettinger, U. R. Kattner, F.

S. Biancaniello and C. A. Handwerker, “The

Ternary Eutectic of Sn-Ag-Cu Solder Alloys,”

Proceedings of 2000 SMTA Conference, (pub.

by Surface Mount Technology Assoc. Edina,

MN) 2000. p. 941-944.

K.-W. Moon, W. J. Boettinger, U. R. Kattner, C.

A. Handwerker and D. -J. Lee, “The Effect of

Pb Contamination on the Solidification behavior

of Sn-Bi Solders,” J. Electronic Materials, 30

(2001), pp. 45-52.

J. Bath, C. Handwerker, and E. Bradley, “NEMI
Group Recommends ‘Standardized’ Lead-Free

Solder Alternative,” Circuits Assembly (2000).
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C. Handwerker, R. Noctor, and G. Whitten.

“Reliability of Lead-Free Solders,” published in

Lead-Free Solders, Ed. Jennie S. Hwang (2000).
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Wire Bonding to Cu/Low-k Semiconductor

Devices

Technical Contacts:

George Harman , David Kelley, and Chris Johnson

George Harman is the author of Wire Bonding in

Microelectronics and an internationally acclaimed

expert in the area of wire bonding and packaging

of semiconductor chips. His current work with in

collaboration with ISMT on the leading edge

technology of wire bonding to advanced cop-

per/Lo-K chips and measurements of temperature

during wirebonding is critically important to

advancing the industry. Rod Auger, ISMT
(2002).

Objective:

To develop the best, most economical, practical

bonding surface(s)/sub-surface support structures

and techniques for wire bonding to advanced

semiconductor devices with copper metallization

and to resolve metallurgical diffusion issues that

relate to these surfaces/structures.

Customer Needs:

The U.S. semiconductor industry needs to broadly

implement copper intraconnections on the chip to

maintain our competitive world position. Wire

bonding is the dominant method of interconnecting

the chip to the package. The work in this program

is being developed in collaboration with ISMT.

Through its consortia] interactions, ISMT is

uniquely able to provide the appropriate material

samples for experimental work. In addition, NIST
is able to supply new types of plating materials for

evaluating the deposition processes and

measurement techniques used therein.

Technical Strategy:

The highest priority is to determine the optimum

(bondable/protective) metal surface to place on top

of the copper pad. Gold plating, electro/electro-

less is considered the best, but diffusion of the base

copper can limit its usefulness. The literature has

contradictions as to diffusion coefficients, and they

can vary, depending upon the impurities in both

the copper and the gold. Measurements will be

made on samples similar to those used in the

industry. Other top metal surfaces will also be

evaluated. As appropriate, such evaluations will

be made using Auger and other measurement

NIST
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techniques. Verification will be carried out by

wire bonding bondability experiments. A new
approach is also being pursued in which copper

pads are protected with a thin (50 A) layer of

inorganic material (patent applied for). ISMT is

cooperating by supplying Cu LoK wafers.

Accomplishments:

Patent entitled: “Inorganic Non-Metallic, Wire
Bondable Top Surface Coating For Use In Wire
Bonding To Copper Metallization On
Semiconductor Chips.”
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Tin Whisker Mechanisms

Technical Contacts:

C. E. Johnson, W. J. Boettinger, Kil-won Moon and

M. E. Williams

The electrodeposition of metallic alloys has been

central to the growth of the electronics and

magnetic recording industries. This is largely due

to the exceptional properties exhibited by electro-

deposited matenal as well as the favorable econ-

omy of scale associated with electrodeposition

processes. Composition and microstructure are

generally controlled by electrolyte composition,

solution hydrodynamics and electrode potential. A
technology important to electronics manufacturing

is the electrodeposition of lead-free Sn-based

protective coatings to guarantee solderability

during microelectronics assembly. Unfortunately,

tin ‘‘whiskers” are prone to form in electrodepos-

ited tin which can lead to short circuits of an

assembly. Whiskers are generally believed to grow

to relieve residual stress in electroplated Sn.

However the origin of the stress is not clear. Grain

size and deposit thickness also should play a role.

Objective:

Develop plating methods to control gram size,

residual stress and alloy composition, and thereby

elucidate the mechanism for whisker growth and

develop suitable plating approaches to prevent

their formation.

Customer Needs:

Through participation in the National Electronics

Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI) working group

on Pb-ffee solder alloys, it was learned that

significant industrial problems had arisen due to

contamination of Pb-ffee solders by the Pb

contained in the protective solder coatings that are

used on Cu leads. The protective layer deposited

on Cu is usually referred to as a ‘‘pretinned”

coating and is required to maintain solderability of

the component during storage prior to assembly.

Thus the development of Pb-ffee alloy platings to

replace Pb-containing protective layers is

considered important.

Technical Strategy:

It is well known that the use of pure Sn protective

deposits has serious problems. Sn whiskers ( 1 pm
diameter and several mm long) can grow from the

NIST
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Sn plate and cause electrical shorts and failure (see

Fig. 1). Historically Pb was added to Sn plate to

prevent whisker growth as well as to lower cost. In

the current research program, it was decided to

focus this project on Pb-ffee Sn-rich deposits with

alloying additions that would retard whisker

formation. The Sn-Cu system was chosen, as the

Sn-Cu-Ag is likely to be the Pb-ffee bulk solder of

choice for industrial application. The basic idea is

that the substitution of a different solute for Pb in

the Sn-nch deposit will also retard whisker growth.

Accomplishments:

Initial experiments were performed to establish

the feasibility of Cu-Sn codeposition. In the

case of the Sn-based electrolytes containing

copper sulfate, one can assume that the copper

deposition reaction proceeds at the diffusion-

limited current density. The theoretical alloy

composition can then be calculated assuming a

Cu(H) diffusion coefficient of 5.0 x 10
-6

cm2

/sec, a diffusion layer thickness of 100 pm,

and a Sn current efficiency of 80 %. As

expected, the theoretical alloy composition

increased linearly with the Cu(II) electrolyte

concentration. It is also clear that the experi-

mental alloy compositions deviate from those

expected based on calculations that assume a

diffusion limited copper reaction. This is likely

due to an error in our estimated diffusion layer

thickness and indicates that rigorous hydrody-

namic control should be implemented in future

experiments. If such changes in the experimen-

tal set-up are implemented, rigorous control of

the alloy composition can be obtained.
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We have constructed a rotation electrode plating

cell to reproducibly deposit Sn and Sn alloy

coatings. A variety of substrates will be employed

to determine the effect of substrate including

amorphous carbon, vapor deposited Cu and

electroplated Cu and Sn. Special emphasis is being

focused on the characterization of the grain size,

surface topography and residual stress. The last is

being measured using x-ray 'sine-squared - psi’

analysis.

Future Plans:

A detailed microstructural comparison of deposits

with high and low whiskering tendency is being

conducted. Sn grain size, shape, preferred orienta-

tion and residual stress will be measured. The

dominant mechanism(s) for whisker growth will be

determined.
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Wafer Level Underfill Experiment and

Modeling

Technical Contacts:

D.Josell, W.E. Wallace, and D. Wheeler

Objective:

Provide computer simulation and materials data

that show the behavior to be expected during

assembly of flip chips that have an underfill/solder

bump system applied at the wafer level. Examine

experimentally the validity of computer modeling

efforts.

Three specific goals of this project are: 1) create

modeling software for evaluating capillary induced

realignment forces; 2) carry out validation

experiments for realignment forces provided by

solder joint to misaligned pads; 3) develop a model

incorporating capillary realignment forces as well

as viscous forces retarding realignment associated

with polymer underfill material.

Customer Needs:

For area array flip chip applications, the microelec-

tronics industry has a well established need for an

underfill system that obviates the time-consuming

flow required by current viscous underfill materi-

als. The most promising route to accomplishing

this is the application of an integrated under-

fill/solder bump system at the wafer stage. Such a

process involves the reflow of an area array of

solder joints during attachment of the chip to the

package or, as in direct chip attach, to a printed

circuit board.

This project addresses the critical problem of

wetting behavior of solder in such solder joint

interconnections under the constraints found in the

wafer-level underfill systems. The pre-existing

underfill geometry provides constraints on the flow

of the solder, influencing the self-alignment of the

die and final solder joint geometry. These factors

have profound effects on joint reliability. Thus,

behavior of the solder during reflow is a critical

aspect of the underfill system, which is itself

supposed to enhance reliability.

Technical Strategy:

The technical approach is tnparte, with the parts

corresponding to each of the three principal goals
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of the project. The first part is creation of model-

ing software for evaluating capillary induced

realignment forces. This is being accomplished

within the larger framework of the NIST Center for

Theoretical and Computational Materials Science

(CTCMS) effort to create a library of code for

evaluating industrially relevant solder joint

geometries. As with the broader CTCMS effort,

the codes for the solder joints relevant to this

project are based on the Surface Evolver computer

program. Benefits of this program are its substan-

tial incorporation into industrial solder joint efforts

and the generality of the joint geometries that it

can be used to evaluate. A potential drawback of

the code is that it includes only capillary and

gravitational forces.

The second part of the project is an effort to

experimentally measure the capillary realignment

forces for different pad dimensions and solder

volumes. In these experiments two eight-pad chips

are joined using solder joints with volumes

between 0.23 run and 0.0019 mm3
. The loading

conditions are systematically varied and the post-

100 jim

Fig. 1 : Solder joints subjected to shear force

from 34 uN to 120 pN (top to bottom).

Normal force 1 .95 mN for all. Standoff

height and misalignment were measured
from such images and compared to model

predictions. The nominal solder volume is

0.0019 mm 3
; the pad diameter is 0.35 mm.

solidification solder joint geometry measured in

order to obtain the force-displacement relation-

ships for the solder joints under both aligned and

misaligned conditions, see Fig.l. These results are
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being compared to results predicted in the model-

ing effort in order to assess the validity of using

only capillary and gravitational forces to predict

solder joint geometries.

The third part of the this effort will incorporate the

modeling and experimental solder joint results

along with viscosity-temperature data for relevant

polymer underfill material to predict self-

alignment behavior as a function of temperature.

Accomplishments:

Software based on the freeware Surface Evolver

code has been written that allows modeling of two

relevant joint geometries. This software was

placed in the CTCMS web site

http://www.ctcms.nist.gov/~dil/solder/new.html as

part of the library of Evolver files modeling

different industrial solder joint geometries.

Specific output of this software includes predic-

tions of equilibrium solder joint geometries as well

as force-displacement relationships for two pads

joined by a solder joint. The user-specified

separation between the pads can be such that they

are aligned or misaligned.

Force-displacement relationships have been

measured for solder joints with volumes between

0.23 and 0.0019 mm3
. The loading conditions

were systematically varied and the joint geometry

measured in order to obtain the force-displacement

relationships for the solder joints under both

aligned and misaligned conditions. These results

have been compared to results predicted in the

modeling effort to assess the validity of using only

capillary forces to predict solder joint geometries.

Wetting experiments were also conducted to obtain

contact angles required for the modeling.

fSJtSF
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Future Plans:

We plan to measure viscosities of relevant

underfill materials and incorporate them into a

model with the restoring forces provided by the

solder joints to facilitate prediction of processing

cycles compatible with flip-chip self-alignment.

Publications:

D.Josell, W.E. Wallace, J.A. Warren, D. Wheeler,

and A.C. Powell IV, “Misaligned flip-chip solder

joints: predition and experimental determination of

displacement curves,” J. Electron. Pack., submitted.



Solder Interconnect Design

Technical Contacts:

J.A. Warren and C.A. Handwerker

“The introduction of the Surface Evolver

software tool into Motorola's electronic

packaging applications has proved that it is a

very useful tool for eliminating any solder

defect for reflow processing. Time and time

again, it has reduced design cycle time, cost of

tool or printed wire board (PWB) modifica-

tions, and cost of prototyping and testing.

Right now, there are about 10 Evolver users in

Motorola,”

Dr. Xiaohua Wu, Senior Staff Engineer,

Motorola.

“Results from the solder interconnect design

team (SIDT) workshops have provided

guidance and root cause analysis (to Ford) to

achieve projected manufacturing success,”

Dr. Tsung-Yu Pan, Ford Motor Company.

Objective:

The goal of the SIDT is to provide the industrial

community with a suite of useful software tools for

solder interconnect design, and to provide a set of

standard reference problems. With this in mind,

the SIDT actively supports the development of

modeling tools based on the public domain

program Surface Evolver, which has been shown

to be extremely effective for computing equilib-

rium solder meniscus shapes (see Fig. 1).

Customer Needs:

The SIDT was formed to address several pressing

issues in the design and assembly of circuit boards.

This multi-billion dollar industry is highly depend-

ent on solder interconnects as the primary method

for attaching components to circuit boards. Such

assemblies involve the correct application of

thousands of solder interconnects. Failure of any

of these joints due to short or open circuits can

render the product useless or require expensive

reworking. Thus the microelectronics industry

benefits from any modeling technique which

allows for accurate prediction of the failure of

these solder interconnects. One of the key bottle-

necks to accurate modeling of the failure of these

joints has been the lack of realistic input shapes

into existing finite element models of reliability.

Technical Strategy:

In order to achieve its goals, the SIDT has estab-

lished and fostered an mdustry-academia-

govemment laboratory working group on solder

joint design for the exchange of information and

collaboration on topics of special importance. The
SIDT acts as a forum for discussion of Evolver

calculations and models and, through the CTCMS,
provides access to software through the Inter-

net/WWW. Software downloads from the SIDT
website number in the thousands per year. In

addition, the SIDT also seeks to hold workshops

and symposia to promote collaboration and bnng
the community toward a consensus on the features

required for a useful solder joint modeling system.

Accomplishments:

The SIDT has had eight workshops over the past

six years, providing the critical input from indus-

trial partners necessary to ascertain what modeling

priorities exist. Software downloads from the

SIDT website number in the thousands per year,

and this resource will remain after the SIDT ceases

existence. In general, the designers of microelec-

tronic assemblies are now aware of the modeling

capabilities promoted by the SIDT, and thus are

able to take advantage of the modeling resources

that have been made available as the need arises.

Genetically, the SIDT-promoted technology allows

NIST
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electronic devices to be designed to be smaller,

lighter, cheaper and more durable, and second,

failures of assembly processes can be analyzed and

corrected far more easily, saving time and money.

For example Motorola needed to solve a particular

problem with their two-way radio applications.

Namely “a serious, urgent problem was encoun-

tered with electromagnetic shield cans falling off

from the PWBs as soon as the oven temperature

exceeded the solder melting temperature. In spite

of an elaborate, experimental based effort by the

product group, the defect rate was still unaccept-

able (around 2 %). Typically, any modification of

the production tooling and pad redesign will take

anywhere from 2 to 6 weeks. To investigate the

root causes of this fall-off phenomenon, [we

simulated] the unbalanced surface tension in the

molten solder, which caused the floating/twisting

problem... Surface Evolver played a very impor-

tant role in helping our engineers understand the

root causes of the floating/twisting problem. This

problem was completely eliminated after a new
design, based on the simulation results, was

implemented. This effort allowed products to be

shipped 2 months earlier than what was sched-

uled.” (X. Wu, Motorola)

Future Plans:

The SIDT exists purely as a WWW presence. The
software archive will be maintained as long as is

deemed necessary.

Collaborations:

SIDT Partners include: Edison Welding Institute,

DEC, Motorola, BOC Gasses, Ford Motor Co.,

Lucent Technology, AMP, Rockwell, Delphi

Automotive Systems (Delco), Texas Instruments

(Raytheon), Susquehanna University, University of

Colorado, University of Massachusetts, University

of Wisconsin, University of Loughborough,

Lehigh University, University of Greenwich,

Marquette University, RPI, University of Minne-
sota and Sandia National Laboratory.

External Recognition:

In recognition of its efforts, in 1999 several core

members of the SIDT received the Federal Labora-

tory Consortium Award for Technology Transfer

Publications:

http://www.ctcms.nist.gov/programs/solder/
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X-ray Studies ofElectronic Materials

Technical Contacts:

T.A. Siewen, D. Balzar, Chris McCowan

Objective:

Develop high-energy x-ray diffraction, as a

nondestructive technique, to identity and quantity

intermetallic layers between solder balls and

copper pads which may affect reliability.

Customer Needs:

The quality of the interface between solder and the

copper pad (on the circuit board) is a key

component in the reliability of prmted-circuit

boards. The reliability of these joints is becoming

even more important with the advent of higher pm
counts and finer pitch products, such as ball grid

array (BGA) technology and chip-scale packages

(CSP). Brittle failure of these joints (and so failure

of the entire board or system) is observed in

service under conditions of extended thermal

cycling, vibration, and thermal or mechanical

shock. The brittle fracture often initiates in and

propagates through the mtermetallics that grow at

the interface between the solder and a protective

buffer layer on the contact pads.

Currently the industry is switching to electroless

Ni/Au, which is increasingly used in high-density

BGA packages and flip-chip applications, where

the problem of intermetallic growth is even more

severe. The current interest in lead-free alloys,

especially those high in Sn, increases the need for

better measurement techniques for these

degradation mechanisms.

Technical Strategy:

Currently, the growth of mtermetallics is diag-

nosed destructively; shear testing is used to

measure the joint integrity, then the fracture

surfaces are examined by light and SEM. Unfortu-

nately, the SEM's energy-dispersive x-ray capabil-

ity has some limitations. The technique has a

limited penetration depth (only a few micrometers)

and then is able to identify only chemical elements

and approximate stoichiometry of intermetallic

compounds, not the crystallographic phases present

at the interface. Perhaps the greatest disadvantage

of optical or SEM examination of the intermetal

-
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lies is that the short penetration depth requires the

solder joint to be cross-sectioned. The x-ray

diffraction technique permits direct and unequivo-

cal identification of the crystallographic phases in

a solder joint. Furthermore, a high-energy x-ray

beam (up to 320 keV) can penetrate a circuit board

and the attached devices to the buned intermetallic

layer, and therefore nondestructively identify

compounds detrimental to the package's reliability.

Because the diffraction intensity is proportional to

the concentration, the method can also estimate the

relative concentration of the mtermetallics.

Accomplishments:

We prepared bulk intermetallic samples from Cu
and Sn powders by solid-state reaction at elevated

temperature. The reference diffraction patterns of

the Cu-Sn intermetallic phases were then recorded

by 8 keV x-rays (Cu-Ka characteristic radiation),

and found to be close to that of the Cu6.26Sn5

structure. Furthermore, we made samples with an

intermetallic layer by prolonged aging of soldered

copper boards at elevated temperature. We used

lead-free solders with the composition Sn-3.7 %
Ag. The existence of the intermetallic layer was

confirmed by both light microscopy and SEM.
Figure 1 shows an optical micrograph with

intermetallic layer clearly visible. Its average

thickness is estimated at 5 pm, and the approxi-

mate composition, as determined from the line
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EDS scan, is somewhat richer in tin than that of the

Cu6.26Sn5 structure.

The 8 keV x-rays cannot penetrate more than 10

pm of Cu and much less of Pb. Therefore, we used

a high-voltage (up to 320 kV) industrial x-ray tube

with a W target to try to nondestructive^ identify

buried intermetallic layers. A W target produces a

characteristic Ka energy of 59 keV, which extends

the penetration depth in most materials from the

micrometer to the millimeter range. In this particu-

lar case, diffraction patterns can be recorded in

both transmission and reflection geometries. We
determined that the latter yields both better

resolution and higher intensity. However, because
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Fig. 2. Diffraction patterns of two specimens:

soldered Cu board (solid line), where an

additional reflection (indicated by an ar-

row) is possibly due to an intermetallic

phase, and another specimen where sol-

der was mechanically pressed and glued

to the back of Cu board (dashed line).

at high energy Bragg reflections move to smaller

diffraction angles, the diffraction pattern becomes

even more cluttered, which makes the detection of

intermetallics diffraction lines even more challeng-

ing. The calculated diffraction pattern at 59 keV

for the solder alloy with intermetallics confirms

that this pattern is complex and resolution is

dependent on the instrument and the diffraction-

line broadening. To test how much a high degree

of diffraction-line overlap prevents a positive

identification of the intermetallic layer, we
prepared two samples: one was normally prepared

by soldering and in the other solder was mechani-

cally pressed and glued to the back of the Cu
board, and so does not contain any intermetallic

phase. This test illustrated that, although there is a

strong indication that the additional peak is given

by an intermetallic phase, the final proof is likely

to require significantly improved instrumental

resolution.

Future Plans:

We just acquired a new high-brightness x-ray

source and a very precise positioning stage that

overcome the limitations of our existing equip-

ment. New experiments with such improved

equipment are under way, which should greatly

improve our quantification of intermetallic buried

layers.

Publications:

T.A. Siewert, D. Balzar, and C.N. McCowan,
“Nondestructive Detection of Intermetallics in

Solder Joints by High Energy X-ray Diffraction,”

Proceedings of ECTC, (2001).
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Packaging Reliability

Technical Contacts:

E.S. Drexier and A.J. Slifka

“Packaging cost is a second area that could be an

obstacle to realizing the potential of advances in

silicon technology. ...the average packaging share

of total product cost will double over the next 15

years and, more significantly, the ultimate result

will be greatly reduced gross profit margins,

limiting investments in R&D and factory capac-

ity.” -- 2000 NEMI Roadmap

Objective:

The goal of this program is to characterize the

integrity of interfaces contained in electronic

packaging through the use of thermal microscopy

and electron-beam moire. The complementary

techniques reveal the change in thermal resistance

across and the strains calculated at an interface that

is experiencing thermal fatigue.

Customer Needs:

The trend in electronics is toward components of

higher density and smaller size using less expen-

sive materials. Materials used in packaging are

many and display a variety of behaviors that are

not always compatible. This makes interfaces

particularly vulnerable to thermomechanical

fatigue failures. The electron-beam moire program

seeks to offer support and verification of models

conducted or sponsored by the microelectronics

industry. The technique allows the researcher to

observe the substrate throughout the thermal

cycling so that one can identify the locations and

materials in which deformations are occurring.

The physical size of nearly all electronic devices is

decreasing rapidly and, at the same time, their

capabilities are increasing dramatically. One move

in this direction is the advent of integral passive

components and another is the increasingly

prevalent use of organic (polymeric) conductors

and fillers. These organic materials have a large

coefficient of thermal expansion, which can reduce

the reliability of electronic packaging systems. We
are investigating interfaces between organic

materials and between organics and metals to

determine the initiation of damage and failure

mechanisms in these material systems.

Technical Strategy:

We are using two different measurement

techniques to evaluate these materials. In

characterizing thermomechanical fatigue; electron-

beam moire gives local strain data in small features

in the package, whereas thermal microscopy

provides data on initiation and evolution of thermal

damage at interfaces. These two methods yield a

more complete picture of the fatigue behavior of

packaging materials. Electron-beam moire is

unique as it can measure small displacements

(minimum displacements range from

approximately 25 nm to 1 00 nm, depending on the

pitch of the grating lines) at temperatures between

-55 °C and 150 °C, the maximum range used by

industry for qualification of packages. Fig. 1

shows data typical of electron-beam moire.

Thermal microscopy has a spatial resolution of 10

pm and thermal resolution of 0.3 °C on a 1 .6 mm
field of view.

Accomplishments:

A test on the Motorola specimen was completed

and it was determined that the microvias resisted

deformation despite the highly expansive material

surrounding them. The results were presented and

well received at Electronics Components and

Technology Conference (ECTC) in May 2000.

The accompanying paper was published in the

Proceedings of ECTC. We commissioned an

outside contractor to develop software to aid in

fringe identification and analysis. The software

was received and it greatly facilitates the reduction

and analysis of the moire fringe data. A new field

emissions SEM (FE-SEM) was purchased. It is

hoped that we will be able to transfer our lithogra-

phy capabilities to that microscope.

NIST*
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Fig. 1 Graphs of displacement versus

position for a FC-PBGA HDI specimen

measured with electron-beam moire. The
slope of the curve is strain.

We developed infrared (IR) microscopy for

measurement of heat flow and examined interfaces

in a sample containing two conductive adhesives,

printed wiring board, and stainless steel. The

sample was measured at various stages of thermal

cycling from -55 °C and 125 °C. The regions

examined by IR microscopy were also measured

with electron-beam moire. Moire was able to show

the regions where damage was most likely to

initiate, while IR microscopy tracked changes in

interfacial thermal resistance at the interfaces. ER

microscopy was able to detect damage before it

was manifested at the surface and viewable by

common techniques such as optical or electron

microscopies. Electron-beam moire showed

accumulated strain in the materials and evidence of

residual accumulated stress at interfaces as thermal

cycling progressed. This work was presented at

the 50th ECTC.

Work has begun on IR microscopy of organic

electronic elements using Joule heating. This

approach will localize heat as it would occur in-

service and allow us to assess the validity of

thermal cycling as the accepted method of acceler-

ated failure in electronic packaging materials. Fig.

2 shows an IR microscope image of an integral

resistor sandwiched between printed wiring board

and a thermally conductive adhesive.

Future Plans:

We will study embedded and integral passive

components from industrial manufacturers. Joule

heating and conventional laser heating of

thermally-cycled specimens will be compared to

determine if the heating mechanisms result in

similar interfacial damage. The atomic force

microscope will be utilized as a tool to extend

these measurement techniques to ever-finer size

scales.

Collaborations:

Robert Munroe, Motorola, Austin, TX; Joe

Kuczynski, IBM, Rochester, MN; Virang Shah,

MicroFab Technologies, Plano, TX

External Recognition:

Invited talk at the Annual Meeting 2001; invited

talk at the Thermal Materials Workshop 2001
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Publications:

Drexler, E.S., “Plastic Strain in Thermally Cycled

Flip-Chip PBGA Solder Balls,” Proceedings of the

1999 International Electronics Manufacturing

Technology Symposium, Austin, TX, 239 (1999).

Drexler, E. S., “Thermally Induced Deformations

in a Flip-Chip HDI Substrate,” Proceedings of the

50
th

Electronic Components and Technology

Conference, Las Vegas, NV, 650 (2000).

Slifka, A. J. and Drexler, E. S., “Characterization

of Interfaces Involving Electrically Conductive

Adhesives using Electron-Beam Moire and

Infrared Microscopy,”,Proceedings of the 50
th

Electronic Components and Technology Confer-

ence, Las Vegas, NV, 403 (2000).

Drexler, E. S., “Plastic Strain in Thermally Cycled

Flip-Chip PBGA Solder Bumps,” IEEE Transac-

tions on Advanced Packaging, 23, pp. 646-651

(2000 ).
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Permittivity of Polymer Films in the

Microwave Range

Technical Contacts:

J. Obrzut and C. K. Chiang

A need for a new standard test method for permit-

tivity of high k films at frequencies from 1 GHz to

5 GHz was identified by Standard 4902, Embed-

ded Passive Devices, Task Group 3-1 2j.

Objective:

To develop techniques for accurate measurement

of permittivity at microwave frequencies and the

fundamental framework for identifying the key

structural and molecular attributes that control the

dielectric properties of polymer composite films.

Customer Needs:

High dielectric constant polymer composite

materials are being developed by the electronics

industry in response to the need for power-ground

decoupling to secure integrity of high speed signals

and reduce radiated noise. Current technologies

utilize surface mounted discrete chip capacitors,

which can extinguish the power-bus noise at

frequencies below 10 MHz. At higher frequencies,

between 10 MHz and 100 MHz, only capacitors

with the lowest connection inductance are able to

source the charge. As the operating frequency

increases above several hundred MHz, all the

discrete capacitors become ineffective. To respond

to these inherent problems, NIST and more than a

dozen partners organized a collaboration research

consortion with the purpose of developing and

advancing the use of embedded-decoupling-

capacitance (EDC) technology. The consortium

identified a need to assess the feasibility of this

design and to measure the materials dielectric

characteristics at frequencies above 1 GHz.

Technical Strategy:

We investigated the possibility of measuring

broadband permittivity of dielectric films by using

coaxial configuration and by employing an

appropriate theoretical model for the wave propa-

gation in the specimen section. We found that

neglecting the wave propagation, which is the

current approach, leads to large systematic errors at

microwave frequencies. This finding leads to a

new analytic method of data reduction to cover a

frequency range above 1 GHz (Fig. 1).

NIST
National institute 08 Standards and Technology
Technology Administration. U.S Department of Commerce

Accomplishments:

Using our new broadband technique we evaluated

the microwave dielectric properties of several

polymer-ferroelectric ceramic composites newly

developed by the industry for applications:

BC2000 and EmCap from PolyClad, CPly from

3M and HiK Polyimide from DuPont. The EDC
materials measured in a functional test vehicle

configuration showed an exceptionally low and flat

impedance characteristic, indicating a much lower

Q factor than could be expected from the dielectric

properties of the organic and ceramic constituents.

Our study on model polymeric composites loaded

with ferroelectric powders reveals an enhanced

Fig. 1 Broad-band high frequency permittiv-

ity measurements of high dielectric con-

stant films - comparison of the NIST de-

veloped technique with the prior approach.

high frequency relaxation behavior. The position

of the loss peak is controlled by the dielectric

relaxation of the polymer resin while its magnitude

depends on the dielectric dispersion, and therefore,

is amplified by the content and permittivity of the

ferroelectric component. To control both the

position and the magnitude of dielectric loss is

highly desirable in EDC applications.

Future Plans:

We have initiated the process to promote our

broadband high frequency technique as an IPC test

standard. Work is also in progress to identity the

molecular mechanism responsible for the

enhancement of magnitude of dielectric loss in

polymeric composites.
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Collaborations:

R. Nozaki, R. Popielarz (Polymers Division,

NIST). J. Dougherty (Penn State Univ.), T.

Hubbing (Univ. of Missouri), J. Parker (Allied

Signal), Y. Lee (DuPont), J. Peiffer (3M), B.

Vemell (Polyclad), T. DeRego (HADCO), J.

Lauffer (IBM), D. Murry (Litton), J. Davignon

(Merix), T. Tran (Raytheon), W. Li (Motorola), J.

Mayers (Delphi-Delco), E. Cullens (TI), R.

Charbonneau (Storage Tech.) R. Foly (DOD), L.

Patch (NCMS)

Presentation:

Nozaki, R. and Obrzut, J., "Permittivity Measure-

ments of Solid Film Dielectrics at Microwave

Frequencies," IPC EXPO-OO Technical Confer-

ence.

Publications:

R. Nozaki and J. Obrzut, '‘Broadband complex

permittivity measurements of solid films at

microwave frequencies,” submitted to IEEE

Transactions on Instrumentation and Measure-

ments.

Obrzut, J. and Chaing, C. K., "Microwave Dielec-

tric Characterization of Polyaniline Composites,"

submitted to Organic Hybrid Materials.

Obrzut, J. and Chiang, C. K., " Embedded Capaci-

tance Project Report," Aug. 2000

Obrzut, J.; Chiang, C. K.; Popielarz, R., and

Nozaki, R.,"Evaluation of Dielectric Properties of

Polymer Thin-Films Materials for Application in

Embedded Capacitance," NISTIR 6537 2000 ED.

Popielarz, R.; Chiang, C. K.; Nozaki, R., and

Obrzut, J., "Dielectric Properties of Poly-

mer/Ferroelectric Germanic Composites from 100

Hz to 10 Ghz," submitted to Macromolcules.

Popielarz, R.; Chiang, C. K., and Obrzut, J.,

“Polymer Composites of Very High Dielectric

Constant," submitted to Thin Solid Films.

Chiang, C. K.; Popielarz, R.; Nozaki, R., and

Obrzut, J., "Broadband Dielectric Relaxation of

Polymer Composite Films;" MRS proceedings,

Organic/Inrganic Hybrid Materials 2000; San

Francisco, CA (2000).

Popielarz, R.; Chiang, C. K.; Nozaki, R., and

Obrzut, J., "Preparation and Characterization of

Photopattemable BaTi03/Polymer Composites,"

MRS proceedings, Organic/Inorganic Hybrid

Materials; San Francisco, CA. (2000).

NIST
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Texture Measurements in Thin Film

Electronic Materials

Technical Contacts:

M.D. Vaudin

“This is an excellent and thorough study that

represents a significant improvement over the

current state-of-the-art (in texture measurements)”

Thomas Shaw (IBM Research), Elliott Philofsky

(Applied Ceramics Research), Robert Weissman

(Agilent Technologies); NIST Ceramics Division

Thin Film Industrial Panel Report, January,

2000.

Objective:

To provide industry with quantitative texture

measurement techniques that use commonly

available equipment.

Customer Needs:

Many thin film and bulk materials used in

microelectronic applications have a preferred

crystallographic orientation or texture. Properties

of materials can be strongly affected by texture. To

optimize the development and application of

textured materials, it is desirable to quantify the

effects of texture on properties, which requires

accurate characterization tools. Specific customers

in the microelectronics industry who have

expressed a need for accurate texture

measurements include CBM (for Bai_ xSrxTi03

DRAM), Semitool Corporation (for Cu
metallization) and Ramtron Corporation (for PbZri.

xTi x0 3 nonvolatile RAM).

Technical Strategy:

Axisymmetric or fiber texture measurements in

electronic films are typically reported as intensity

ratios of peaks obtained from x-ray diffraction

patterns. Our goal is to develop more accurate

texture measurement techniques that use

conventional 0-20 x-ray diffractometers,

equipment that is commonly available in industrial

settings. Our approach is based upon collection of

both 0-20 and to scans from a specimen. Texture

distributions are then calculated using the 0-20

scan to apply defocusing corrections to the co scan

intensities.

rsissr
Nottonol Institute of Standards and Technology
Technology Administration. U.S Department of Commerce

Accomplishments:

We developed a new technique for measuring fiber

texture using conventional 0-20 x-ray

diffractometers. Our TexturePlus Software for data

correction and texture calculation can be

downloaded from the web at:

http://www. ceramics. nist.gov/webbook/TexturePlu

s/texture.htm. To date, the technique has been used

to measure texture in Ba,. xSrxTi0 3 (BST) films for

DRAM, PbZr!.xTi x03 films for nonvolatile random

access memory, and Cu films for advanced

metallization. Texture profiles for a BST film with

bimodal 100/110 texture are shown in Figure 1.

From these results, the texture was determined to

be 38 % (110) and 62 % (100); texture calculated

simply from the intensity ratios yielded 25 % (110)

and 75 % (100). Thus, there can be significant

errors in calculating texture directly from intensity

ratios without correcting for defocus in the

measurement.
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Fig. 1 : Texture profiles for a BST film

determined from corrected co scan.
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We organized and held a workshop on Texture in

Electronic Applications at the NIST Gaithersburg

site on October 10 and 11, 2000. The primary goal

of the workshop was to provide a forum for the

discussion of critical issues relevant to texture and

texture measurement. The nearly 40 attendees were

evenly divided between industry, universities and

national labs. During roundtable discussions, it

became clear that there is a strong need for a thin

film texture standard for measurement calibration

purposes. A prerequisite for standards development

is interlaboratory comparisons of results obtained

on the same specimens with different techniques,

and also on the same specimens using the same
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technique but different equipment. NIST agreed to

take the lead in organizing such an activity.

Future Plans:

We will continue to design and validate texture

measurement procedures for the specific needs of

the microelectronics community. A round robin

will be initiated this year on texture measurements;

participants will include Oak Ridge National Labs,

IBM, HKL Technologies and McGill University.

NIST’s role will be to coordinate the distribution

of specimens, make measurements, and collect,

collate and compare the results. In addition, NIST

will work on a “Guide to Practice” on fiber texture

measurements using conventional 0-20 x-ray

diffractometers. The guide will be aimed at the

non-expert user, typically in an industrial setting.

Collaborations:

IBM Research (T. Shaw); Ramtron Corporation (G.

Fox); Semitool Corporation (T. Ritzdorf); Agere

Systems (G. Kowach); The Pennsylvania State

University (G. Messing); University of Pennsyl-

vania (P. Espinoza); U.C. Santa Barbara (J.

Speck); University of Texas (D. Kovar); Carnegie

Mellon (G. Rohrer)

External Recognition:

Invited talk: “Accurate Measurement of Texture in

Thin Films,” Thenmec 2000, Las Vegas, NV,
December 6, 2000.

Publications:

Mark D. Vaudin, Martin W. Rupich, Martha

Jowett, G.N. Riley and J. F. Bingert, “A Method
for Crystallographic Texture Investigations Using

Standard X-ray Equipment,” J. Mater. Res. 1_3, 10,

2910-2919 (1998). URL:
ftp://www.ceramics.mst.gov/JMatRes98.pdf

Mark D. Vaudin, "Accurate Texture Measurements

on Thm Films Using a Powder X-ray Diffractome-

ter," Proceedings of the Twelfth International

Conference on Textures of Materials, edited by
J.A. Szpunar (NRC Research Press, Ottawa, 1999),

p. 186-191.

URL: ftp://www.ceramics.nist.gov/ICOTOM.pdf

Mark D. Vaudin, Glen R. Fox, "Measuring

Bimodal Crystallographic Texture in Ferroelectric

PbZrxTi [.x03 thin films," to be published in

"Ferroelectric Thm Films VIE, MRS Proceedings,

2000 .

URL:
ftp://www.ceramics.nist.gov/BimodalTexture.pdf

Mark D. Vaudin, “Accurate Measurement of

Texture in Thin Films,” to be published in Journal

of Materials Processing Technology, proceedings

of Thermec 2000, Las Vegas, NV, Dec 4-8, 2000.

NIST
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Ferroelectric Domain Stability

Measurements

Technical Contacts:

G.S. White and J.E. Blendell

’’Terrific work, state-of-the-art” Thomas Shaw

(IBM Research), Elliott Philofsky (Applied

Ceramics Research), Robert Weissman

(Agilent Technologies), Lynn Schneemeyer

(Agere Systems); NIST Ceramics Division

Thin Film Industrial Panel Meeting, January

31,2001.

Objective:

1) To provide industry with quantitative

measurement techniques which allow real-time

determination of ferroelectric domain behavior

as a function of applied electric field; 2) To

provide basic understanding of microstructure

effects on domain stability.

Customer Needs:

Ferroelectric thin films have the potential for

making major impacts in high-density (>256 kB)

non-volatile random access memory (RAM).

The reliability of these devices depends upon

stability of the switchable ferroelectric domains

or regions containing electric dipoles of the

same polarization. Industries concerned with the

development of ferroelectric-based devices,

which include Ramtron Corporation, Symmetrix

and Agilent Technologies, need quantitative

measurement techniques to evaluate domain

stability (pinning, retention and fatigue) and

assess the effects of microstructure and applied

field on domain stability.

Technical Strategy:

The technique used to monitor domain motion is

based on the piezoelectric response of a film to

an applied electric field (Gruverman et al., J.

Vac. Sci. Tech. B, 14[2], 602 (1996)). In the

measurements, an applied ac electric field («1

MV/m) changes the thickness of the ferroelectric

film due to the piezo-electric response. Such

changes are observed by atomic force micros-

copy (AFM) and the phase shift of the response

is related to the orientation of the polarization of

the sample (see Fig. 1). The spatial resolution of

the technique is limited to *20 nm due to the

IMST
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Technology Administration. U.S Department of Commerce

is out-of-phase

^ with response

C-axis oriented ‘down’

Fig. 1: Schematic of AFM domain imaging. A
conductive AFM tip is scanned over the

film and the center region (bright) indicates

that the domain orientation is opposite that

of the surrounding regions (dark).

contact area of the tip and spreading of the

electric field. The response varies from in-phase

response (polarization in the direction of the

applied field) to response which is 180° out-of-

phase (polarization in the opposite direction to

the applied field). Various microstructural

features such as grain boundaries, structural

defects, and residual stress can have a strong

effect on domain stability. Our approach is to

measure domain stability in PbZr,.xTi x0 3 (PZT)

films using piezoresponse atomic force micros-

copy, and to correlate these measurements with

local-scale residual stresses calculated from an

object-oriented finite element (OOF) modeling

approach developed at NIST.

Accomplishments:

We have observed the first direct evidence that

domain pinning in PZT nonvolatile RAM films

occurs at grain boundaries rather than within

grains. As illustrated in Fig. 2, grain boundaries

are the strongest pinning sites, with the adjacent

regions resisting 1 80° polarization changes to

higher fields. The grain boundary regions also

initiate the rapid relaxation of the domains back

to their original orientation. Further, these

results demonstrate that domain pinning along a

single grain boundary is nonuniform. Object-

oriented finite element modeling has shown that

stresses vary with gram-to-grain misorientation.

These results are consistent with the nonuniform

pinning along grain boundaries observed in the

AFM measurements.
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Fig. 2: Top left image

is AFM topograph of a

portion of a PZT thin

film. Images in the right

column show the phase

response of the film to

1 Vans driving voltage as a

function of an applied

bias Vdg From top to

bottom, Vdc = 0 V, +1 V,

+2 V, and 0 V. Thered

line indicates the location

of the grain boundary

observed in the topograph

image. The out-of-phase

response (bright region)

around the grain

boundary shrinks as Vdc

increases but reemerges

when Vdc is removed.

Note that the domain

behavior is not uniform

along the length of the

grain boundary.

Future Plans:

The domain pinning results will be correlated

with crystallographic orientation of individual

grains as measured using orientation imaging

microscopy. We also plan to develop a method

to determine if the pinning sites act as charge

(electrons, holes or ions) traps. Our approach is

to use the atomic force microscope coupled with

an electrometer to measure current flow as the

film is thermally or optically excited to release

earners.

NIST Page 119
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E. Wafer Characterization and Process Metrology Program

Device scaling has been the primary means by which the semiconductor industry has achieved unprece-

dented gains in productivity and performance quantified by Moore’s Law. Until recently only modest

changes in the materials used have been made. The industry was able to rely almost exclusively on the

three most abundant elements on Earth - silicon, oxygen, and aluminum.

Recently, however, copper has been introduced for interconnect conductivity, replacing aluminum alloys.

A variety of low-dielectric constant materials are being introduced to reduce parasitic capacitance,

replacing silicon dioxide. As dimensions continue to shrink, the traditional silicon dioxide gate dielectric

thickness has been reduced to the point where tunneling current has become significant and is compro-

mising the performance of the transistors. This is requiring the introduction of higher dielectric constant

materials. Initially the addition of nitrogen to the gate material is sufficient, but in the near future more

exotic materials such as transition metal oxides, silicates, and aluminates will be required. As dimensions

are reduced, gate depletion effects and dopant diffusion through the gate dielectric are limiting transistor

performance. With the replacement of the traditional silicon dioxide/ polysilicon gate stack processes

with materials capable of supporting ever shrinking geometries, the task of the industry becomes more

difficult. The overall task represented by the projects below reflects the need for analytical techniques

with unparalleled spatial resolution, accuracy, robustness and ease of use.

Shrinking dimensions of transistors while simultaneously increasing the wafer diameter from 200 mm to

300 mm is placing more stringent requirements on wafer flatness, thickness and warp, ion and particle

contamination.

Accurate metrology of process gases is essential for reproducible manufacture of semiconductor products.

Critical physical parameters need to be measured on a wide variety of reactive and non-reactive process

gases, allowing the accurate calibration of flow meters and residual gas analyzers. Water contamination

at extremely low levels in process gases presents serious manufacturing difficulties. Accurate calibration

of water vapor at extremely low vapor pressures is required.

Accurate metrology of process gases is essential for reproducible manufacture of semiconductor products

and a wide variety of metrology issues emerge in plasma, chemical vapor, and rapid thermal processing

steps used in semiconductor manufacture.

Detection and accurate sizing of particle contamination continues to challenge semiconductor manufac-

turing.

isjisr
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Wafer and Chuck Flatness Metrology

Technical Contacts:

Angela Davies, Chris Evans, Tony Schmitz,

Objective:

Provide measurement and infrastructural technol-

ogy to support the generation and measurement of

flat wafer surfaces, either free-form or as chucked.

Specific goals are: to provide interferometric

measurements of as-chucked 300 mm wafer

flatness; to develop and demonstrate infra-red

interferometric measurements of wafer thickness,

thickness variation, and bow; and to develop new
models of appropriate polishing processes includ-

ing those using the NIST-patented Rapidly

Renewable Lap.

Customer Needs:

Limited lithographic depth of focus budgets for

finer features, combined with larger silicon wafers,

pose new challenges for flatness and flatness

metrology. Conventional vacuum chucks

introduce additional distortions to the thickness

variations in the wafer itself. These combined

effects may reduce the process latitude.

Capacitance based tools are widely used today for

wafer geometry measurements, but have some
limitations. Optical techniques are being developed

in a number of organizations, but initial

intercompansons show significant measurement

divergence. At a recent NIST hosted workshop,

instrument developers and wafer manufacturers

both expressed the need for calibration artifacts -

calibrated optical flats as references for the

instrument makers and reference wafers with

mapped thickness vanations for the instrument

users. The optical metrology tools developed in

this project will provide traceable measurements

for 300 mm wafers at uncertainties compatible

with all lithographies envisioned in the NTRS;
once that measurement capability is in place, the

mechanism for providing industry with artifacts

will be selected. Simultaneously, new polishing

process understanding will support critical

planarization process development.

MIST
National Institute at Standards and Technology
Technology Administration, U.S Department of Commerce

Technical Strategy:

Our primary goal in this project is to develop full

aperture interferometric methods to evaluate

important wafer characteristics such as flatness,

thickness, thickness variation and bow. In parallel

we will continue to evaluate performance of novel

polishing methods.

The mam tool applied to the measurement of

flatness will be a new 300 mm aperture, multi-

purpose interferometer capable of measurement for

flats, spherical and aspheric optics. The NIST X-
ray Optics CALIBration InterferometeR has a

target uncertainty for the measurement of flats of

0.25 nm. The instrument was installed at NIST in

3Q99 in a specially designed environment. Once
fully operational, XCALIBIR will be available for

measurement of as-chucked wafer flatness, over

both full- and sub-apertures.

As-chucked wafer flatness depends both on the

chuck and on thickness variations in the wafer. A
second major tool to be applied in this project is

the Flatmaster, a prototype infra-red interferometer

built for NIST by Tropel Inc, based on a NIST
patent. The instrument can now be configured to

operate as a phase shifting Twyman-Green
interferometer or to wavelength shift Haidmger

fringes. Wafers may be measured either in a

diverging wavefront or with a plane wave.

NIST developed, and received a patent for a novel

lapping system compatible with both diamond
lapping of semiconductor substrate materials and

with chemo-mechanical polishing. The system is

also a convenient platform for development of

measurements and models to attempt to clarify the

contributions of the various mechanisms in CMP.
Through-sample microscopy provides insight into

the grit motions in conventional mechanical

polishing, and through sample thermal imaging

provides information on polishing temperatures.

Accomplishments:

• Developed the Rapidly Renewable Lap concept.

Demonstrated for diamond lapping of

semiconductor substrates, lapping of photomask

blank materials, and CMP for silicon, tungsten

and sheet oxide. Patented, and lisenced to Rodel

Inc, who is further developing technology at the

Center for Nanomachined Surface, a University
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-based research institution at the University of

Delaware.

• Developed basic chemical kinetic model of

CMP
• Demonstrated and obtained patent for IR

interferometric measurement of wafer thickness,

thickness variation, and bow using a spherical

diverging wavefront in a Twyman-Green

configuration. Instrument based on patent built

by Tropel Inc and installed at NIST. Extended

instrument capability to wavelength shifting.

• Demonstrated interferometric measurement of

chuck-induced wafer distortions on 150 mm
wafers. Demonstrated novel glass and foamed

ceramic chucks.
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Fig. 1 Preliminary measurement of wafer TTV
by wavelength shifting IR interferometry

Collaborations:

Coming-Tropel

Komatsu

Publications:

Evans C. J., Parks R. E., Shao L-Z., Schmitz T.,

and Davies A."Interferometric Testing of Pho-

tomask Blank Flatness" Proc SPIE 4344, in press.

Parks R. E., Shao L-Z., Davies A and Evans C.

J.,"Haidinger interferometer for silicon wafer TTV
measurement" Proc SPIE 4344, in press.

Paul E. "Theory of Chemical Mechanical Polish-

ing" MRS Proceedings, Symposium of Chemical

Mechanical Polishing (CMP), at the Spring 2000

meeting of the Materials Research Society, San

Francisco.

• Developed new implementation of Ritchey-

Common test allowing interferometric

measurement of 300 mm diameter flats (wafers)

in a diverging wavefront from a smaller aperture

interferometer.

• Developed concept for XCALIBIR. Installed at

NIST in 3Q99. Preliminary measurements

made.

Future Plans:

We will complete measurements of the thickness

variation of a 300 mm double side polished wafer

by 3Q 2001 and report to industry workshop.

Measurement of 300 mm optical flats using self-

calibration techniques will be demonstrated on

XCALIBIR in 2001. We will complete preliminary

temperature measurements through a wafer and

publish a chemical kinetics-based model of

tungsten CMP.

NIST
National Institute of Standards and Technology
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Modeling, Measurements, and Standards for

Wafer Surface Inspection

Technical Contacts:

T. A. Germer and G. W. Mulholland

By 2005, at the 100 nm node, particle having

diameters 30 nm, 39 nm, and 100 nm or larger

must be detectable on bare silicon and nonmetallic

films, metallic films, and the backsides of wafers,

respectively. No known solutions exist at this

time. [1999 ITRS, p. 275]

Objective:

Provide industry with models, measurements, and

standards for particles and other defects in order to

improve the inspection of wafer surfaces. Develop

facilities to accurately measure particle size and to

deposit monosize particles on calibration artifacts

to reduce the uncertainty in the sizes of particles

used by the semiconductor industry to calibrate

scanning surface inspection systems (SSIS).

Investigate theoretically and experimentally the

behavior of light scattering from particles, defects,

and roughness on wafer surfaces.

Customer Needs:

The Semiconductor Industry Association’s (SIA)

International Technology Roadmap for Semicon-

ductors identifies the detection and characteriza-

tion of defects and particles on wafers to be a

potentially show-stopping barrier to device

miniaturization. The roadmap specifies that by

2005, 30 nm particles must be detectable on bare

silicon and nonmetallic films, 39 nm particles on

metallic films, and 100 nm particles on wafer

backsides, for which no solutions currently exist.

While the detection sensitivity for defects must be

increased, the ability to characterize defects in

terms of size, shape, composition, etc., is critical

for yield-learning. Defects must be characterized

independent of defect location and topology.

With the need to detect smaller defects, the costs of

mspecting wafers are skyrocketing. In order for

new advances to be implemented in production

environments, improvements in sensitivity must be

achieved without suffering a tradeoff in throughput

and must be cost-effective. The drive towards in-

situ sensors for production tools requires tech-

niques which can be effectively miniaturized.

MIST
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In order that wafer manufacturers and the device

manufacturers have a common basis for comparing

specifications of particle contamination, improved

standards for particles are needed. A recent

comparison of the measurements of calibration

wafers by thirteen different SSISs indicated

unacceptably large deviation between the SSIS

results and the actual particle sizes. This study

involved six particle sizes ranging from 88 nm to

290 nm and included the NIST SRM 1963 and two

other sizes measured by NIST. For the two

smallest particle sizes, 88 nm and 100.7 nm, the

scanners systematically underestimated the size by

about 8 %. By 2005, it is anticipated that accurate

calibration particles as small as 30 nm will be

needed.

Technical Strategy:

There are two major strategies to improving the

performance of scanning surface inspection

systems. One strategy is to develop a fundamental

understanding of optical scattering at surfaces so

that tool manufacturers can optimize the perform-

ance of their instrumentation, in terms of defect

detection limits and discrimination capabilities, to

characterize the response of instrumentation to

different types of defects, and to develop and

calibrate particles of well-defined size and mate-

rial. Recent work by this group has demonstrated

that the polarization of light scattered by particu-

late contaminants, subsurface defects, and mi-

croroughness has a unique signature that can be

used to identify the source of scatter. In particular,

it was found that small amounts of roughness do

not depolarize scattered light. This finding has

enabled the development of instrumentation which

can collect light over most of the scattering

hemisphere, while being blind to microroughness.

That instrumentation, for which a patent has been

awarded, should result in a factor of two improve-

ment in minimum detectable defect size.

A second strategy is to provide leadership in the

development of low uncertainty calibration

particles for use in calibrating surface scanners. A
major focus has been development of the differen-

tial mobility analysis (DMA) method for accu-

rately sizing monosize polystyrene spheres. This

work together with a SSIS round robin has pro-

vided evidence that current SSIS measurements

have an unacceptably large uncertainty for particle

sizes in the 90 nm to 100 nm size range. The

technical focus of our future work will be apply-
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ing the DMA for accurately sizing calibration

particle sizes as small as 30 nm and developing

methods for generating other types of monosize

particles.

Specific project elements are defined below:

Polarized Light Scattering Measurements - The

Goniometric Optical Scatter Instrument (GOSI)

enables accurate measurements of the intensity and

polarization of scattered light with a wide dynamic

range, high angular accuracy, and multiple incident

wavelengths (visible and UV). We measure the

light scattering properties of well-characterized

samples exhibiting interfacial roughness, deposited

particles, subsurface defects, dielectric layers, or

patterns. The emphasis is on providing accurate

data, which can be used to guide the development

of light scattering instruments, and to test theoreti-

cal models.

Fig. 1 The Multidetector Hemispherical

Polarized Optical Scatter Instrument is a

prototype for a wafer surface inspection

system and was designed to demonstrate

how polarized light scattering can be used

to improve the detection and characteriza-

tion of wafer surface defects.

Theoretical Light Scattering Calculations - The

focus of our theoretical work is on (a) developing

models that accurately predict the polarization of

scattered light, and (b) determining what informa-

tion can be efficiently and accurately extracted

from light scattering measurements. Approximate

theories are used in conjunction with more com-

plex finite element time-domain and discrete-

dipole approximation techniques to gain an

understanding of which parameters affect the light

scattering process. Particular cases that are being

analyzed include (a) scattering by defects and

NIST
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roughness associated with dielectric layers, (b)

scattering by particulate contamination on bare

wafers, and (c) scattering by high aspect ratio vias.

Instrument Development - A second instrument,

the Multidetector Hemispherical Polarized Optical

Scatter Instrument (MHPOSI) complements the

capabilities of GOSI as a prototype for a produc-

tion-line light scattering inspection tool. An
instrument with twenty-eight fixed detection

elements covering the scattering hemisphere,

MHPOSI enables a determination of the differen-

tial scattering cross section, for individual particles

or defects on a wafer surface. This instrument can

be configured so that it is blind to interfacial

roughness. Together with an understanding of the

light scattering functions for different imperfec-

tions, MHPOSI has a substantially improved

capability for rapidly detecting and identifying

defects, particles, and microroughness on wafers.

Size Distribution Measurements Differential

mobility analysis (DMA) has been shown to be

capable of making accurate size measurements for

the mean particle size for 100 nm monosize

polystyrene spheres. There are promising results

for the measurement of the size distribution for

broader size distributions; however, the results are

not quantitative. Work is in progress to quantify

the uncertainty in the size distribution measure-

ment and to extend the method to smaller particle

sizes.

Aerosol Generation - An aerosol must be formed

typically from a liquid spray of a particle suspen-

sion before the particles can be sized by the DMA
or deposited on a wafer. Work is in progress to use

a variety of innovative methods for generating,

shaping the size distribution of the aerosol, and

depositing the particles. These include the elec-

tospray for generating particle sizes smaller than

60 nm, impactor to remove the large size fraction

of the aerosol and to deposit the particles, and an

electrostatic chamber for depositing small particle

sizes. Work is also in progress to generate copper

particles from chemical precursors in a tube

furnace.

Resource on Particle Science - Over the past five

years, the particle related work has included

projects with SEMATECH and particle suppliers

to the semiconductor industry. A number of needs

by particle related companies were expressed at the
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NIST particle workshop including redoing the

uncertainty assessments of existing particle SRMs
and offering a particle sizing calibration service.

Providing support for particle needs critical to the

semiconductor industry will continue to be a

priority.

Accomplishments:

• A NIST-sponsored workshop entitled "Issues

Related to SSIS Calibration with Polystyrene

Spheres" brought together suppliers of wafers,

reference particles, particle sizing and deposition

equipment, and wafer inspection instruments set

the stage for developing a more responsive

particle program.

• Determined that the electrospray technique can

produce an aerosol having characteristics

optimal for transferring particles in a liquid

suspension onto wafers for particle diameters as

small as 25 nm. This significant finding enables

improved wafer depositions by reducing the

number of contaminant residue particles, the

number of doublets, and the amount of residue

on the particles.

• In collaboration with the University of

Maryland, developed a method for generating

pure copper spheres with diameters ranging

from 100 nm to 200 nm. These spheres, which

mimic real-world particles better than

polystyrene, will be used to validate the particle

scattering theory in conditions for which models

have a higher degree of uncertainty. Also,

developed a method for depositing colloidal

gold spheres onto silicon wafers, using a liquid

phase process. Measured polarization of light

scattered from 100 nm, 150nm, and 200 nm
gold spheres on silicon wafers, and found good

agreement between the Bobbert-Vlieger theory

for light scattering from a sphere above a

surface.

• Developed a method, based upon scattering

ellipsometry, for quantifying scatter from two

sources and demonstrated its use by

characterizing the roughness of both interfaces

of an SiCb/silicon system. This finding

establishes the validity of the light scattering

models for roughness in a dielectric film, which

in turn limits the detection sensitivity of SSIS

instruments. The method was also used to

characterize scattering from steel surfaces,
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demonstrating capability to distinguish between

scattering from surface roughness and material

inhomogeneity. The method was further used to

study the scatter from an anticonformal polymer

film, helping to establish the limits of validity of

the scattering theory .

• Developed the SCATMECH library of C++
routines for light scattering. Published the

SCATMECH library, providing a means for

distributing scattering models and polarized light

calculations to others. From the time of its

public availability in March 2000 to the end of

December 2000, 186 copies of the library have

been downloaded from the web. Future versions

of the library will include theories for scattering

from dielectric films and an exact theory for the

scattering from a sphere above a surface.

Future Plans:

Milestone: By FY 2000, make models available

publicly with a Polarized Light Scatttering C++
Object Library. Provide annual updates as models

are developed.

Milestone: By FY 2001, develop plan for working

with particle suppliers/depositers to reduce the

uncertainty in the diameter of the calibration

particles.

Milestone: By FY 2001, measure light scattered by

spheres of different materials and sizes on silicon

wafers. By FY 2002, extend the measurements to

non-spherical particles.

Milestone: By FY 2001, in collaboration with the

University of Maryland, deposit monosize copper

particles on silicon wafers, charactenze the particle

chemistry, and the size distribution.

Milestone: By FY 2001, develop methodology for

charactenzing thin film topography using polarized

light scattering and perform measurements

demonstrating its effectiveness in a variety of

systems.

Milestone: By FY 2001, develop analysis method

and software for making automated size distribu-

tion measurements of polystyrene spheres.

Milestone: By FY 2002, demonstrate defect

classification learning in a multidetector light

i fife... a.. .-Jt
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scattering instrument using pattern recognition

techniques.

Collaborations:

We are collaborating with Professor Sheryl

Ehrman of the University of Maryland on the

synthesis and characterization of monosize copper

and other metallic particles.

External Recognition:

GWM invited to give presentation entitled "Parti-

cle Size Standard Reference Materials from the

National Institute of Standards and Technology’ at

University of Minnesota Shortcourse on Wafer

Inspection, Cleaning, and Particle Analysis:

Fundamentals and Recent Advances, June, 2001.

TAG invited to give presentation entitled “Polar-

ized Elastic Light Scattering: A probe of interfacial

roughness, defects, and particulate contamination,”

at a Joint Colloquium, Physics and Chemistry

Departments, Georgetown University, Washington,

DC, February 9, 2000.

TAG invited to give presentation entitled “Light

Scattering Ellipsometry: A Quantitative Tool for

Characterizing Defects and Roughness Near

Interfaces,” at the City College ofNew York, New
York, NY, May 24, 2000.

Publications:

G.W. Mulholland, D. Chen, and D.Y.H. Pui,

"Comparison of the Size Distribution of Polysty-

rene Spheres Produced by Pneumatic and Electros-

pray Nebulization," 2000 International Conference

Characterization and Metrology for ULSI Tech-

nology, NIST, June.

G. W. Mulholland and B. Bauer, “Nanometer

Calibration Particles: What is Available and What
is Needed?,” J. Nanoparticle Research, 2: 5-15

(2000).

K. Ehara, G.W. Mulholland, and R.C. Hagwood,

“Determination of Arbitrary Moments of Aerosol

size Distribtion from measurements with a Differ-

ential Mobility Analyzer,” Aer. Sci. and Tech., 32:

434-452 (2000).

Thomas A. Germer, “SCATMECH: Polarized

Light Scattering C++ Class Library,” online

software and document published at

http://physics.nist.gov/scatmech (March 2000).
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Richard G. Priest and Thomas A. Germer, “Po-

larimetric BRDF in the Microfacet Model: Theory

and Measurements,” in Military Sensing Symposia

Specialty Group Meeting on Passive Sensors, held

March 21-23, 2000 in Charleston, SC.

Thomas A. Germer, “Measurement of Roughness

of Two Interfaces of a Dielectric Film by Scatter-

ing Ellipsometry,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 85 (2), 349-352

(2000 ).

Egon Marx, Thomas A. Germer, Theodore

Vorburger, and Byong C. Park, “Angular Distribu-

tion of Light Scattered From a Sinusoidal Grating,”

Appl. Opt. 39(25) 4473-4485 (2000).

Thomas A. Germer, “Characterizing Interfacial

Roughness by Light Scattering Ellipsometry,” in

Characterization and Metrology for ULSI Tech-

nology’: 2000 International Conference, D. G.

Seiler, A. C. Diebold, T. J. Shaffner, R. McDonald,

W. M. Bullis, P. J. Smith, and E. M. Secula, eds.,

Proc. AIP 550, 186—190 (ATP, New York, 2001).

Thomas A. Germer, Thomas Rinder, and Hendrik

Rothe, “Polarized light scattering measurements of

polished and etched steel surfaces,” in Scattering

and Surface Roughness IE, Z.-H. Gu, and A. A.

Maradudin, Eds., Proc. SPIE 4100, 148-155

(2000).

Thomas A. Germer, “Polarized light scattering by

microroughness and small defects in dielectric

layers,” J. Opt. Soc. Am. A, in press (May 2001).

Thomas A. Germer and Clara C. Asmail, “Mi-

croroughness-blind optical scattering instrument,”

United States Patent 6,034,776, granted March 7,

2000 .
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High-Resolution Microcalorimeter X-Ray

Spectrometerfor Chemical Analysis

Technical Contacts:

David Wollman, 303-497-7457; Sae Woo Nam,

303-497-3148, Gene Hilton, 303-497-5679; Kent

Irwin, 303-497-591 1 ; John Martinis, 303-497-3597

Promising new technology such as high energy

resolution X-ray detectors must be rapidly com-

mercialized. 1999 International Technology

Roadmapfor Semiconductors

Objective:

To develop the ability to detect photons with high-

energy resolution and near-unity quantum

efficiency that will enable new generations of

spectroscopic tools to be created. To use improved

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy to solve a

wide range of problems in materials analysis. In

the semiconductor manufacturing industry,

improved X-ray materials analysis is needed to

identify small contaminant particles on wafers.

Customer Needs:

The goal of the Microcalonmeter detector project

is to use the unique low-noise, high-sensitivity

properties of cryogenic electronics to create new
generations of detectors for high energy-resolution

measurements of the X-ray radiation produced in a

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Materials

analysis and improvement in the level of that

analysis is an integral part of the Metrology

Roadmap m the 1999 ITRS. Advances in this area,

through the use of MEMS technology, can enable

particle analysis in SEMs located in the clean

room.

Technical Strategy:

Introducing a radically new technology such as

cryogenic microcalonmeters to a large community

requires creating and demonstrating an entire

measurement instrument, not just the detector. We
have developed superconducting electronics to

read the detectors, compact adiabatic demagnetiza-

tion refrigerators to simplify cooling the detectors

to milliKelvin operating temperatures, and room-

temperature electronics to process the output

signals. Our goal is to develop new detector

systems and to apply those systems to problems of

interest to our customers.

In the area of X-ray spectroscopy, the performance

target depends on the application. For many
semiconductor materials analysis problems, further

improvements in energy resolution (beyond that

already demonstrated with these detectors) are not

as important as an increase in the maximum count

rate and collection area. This can be achieved by

the creation of multipixel arrays of detectors. In

addition to the fabrication difficulties in making

such arrays, the cold- and room temperature

electronics to read out the arrays must also be

created. The current approach to the electronics is

to develop a superconducting quantum interference

device (SQUID) multiplexer (MUX) circuit to read

the array, and room-temperature digital signal

processing (DSP) to process the MUX signals.

We will develop a small array of microcalorimeter

detectors for X-ray analysis and read them out

using SQUID MUX and DSP circuitry. The

application of X-ray detectors to materials-analysis

problems represents a test bed for this technology.

With a focus towards the semiconductor manufac-

turing industry, problems in characterization of

small particles and very thin layers of material are

very important. The ability of the detector to

differentiate overlapping X-ray lines at low

energies enables analysis of previously inaccessi-

ble systems.

In collaboration with the Chemical Science and

Technology Laboratory, we will install the

microcalonmeter spectrometer on state-of-the-art

microanalysis tools at NIST-Gaithersburg to

further demonstrate the capabilities of the system

for analysis of particles and thin films.

For some matenals-analysis applications im-

provements in the energy resolution at relatively

high X-ray energies (6000 eV) are still needed. In

addition, large-format, densely packed arrays of

detectors are required for imaging. Novel fabrica-

tion techniques will need to be developed to make

densely packed arrays, and SQUID MUX and DSP
circuitry will be required to read out the arrays.

We will develop models of single-pixel microcalo-

nmeter performance to assist in improving detector

sensitivity, and will fabricate and test novel

detector designs based on these models. We will

also develop small, densely packed arrays of

detectors and instrument them with appropriate

read out electronics.

NIST
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Accomplishments:

The schematic in Fig. 1 shows a microcalorimeter

energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) X-ray

detector system inserted into a scanning electron

microscope to allow chemical microanalysis of

materials.

Fig. 1: Schematic of a microcalorimeter

energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) X-

ray detector system inserted into a scan-

ning electron microscope

The microcalorimeter detector uses a

superconducting/normal-metal bilayer to create a

superconducting transition-edge sensor (TES).

Using the proximity effect, the transition

temperature of the bilayer can be selected to match

each specific application. We created an accurate

model of the proximity effect in this system, which

allows the thickness for each layer to be calculated,

minimizing trial -and-error fabrication.

Recent advances with Mo/Cu bilayers have

allowed whole-wafer photolithographic processing

with improved yield. The TES and appropriate X-

ray absorber are fabricated on a Si3N4

micromachined membrane to produce the required

thermal isolation. The device operates using a

current bias and extreme negative electrothermal

feedback, so that it self-regulates in temperature.

Absorbed X rays produce heat pulses in the device,

which are read out as pulses of reduced bias

current by a first-stage, single-SQUID amplifier

located adjacent to the detector to minimize

inductance. The output of the first-stage SQUID is

output via a unique 100-SQUID amplifier invented

and fabricated by the Project specifically to allow

direct coupling of the signal to room-temperature

electronics. The detector is cooled to below 100

mK by a compact adiabatic demagnetization

refrigerator, which has unique design features that

produce nearly 24 hrs of continuous operation, and

days of hold time for liquid helium.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of resolutions of NIST
micro-calorimeter EDS to standard semi-

conductor EDS.
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This system holds the world record for energy

resolution for an EDS detector of 2.0 eV at

1500 eV, which is over 30 times better than the

best high resolution semiconductor-based detectors

currently available as can be seen in Fig. 2. This

figure above compares an X-ray spectrum obtained

with this system to that from a semiconductor

EDS, clearly demonstrating the remarkable

improvement in resolution. The specimen was a

glass prepared by Dale Newbury of NIST to use as

a test standard for EDS. We have used the system

to identify sub-micrometer particles of materials

such as W on Si substrates, an identification

problem that is impossible with standard EDS
detectors and of great importance to the

semiconductor industry. It has also demonstrated

energy shifts in the EDS X-ray spectra of materials

such as Al, Fe, and Ti, depending on their chemical

bonding state, thus allowing differentiation

between a particle of Al and A1 20 3 ,
for example.

In collaboration with researchers at Lucent

Technologies in Orlando, Florida, we compared

the trace Cu detection ability of microcalorimeter-

based X-ray analysis with that of other industrial

analytical techniques, including conventional

semiconductor EDS, Auger Electron Spectrometry

(see Fig. 3), and Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

(SIMS). Although only SIMS is capable of trace

Cu analysis down to the « 0.02 % atomic level,

microcalorimeter EDS fared very well in

comparison with the other non-destructive

analytical techniques.

NET
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Fig. 3. A microcalorimeter EDS spectrum of

0.7 % by weight Cu/AI alloy thin film (from

Lucent Technologies) demonstrating the

sensitivity of microcalorimeter EDS for

trace Cu analysis in the semiconductor

industry.

Based on these types of results, two U.S. X-ray

spectrometer companies have acquired licenses for

a suite of patents covering this technology to begin

commercialization. Technology transfer to both

companies has occurred, and both are planning to

have an initial system available soon.

More advanced applications of this technology to

matenals-analysis problems requires coupling the

spectrometer to state-of-the-art analytical tools.

The single-pixel spectrometer used in the above

research has been relocated to Gaithersburg.

Installation and qualification is nearly complete,

and the system will be used to continue

microanalytical work on problems of interest to the

semiconductor and other matenals-intensive

industries.

Patents:

"Particle Calorimeter with Normal Metal Base

Layer," issued June, 1997.

"Mechanical Support for a Two Pill Adiabatic

Demagnetization Refrigerator," issued August

1999.

"Superconducting Transition-Edge Sensor," issued

March 1999.

Microcalonmeter X-ray Detectors with X-ray

Lens," issued March 1999.

"Superconducting Transition-Edge Sensor with

Weak Links," filed November 1998.
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"The Use of Superconductor-Insulator-Normal

(SIN) Tunnel Junctions in Superconducting

Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) Multiplex-

ers," disclosure submitted, April 2000.

Publications:

Wollman, D.A.; Nam, S.W.; Hilton, G.C.; Irwin,

K.D.; Bergren, N.F.; Rudman, D.A.; Martinis,

J.M.; Newbury,D.E., "Microcalorimeter Energy-

Dispersive Spectrometry Using a Low Voltage

Scanning Electron Microscope," J. Microscopy

199, 37-44 (2000).

Nam, S.; Wollman, D.A.; Hilton, G.C.; Chervenak,

J.; Deiker, S.; Irwin, K.D.; Martinis, J.M., "A
Digital Readout Scheme for Arrays of Microcalo-

rimeter X-ray Detectors," Proc. Microscopy and

Microanal. 2000, 742-743 (2000).

Wollman, D.A.; Newbury, D.E.; Nam. S.W.;

Hilton, G.C.; Irwin, K.D.; Rudman, D.A.; Deiker,

S.; Bergren, N.F.;Martinis, J.M., "Microcalonme-

ter EDS: Benefits and Drawbacks," Proc. Micros-

copy and Microanal. 2000, 738-739 (2000).

Wollman, D. A., Newbury, D. E., Nam, S. W.,

Hilton, G. C., Irwin, K. D., Rudman, D. A., Deiker,

S., Bergren, N. F., and Martinis, J. M., "Microcalo-

nmeter EDS for low voltage microanalysis," Proc.

of the 2nd Conf. Int. Union Microbeam Analysis

Societies, pp. 125-126(2000).

Newbury, D. E., Wollman, D. A., Hilton, G. C.,

Irwin, K. D., Bergren, N. F., Rudman, D. A., and

Martinis, J. M., "The approaching revolution in X-

ray microanalysis: The microcalorimeter energy

dispersive spectrometer," Journal of Radioanalyti-

cal and Nuclear Chemistry, 244, 627 (2000).

J.A. Chervenak, E.N. Grossman, K.D. Irwin, J.M.

Martinis, C.D. Reintsema, C.A. Allen, D.I.

Bergman, S.H. Moseley, R. Shafer, "Performance

of multiplexed SQUID readout for Cryogenic

Sensor Arrays," Nuclear Instruments and Methods

in Physics Research A 444, 107 (2000).

J.M. Martinis, G.C. Hilton, K.D. Irwin, and D.A.

Wollman, D. A., "Calculation of Tc in a normal-

superconductor bilayer using the microscopic-

based Usadel theory," Nuclear Instruments and

Methods in Physics Research A 444, 23 (2000).



D.A. Wollman, S.W. Nam, D.E Newbury, G.C.

Hilton, K.D. Irwin, N.F. Bergren, S. Deiker, D.A.

Rudman, and I.M. Martinis, "Superconducting

transition-edge-microcalorimeter x-ray spectrome-

ter with 2eV energy resolution at 1.5 keV,"

Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics

Research A 444, 145 (2000).

K.D. Irwin, G.C. Hilton, J.M. Martinis, S. Deiker,

N.F. Bergren, S.W. Nam. D.A. Rudman, and D.A.

Wollman, "A Mo-Cu superconducting transition-

edge microcalorimeter with 4.5 eV energy resolu-

tion at 6 keV", Nuclear Instruments and Methods

in Physics Research A 444, 184 (2000).

J. A. Chervenak, K. D. Irwin, E. N. Grossman, J.

M. Martinis, C. D. Remtsema, M. E. Huber,

"Superconducting Multiplexer for Arrays of

Transition Edge Sensors," Appl. Phys. Lett. 74,

4043 (1999).

C. K. Stahle, D. McCammon, K. D. Irwin, "Quan-

tum Calorimetry," Physics Today 52, 32 (1999).
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Thermophysical Properties of Gases Used in

Semiconductor Processing

Technical Contacts:

J.J. Hurly, K.A. Gillis, and M.R. Moldover

“The industrial interest in this workshop showed

that the industrial needfor gas property’ values and

flow standards is immediate and at least moderate.

The rapid introduction ofnew processes by the

semiconductor industry may make the need more

urgent.
”
Fmal Report on recommendations from

the “Workshop on Mass Flow Measurement and

Control for the Semiconductor Industry Workshop,”

15-16 May 2000, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD.

Objective:

To provide industry with high-accuracy data for

modeling CVD (chemical vapor deposition)

processes and for calibration of MFCs (mass flow

controllers) used in semiconductor processing.

Customer Needs:

Many process gases are toxic, and/or corrosive,

and/or pyrophoric. The thermophysical property

data for such gases are sparse and rarely accurate.

Accurate thermophysical property data are

required to model the gas streams that are used in

CVD processes. (For example, models are needed

for the velocity, temperature, and concentration

profiles in the vicinity of a hot susceptor.)

Accurate thermophysical property data are also

needed to calibrate the MFCs used to meter

process gases. These MFCs are calibrationed with

benign "surrogate" gases (e.g ., N2 , CF4 ,
SF6 , or

C2F6) but are used to deliver process gases (e.g.

Cl 2 , HBr, BC1 3 ,
WF6) for CVD, plasma etching,

and other processes. Accurate calibrations are

required to process scaling from prototype to pilot

plant and to production. Since MFC operation

depends upon heat transfer, converting a surrogate

gas calibration to a process gas use requires the

heat capacity, thermal conductivity, density, and

viscosity of both gases as functions of the

temperature and the pressure.

Technical Strategy:

The Fluid Science Group is using acoustic

techniques to measure the thermophysical

properties of three classes of gases: (1) binary

mixtures of CVD earner gases with process gases,

(2) pure process gases, and (3) surrogate gases.

NIST
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Technology Administration, U.S Department of Commerce

The Group is developing a comprehensive, reliable

database for these gases that provides the heat

capacity, thermal conductivity, viscosity, and the

pressure-density-temperature relation. The
database will include diffusion coefficients for

mixtures of the gases. Values for diffusion

coefficients will be obtained from models for the

intermolecular potentials between carrier gases and

process gases.

Accomplishments:

We developed a facility for safely measuring the

properties of these hard-to-handle gases. During

FY00, we measured the speed of sound in

(CH 3 )3Ga (a pyrophoric organo-metallic) and NF3

(an aggressive oxidizer), two gases given high

priority by the SEMATECH MFC Working Group.

Figure 1 displays speed-of-sound data for

(CH 3 )3Ga. Typically, the data range from below

the boiling temperature to 200 °C and from 25 kPa

to 1500 kPa or 80 % of the vapor pressure. The
acoustic data are analyzed to determine the ideal-

gas heat capacity and the equation of state with

uncertainties of approximately ±0.1 %. Model pair

potentials are also derived from the data. These

models are used to reliably extrapolate the equa-

tions of state to temperatures above 1000 K and to

estimate the transport properties.

The NIST results are being disseminated through

the internet in a user-friendly database at

http://properties.nist.gov/semiprop/ and also in
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review publications and peer-reviewed articles in

archival journals.

Future Plans:

We plan to measure the speed of sound in other

poorly characterized process gases. Acoustic

measurements of the transport properties have

begun, starting with the viscosity of the calibration

gases CF4 , C2F6 ,
and SF6 . These will be extended

to process gases and the Prandtl number will be

measured. As data are acquired, the on-line data

base will be updated.

Collaborations:

Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Interna-

tional, Gas Standards Committee

External Recognition:

Hurly, J.J., “Progress Report: Thermophysical

Properties of Semiconductor Process Gases,”

Semicon West 2000, San Francisco, CA, July 9,

2000. Invited

Hurly, J.J., “Thermophysical Properties of
Semiconductor Process Gases,” 5

th

Inti. Sympo-

sium on Ultra Clean Processing of Silicon Sur-

faces, Ostende, Belgium, September 21, 2000.

Invited
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Moldover, M.R., “Standards of Temperature,

Pressure, and Transport Properties from Ab Initio

Calculations for Helium,” University of Delaware,

Physics Dept., Newark, DE, December 8, 2000.

Invited

Publications:

J.J. Hurly, “Thermophysical Properties of Gaseous

Tungsten Hexafluoride from Speed of-Sound

Measurements,” Int. J. Thermophysics, 21, pp.

185-206 (2000).

J.J. Hurly, D.R. Defibaugh and M.R. Moldover,

“The Thermodynamic Properties of Sulfur

Hexafluoride,” Int. J. Thermophysics, 21, pp. 739-

765 (2000).

J. Wilhelm, K.A. Gillis, J.B. Mehl, and M.R.

Moldover, “An Improved Greenspan Viscometer,”

Int. J. Thermophysics, 21, pp. 983-997 (2000).

M.R. Moldover, K.A. Gillis, J.J. Hurly, J.B. Mehl,

and J. Wilhelm, “Acoustic Measurements in Gases:

Applications to Thermodynamic Properties,

Transport Properties, and the Temperature Scale,”

Vol. IV, Chap. 12 in Handbook of Elastic Proper-

ties of Solids, Fluids, and Gases, edited by R.

Raspet and M. Levy, Academic Press (in press).



Models and Bata for Chemical Vapor

Deposition

Technical Contacts:

R. W. Davis , D. R. Burgess, Jr. (838), J. E. Maslar,

E. F. Moore, R. L. Axelbaum (Washington

University), and S. H. Ehnnan (University of

Maryland)

Customer Needs:

Reactor and process design are often limited to

empirical trial and error approaches that tend to

converge slowly, if at all, to semi-optimized states.

This implies that important industrial processes are

not adequately investigated prior to final imple-

mentation. This situation manifests itself in more

expensive, lower quality products produced by

processes that may be less environmentally

acceptable.

Objective:

To provide the necessary information and scientific

infrastructure to enable the application of semicon-

ductor process models and controllers that are

well-grounded in fundamental physical laws.

Technical Strategy:

Process simulation has the potential to significantly

enhance the design phase of process development

so as to improve both efficiency and quality. This

is because computational power has evolved to the

point where highly sophisticated models can be

constructed for a variety of complex semiconduc-

tor processes. However, the increasing complexity

of these models implies a greater need for accurate

fundamental thermochemical and kinetic data,

which are not presently available. Our approach is

both to develop and use methods for reliably

generating the data necessary for process model-

ing. The reliability, quality and utility of the

generated data must also be demonstrated to the

user community. Consequently, the development

of process models of wide applicability is essential,

as is model validation carried out in reference

reactors prototypical of industrial processing

equipment. This typically requires the development

of reacting flow computer simulations that employ

the aforementioned data for input.

N1ST
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Accomplishments:

Our effort in the area of microcontamination in

CVD reactors continued with the most significant

numencal/expenmental comparisons of particle

layer characteristics during silane decomposition to

date. The reactor conditions employed were a

pressure of 200 torr, a susceptor temperature of

1050 K, and susceptor rotation rates of 500, 750,

and 1000 rpm with 0.25 mole percent silane in

helium. Particle scattering intensities were meas-

ured experimentally via laser light scattering. These

intensity profiles were compared with those

generated numerically by the semi-empirical NIST
microcontamination model. This model contains

two empirical parameters relating to thermopho-

retic force and condensational sticking coefficient.

With these parameters properly chosen, the

numencal/expenmental compansons were ob-

served to be excellent, as shown in the figure for a

rotation rate of 750 rpm. Both intensity profiles are

seen to depict very similar narrow particle layers at

a height above the susceptor of 4.86 mm. This

height was found to decrease with increasing

susceptor rotation rate, which is consistent with the

thinning of the thermal boundary layer as rotation-

induced suction increases. During FY2001, efforts

will continue to charactenze the particle layer as

Fig. 1 Numerical and experimental

scattering intensity profiles as a function of

height above the susceptor surface for a

disk rotation rate of 750 rpm both show a

thin particle layer.

well as to determine the gas-phase species concen-

trations in the region of the layer.

S Ski* ijfmt&i
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Finally,a new website

(http://www.cstl.nist.gov/div836/836.02/cvd/toppag

e.html) has been established in order to serve as a

comprehensive source of public information on this

research effort.

Our work in database compilation for chemical

species of importance in semiconductor processing

continued. Good results were obtained for bond

dissociation energies during the decomposition of

fluorinated ethanes.

Future Plans:

An experimental effort to measure decomposition

rates for organometallic CVD precursors was

initiated and will continue during FY2001.

Collaborations:

University of Maryland

Washington University

Publications:

Davis, R. W. and Moore, E. F.,
“Two Model

Problems for Testing Aerosol Dynamics Algo-

rithms for Stagnation-Flow Reactors,” Aerosol

Science and Technology, 31, pp. 456-462 (1999).

Davis, R. W., Moore, E. F., Maslar, J. E., Burgess,

D. R., Kroner, D. M. and Ehrman, S. H., “A

Numerical/Experimental Investigation of Micro-

contamination in a Rotating Disk Chemical

Vapor Deposition Reactor,” Proceedings of the

2000 International Conference on Characterization

and Metrology for ULSI Technology, Gaithers-

burg, MD, American Institute of Physics (in press).

Maslar, J.E., Aquino-Class, M.I., Bowers, W.J.,

Hendricks, J.H., Hurst, W.S., “In Situ Raman
Spectroscopic Investigation of Aqueous Iron

Corrosion at Elevated Temperatures and Pres-

sures,” J. Electrochemical Soc. 147 (7) , p. 2532-

2542 (2000).

Maslar, J.E., Wang, C.A., and Oakley, D.C., “In

Situ Raman Spectroscopic Characterization of
Compound Semiconductor Free Carrier Concen-

tration,” 2000 Digest of the LEGS Summer
Topical Meetings, p. 3

1 (2000).

Maslar, J.E., Hurst, W.E., Vanderah, T.A., and

Levin, I.,
“The Raman Spectra of Cr3Os and

Cr2Os
,” J. of Raman Spectroscopy (in press).
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Temperature Measurements and Standards

for Rapid Thermal Processing

Technical Contacts:

KG. Kreider, C.W. Meyer
,

V. P. Scheuemian, W.C.

A usHerman, D.P. DeWitt (844) and B.K. Tsai (844)

Objective:

To improve the accuracy of surface temperature

measurements, with emphasis in the area of rapid

thermal processing (RTP) of semiconductors.

Customer Needs:

The semiconductor manufacturing industry

requires improved accuracy in measuring the

temperature of silicon wafers during processing

because accurate temperature measurements are

critical to product quality and device performance.

As a result, the industry has an uncertainty

requirement of 2 °C at 1000 °C for RTP for the

next generation of wafer patterning. ITRS 1999

Technical Strategy:

Light pipe radiation thermometers (LPRTs) are

non-contacting and the sensor of choice in RTP.

Thermocouple instrumented wafers are used to

calibrate LPRTs m-situ. NIST efforts are based on

combinations of stable thin-film and Pt/Pd wire

thermocouples (TCs). The thm-fiim TCs (TFTCs)

minimize errors from heat transfer present with

other types of contact temperature sensors. This

technique permits an expanded uncertainty of less

that 1 °C when the wafer temperature is uniform to

within 10 °C. Additionally, the effect of the

environment of an LPRT on the temperature it

measures was investigated to determine the proper

procedure for calibrating an LPRT.

Accomplishments:

In the past we have reported on TFTCs that were

useful up to 900 °C, but problems of Si02 electri-

cal conductivity, coalescence of the thm films, and

oxidation of the films have precluded their use at

1000 °C. During FY00 we found solutions to

those problems consistent with maintaining a

standard uncertainty target of 0.4 °C for the surface

temperature measurement. We have found that it

was necessary to increase the thickness of the

thermal Si02 to 690 nm from the 310 nm previ-

ously used. In order to improve the stability of the

Pt against coalescence and pore growth, we have

made the traces thicker (>1 pm) and covered them

with sputtered Si0 2 We also developed a method

to calibrate the thin-film TCs on the wafer in situ

in the RTP tool using Pt/Pd wire thermocouples;

previously we could only calibrate the thin film

TCs externally on separate coupons. The new
method may be used to validate the previously

used calibration technique or as a substitute.

We also have expanded our technology transfer

activities. Our cooperative project with

SEMATECH, University of Texas, and Sensarray

Inc. has included both the design, fabrication,

(a) (b) (c)

Fig.1
.

(a) Sputtered Pt (0.7 pm thick) on a Si wafer with thermal oxide after 2 h in N 2 at 1000 °C.

The 1 pm to 3 pm medium gray areas are pores reaching the Si wafer.

(b) Same specimen with 0.4 pm of sputtered Si02 coating. No observed change from the un-

anneaied specimen.

(c) SEM of sputtered Pt (0.7 pm thick) on Si wafer with thermal oxide (2 h / 1000 °C). 2 pm to 4

pm dark spots were identified as Si using X-ray analysis.

IMIST
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testing, calibration, and delivery of two thin-film

calibration wafers. These will be used for their

unique RTP instrumentation test bed, and advisory

services on the design of the facility and measure-

ment methods used at the University of Texas.

Other industrial and academic technology transfer

activities have included providing thin-film

calibration wafers to Applied Materials and Vortek

Industries for test and evaluation in commercial

RTP tools. Results from these collaborations

provide valuable feedback on performance

characteristics of the NIST calibration wafer.

Finally, we have performed experiments to study

the environmental effects on the accuracy of

LPRTs. The experiments demonstrated that the

temperature of a light pipe and the radiation

surroundings significantly affect the temperature

displayed by the LPRT. The scaling of the data

with temperature implies that the effect is the result

of self-emission and of scattering of extraneous

radiation by the light pipes. The measurement

uncertainty due to environmental influence can be

minimized by calibrating the LPRT in an environ-

ment similar to that in which it will be used. Some
light pipes are less affected by their environment

than others, suggesting that better manufacturing

techniques for light pipes can also minimize the

measurement uncertainty.

Future Plans:

Future activities include a concentrated effort to

establish the repeatability, durability, and stability

of the calibration wafers especially as it relates to

their uncertainty in temperature measurement. We
are improving the design to reduce the uncertainty

in temperature measurement between 700 °C and

1000 °C. Our cooperative projects with the

semiconductor processing industries will be

expanded to assure the suitability of the wafer for

their in situ calibrations. In addition we are

exploring the use of thin-film calibration wafers

for improving the accuracy of temperature

measurement in photoresist curing and have a

cooperative research project with MIT and SVG
Inc. on these measurements.

Collaborations:

International SEMATECH and the University of

Texas at Austin

Watlow-Gordon Inc.

Vortek Industries

Applied Materials

External Recognition:

Patent #6,037,645 Issued March 14, 2000, licensed

to Watlow Gordon Inc.

Publications:

Kreider, K.G., Ripple, D.C., and DeWitt, D.P.,

“Calibration of Thin-Film Thermocouples on

Silicon Wafers,” Proc. of TEMPMEKO ’99
. p.

286-291, Delft, The Netherlands (1999).

Kreider, K.G., DeWitt, D.P., Meyer, C.W.,

Scheuerman, V.P., “Calibration of Lightpipe

Radiation Thermometers in a RTP Tool at 1000

°C,
”
Proc. 8

th
Inti. Conf. on Adv. Therm. Process.

of Semicond.-RTP 2000 , IEEE, p. 64-70, (2000).

Meyer, C.W., Strouse, G.F., and Tew, W.F. “Non-

Uniqueness of the ITS-90 from 13.8033 K to

24.5561 K,” Proc. of TEMPMEKO ’99, p. 89-94,

Delft, The Netherlands (1999).

Meyer, C.W., DeWitt, D.P., Kreider, K.G., Lovas,

F.J., and Tsai, B.K., “ITS-90 Calibration of
Radiation Thermometers for RTP Using

Wire/Thin Film Thermocouples on a Wafer,”

Proc. of 2000 Inti. Conf. on Characterization and

Metrology for ULSI Technology . Gaithersburg,

MD, (in press).
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Standards for Low Concentrations of Water

Vapor in Gases

Technical Contacts:

J. T. Hodges, G. E. Scace, P. H. Huang, W. W.

Miller

Objective:

To provide absolute standards for water vapor

generation and measurement in the mole traction

range 1 to 1000 nmol of H20 per mol of carrier

gas.

Customer Needs:

Strict monitoring and control of trace quantities of

water vapor are required in numerous industrial

processes related to the fabrication of microelec-

tronics, photonics and semiconductors. Regretta-

bly, metrology-grade standards are not well

established in this range, and existing hygrometers

are inadequate as they often suffer from hysteresis,

irreproducibility and relatively slow response.

Further, measurements of low levels of water

vapor are complicated by poorly understood

interactions between the water vapor, carrier gases

and transfer lines, as well as uncertainty in ther-

modynamic properties of water vapor and carrier

gas mixtures.

Technical Strategy:

The strategy of this program is to develop standard

sources of humidity and complementary methods

of humidity measurement spanning the same

range. Both the generation and measurement

schemes are optimized for stability, and both are

based on processes that can be modeled from first-

principles so that the respective uncertainties can

be estimated with confidence.

Accomplishments:

A thermodynamically based standard humidity

source, known as the Low Frost-Pomt Generator

(LFPG), was developed. Its output is linked

primarily to the vapor pressure of ice and therefore

is governed by the system temperature and

pressure, two quantities that can be precisely

controlled and accurately measured. The LFPG
delivers water-vapor concentrations as low as 3

nmol/mol, with a long-term stability of better than

±0.2 % in water vapor concentration and a relative

uncertainty (coverage factor = 2) of better than

NIST
Notional Institute of Standards and Technology

Technology Administration. U S Deportment of Commerce

1 %. Comparison of the new generator with

another long-established NIST standard generator

indicates that in the region of overlap of the two

systems, the two agree to within the stated uncer-

tainty of the reference generator. The LFPG is now
available to provide special test services for clients

desiring direct traceability to National humidity

standards. Commercial sensors being characterized

include chilled-mirror devices, optical absorption

spectrometers, electrolytic and capacitive devices,

and vibrating crystal transducers.

Using a stable hygrometer as a nulling device, the

LFPG provides a reference to which other preci-

sion humidity generators may be compared. This

approach enables the measurement of water vapor

mole fractions differing by less than 1 nmol/mol.

A comparison of several standard generators

(based on permeation tube/flow dilution schemes)

spanning the water vapor mole fraction range (10

to 100) nmol/mol. was recently completed using

the above technique, with measurement uncertain-

ties of less than 1%. This measurement technique

will also be utilized for routine calibration of

permeation tubes. A single point permeation tube

calibration against the LFPG will economically

eliminate the need for long term gravimetric

studies previously required to establish water

permeation rates while improving accuracy. This

new calibration service is expected to reduce

permeation rate uncertainties by a factor of 5 over

current values.

Two techniques based upon absorption spectros-

copy are being developed for absolute measure-

ment of water vapor concentration. With the first

approach, called wavelength modulation spectros-

copy (WMS), we demonstrated relatively fast time

response, linearity over two decades of water vapor

mole fraction in the range (3 to 3000) nmol/mol,

and precision of better than 1 nmol/mol. The other

laser absorption technique being developed is

cavity-nng-down spectroscopy (CRDS). It is

expected to be more accurate than WMS as it

provides a fundamental measure of water vapor

concentration linked to measurements of time and

frequency and referenced to the triple point of

water.

Collaborations:

Southwest Sciences

Air Products

Air Liquide
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Publications:

1. J.T. Hodges, J.P. Looney and R.D. van Zee,

“Laser bandwidth effects in quantitative cavity

nng-down spectroscopy,” Appl. Opt. 35, 4112-

4116, 1996.

2. J.T. Hodges, J.P. Looney and R.D. van Zee,

“Response of a ring-down cavity to an arbitrary

excitation,” J. Chem. Phys., 105, 10278-

10288,1996.

3. G.E. Scace, P.H. Huang, J.T. Hodges, D.A.

Olson and J.R. Whetstone, “The new NIST low

frost-point Humidity generator,”National Confer-

ence of Standards Laboratories, Proceedings of the

1997 Workshop and Symposium, 2, 657-673, July

27-31, 1997, Atlanta, GA.

4. G.E. Scace, D.C. Hovde, J.T. Hodges, P.H.

Huang, J.A. Silver and J.R. Whetstone, Perform-

ance of a precision Low frost-pomt humidity

generator,” 3rd International Symposium on

Humidity and Moisture, National Physical Labora-

tory, Teddington Engl., April 6-8, 1998.

5. G.E. Scace, D.C. Hovde, J.T. Hodges, P.H.

Huang, J.A. Silver and J.R. Whetstone, "The NIST
Low Frost- Point Humidity Generator A New
Standard for Trace Humidity Measurement,”

Workshop on Gas Distribution Systems, Semicon

West 98, San Francisco,CA, July 12, 1998.

6. R. D. van Zee, J. P. Looney, and J. T. Hodges,

“Measuring pressure with cavity ring-down

spectroscopy,” in Advanced Sensors and Monitors

for Process Industrial Environment , W. A. de

Groot, ed., SPIE Proc. 3535, 1998.

7. J.P. Looney, J.T. Hodges and R.D. van Zee,

“Quantitative absorption measurements using

cavity-ringdown spectroscopy with pulsed lasers,”

Chapter 7, in Cavitv-Ringdown Spectroscopv-A

New Technique for Trace Absorption Measure-

fvjtsr
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ments , ed. K.W. Busch, American Chemical

Society Symposium Series No. 720, 1999.

8. R. D. van Zee, J. T. Hodges and J. P. Looney,

“Pulsed, single-mode cavity nng-down spectros-

copy,” Appl. Opt., 38, 3951-3960, 1999.

9. D.C. Hovde, J.T. Hodges, G.E. Scace and J.A.

Silver, “Wavelength modulation laser hygrometer

for ultrasensitive detection of water vapor in

semiconductor gases,” Appl. Opt. 40, 829-839,

2001.

10. A.C.R. Pipino and J.T. Hodges, “Evanescent

wave cavity nng-down spectroscopy for trace

water detection,” Proc. SPIE, 4205, 1-11, 2001.

11. A.C.R. Pipino and J.T. Hodges, “Evanescent

wave cavity nng-down spectroscopy: A future

technology for process sensing,” Jour. Proc. Anal.

Chem. (in press).

12. P.H. Huang, G.E. Scace and J.T. Hodges,

“Measuring technique for quantifying performance

of dilution- based trace moisture generators,” 8
th

Inti. Symp. Temp. Therm. Meas. Indust. Sci.,

Berlin Germany, June 19-21, 2001.

13. G.E. Scace and J.T. Hodges, “Uncertainty of

the NIST low frost-point humidity generator,” 8
th

Inti. Symp. Temp. Therm. Meas. Indust. Sci.,

Berlin Germany, June 19-21, 2001.
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Plasma Process Metrology>

Technical Contacts:

M. Sobolewski(836), K. Steffens(836), J. Olthoff

(811), Y. Wang (811), L. Christophorou (811), A.

Goyette (811), and E. Benck (842).

Objective:

To provide advanced measurement techniques,

data, and models needed to characterize plasma

etching and deposition processes important to the

semiconductor industry, enabling continued

progress in model-based reactor design, process

development, and process control.

Customer Needs:

To maintain its competitive world position, the

U.S. semiconductor industry is continually

developing microelectronic devices with smaller

feature dimensions. This trend requires ever

increasing control of the plasma discharges used in

the fabrication processes. Additionally, the

development of new reactors and processes relies

increasingly on predictive system modeling due to

the increasing cost and complexity of the fabrica-

tion tools and systems. Consequently, model-

based process design and control are important

needs identified in the International Technology

Roadmap for Semiconductors. To obtain more

reliable predictions of the spatial uniformity,

chemistry, and electrical properties of processing

plasmas, further progress in model development

and validation is required. Also, to enable im-

provements in process monitoring and control, a

need exists to develop measurement techniques

that are compatible with the manufacturing

environment.

Technical Strategy:

Our experimental program uses a variety of

techniques to measure the chemical, physical, and

electrical properties of plasmas. The measurement

techniques provide an understanding of plasma

properties and data for testing and validating

models. We use research reactors, known as

Gaseous Electronics Conference (GEC) Radio-

Frequency Reference Cells, which are compatible

with our wide range of diagnostic techniques.

GEC cells are attractive platforms for model

validation because of the large body of data

previously accumulated on such cells. Commer-

fsiisr
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cial plasma reactors have also been used for some

measurements. Measurement techniques that are

well suited for use in process monitoring applica-

tions in commercial reactors are first validated by

comparisons to laboratory diagnostics in our

research reactors. In addition, to further aid in the

development of more accurate plasma models, we
also determine and assess fundamental data

describing collision processes in reactive plasmas.

Accomplishments:

A new technique for in situ monitonng of the total

ion flux at a wafer surface during plasma process-

ing was developed and validated in Ar plasmas.

The method relies on non-perturbmg measure-

ments of the radio-frequency current and voltage

applied to the plasma reactor. These signals are

analyzed using a new model of the discharge

which includes the plasma sheaths at both the

powered and grounded electrodes. Using this

model, one obtains values for the total ion flux and

the ion energy distributions at both electrodes. The

technique was validated by comparing to inde-

pendent measurements of sheath voltages at both

electrodes and mass spectrometer measurements of

ion energy distributions at the grounded electrode.

Absolute, mass-resolved ion fluxes were measured

in high density, inductively coupled plasmas

generated in a wide range of processing gases,

including C2F6 , C4F8 , CF3 I, and CF3CH 2F. The

latter two gases possess low global warming

potentials that make them potential environmen-

tally-friendly processing gases. The results

indicate a large number of ions being produced by

each gas as evidence of the complex chemistries

present in the plasmas. These results have been

used to validate and refine reactor modeling codes

used in the development of plasma processes by

industry.

We measure the two-dimensional spatial distribu-

tion of reactive chemical species in the ca-

pacitively coupled GEC Reference Cell using 2-D

planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLEF) imaging.

In these studies, the concentration of CF2 in

fluorocarbon etching and chamber-cleaning

plasmas is monitored as a marker of chemical

uniformity. Correlations between PLIF results,

optical emission and electrical measurements

provide an explanation for observed changes in

CF 2 distributions. Recent measurements have

charactenzed the effect of varying electrode gap, rf
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power, and the presence of a silicon wafer on CF2

uniformity and density. The results provide a data

set for testing the ability of commercial plasma

simulations to predict plasma chemical uniformity.

Horizontal two-dimensional maps of plasma

species are being measured with a new type of

fiber optic based optical tomography sensor. This

new sensor simultaneously acquires optical

emission measurements from 82 different direc-

tions through two small windows in less than a

second. Recent measurements with a quartz

confinement ring, which is used to increase the

stable operating range of electronegative plasmas

in the inductively coupled GEC cell, demonstrate

improved plasma confinement and radial symme-

try. In addition a new type of inversion algorithm

has been developed to more effectively convert the

raw data from the optical tomography sensor into a

two-dimensional plasma species map.

Initial broadband absorption measurements have

been made of several different molecular species

(C2 , CN and CF 2 ) in the capacitive and inductive

GEC Reference Cells. These type of measure-

ments will eventually enable a determination of the

rotational temperature distributions within the

plasma. Such plasma temperature distributions are

of interest to plasma modelers and for the interpre-

tation of other optical diagnostics such as laser

induced fluorescence.

Electron-interaction data were reviewed for SF6

and CF3 I, a gas being considered for plasma

etching because of its very low global warming

potential. The reviews revealed extensive data that

were previously unavailable to industry. SF6 data

were subsequently used by industry to improve

deep silicon etch processes. Reviews were

published in the Journal of Chemical and Physical

Reference Data, and the resulting data were posted

on the internet (www.eeel.nist.gov/811/refdata).

This web site, which also provides recommended

electron interaction data from previous reviews of

CF4 ,
CHF3 ,

CC1 2F2 , C 2F6 , C 3Fg , and Cl 2 , experi-

enced over 2000 hits in FY00.

Future Plans:

Tests of ion flux and ion energy sensors based on

radio-frequency electrical measurements in etching

gases and in commercial reactors are planned.

Mass spectrometer measurements of ionic species,

fluxes, and energies in reactive plasmas exposed to

NET
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semiconductor wafers will be pursued and com-

pared with optical measurements of etching

byproduct species. PLIF measurements will be

extended to additional radicals, such as CF. We
are investigating modifications of our research

reactors to enable operation in dual-frequency,

capacitively coupled mode, which is increasingly

used by industry for state-of-the-art dielectric

etching processes, particularly for low k dielec-

trics.

Collaborations:

Collaborations with two plasma equipment

manufacturers, Axcelis and Novellus Systems,

have been established. The collaborations involve

electrical measurements performed on existing and

prototype reactors in the manufacturers’ R&D
facilities.

Electrical measurement and analysis software

developed at NIST was provided to Novellus

Systems, Inc. Novellus is using the software to

analyze the electrical characteristics of their

plasma reactors and improve the tool-to-tool

reproducibility of one of their plasma processes.

An interlaboratory ATP Intramural project is

developing sub-mm wave absorption spectroscopy

as a plasma species diagnostic. Accurate meas-

urements of the densities of a wide variety of

plasma species made with a single diagnostic tool

is of interest to the semiconductor industry and

plasma etching tool manufacturers such as LAM
Research.

Modeling of electron transport in SF6 using the

NIST standard reference data for electron interac-

tions is being performed in collaboration with

researchers from Keio University, Japan.

Electron transport measurements in plasma

processing gases are being made in collaboration

with researchers from Centro de Cmcias Fisicas,

UNAM, Mexico.

External Recognition (invited talks):

1. K. L. Steffens, “Optical and Electrical Meas-

urements in Fluorocarbon Plasmas in the GEC
Cell,” 3

rd
International Workshop on Fluorocar-

bon Plasmas (Sarcenas, France) March 22,

2000. INVITED.

2. J. K. Olthoff, “Plasma Processing and Diag-

nostics at NIST,” Motorola, Austin, TX, June 8 ,
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2000. INVITED.

3. M. A. Sobolewski, "Electrical Measurements

and Modeling of Radio-Frequency Discharges,"

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC,

November 12, 1999. INVITED.

4. E. C. Benck, "RF Plasma Research and the

GEC Reference Cell at NIST", State University

of New York - Buffalo, Buffalo, NY, April 28,

2000. INVITED.

5. K. L. Steffens, "Planar Laser-Induced Fluores-

cence Investigations of Fluorocarbon Plasmas,"

47th International Symposium of the American

Vacuum Society, Boston, MA, October 3, 2000.

INVITED.

6. i. K. Olthoff, “The GEC Cell: An “Historical”

Overview,” 53rd Gaseous Electronics Confer-

ence, Houston, TX, October 25, 2000.

INVITED.

7. M. A. Sobolewski, "Using Radio-Frequency

Electrical Measurements as a Plasma Diagnos-

tic," 53rd Annual Gaseous Electronics Confer-

ence, Houston, TX, October 25, 2000.

INVITED
8. M. A. Sobolewski, “Determining Ion Flux and

Ion Energies from Radio-Frequency Electrical

Measurements,” Sematech RF Plasma Process-

ing Technology Forum, Sunnyvale, CA, No-

vember 1, 2000. INVITED
9. L. G. Christophorou, “Electron Collision Cross

Sections and Their Technological Signifi-

cance,” Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan,

May 8, 2000. INVITED
10. L. G. Christophorou, “Electron Interactions

with Plasma Processing Gases: The NIST Pro-

gram,” Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan,

May 10, 2000. INVITED

11.

L. G. Christophorou, “Needed Data on

Electron Collisions for Plasma Processing,”

Muroran Institute of Technology, Muroran,

Japan, May 15,2000. INVITED
12. L. G. Christophorou, “Electron Interactions

with Excited Atoms and Molecules,” Sophia

University, Tokyo, Japan, May 22, 2000.

INVITED
13. L. G. Christophorou, “Electron-Molecule

Interactions: Basic Studies and Applications,”

Keio University, Tokyo, Japan, May 23, 2000.

INVITED
14. L. G. Christophorou, “Electron Interactions

with Excited Atoms and Molecules,” RIKEN
Institute, Tokyo, Japan, May 25, 2000.

INVITED
15. L. G. Christophorou, “Electron Interactions
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with Excited Atoms and Molecules,” Workshop
on Electron-Driven Processes: Scientific Chal-

lenges and Technological Opportunities, Ste-

vens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, NJ.,

May 16-17, 2000. INVITED
16. L. G. Christophorou, “Assessed Cross Sections

and Transport Coefficients for Plasma Process-

ing Gases,” Motorola, Austin, TX, June 8,

2000. INVITED
17. L. G. Christophorou, “Electron Collision Cross

Sections and Rate Coefficients for Plasma

Processing Gases Derived from Critically As-

sessed Data,” International Conference on Pulse

Investigations in Chemistry, Biology, and Phys-

ics, Leba, Poland, September 9-13, 2000.

INVITED
18. L. G. Christophorou, “Electron Interactions

with Excited Atoms and Molecules,” 53rd

Gaseous Electronics Conference, Houston, TX,
October 24, 2000. INVITED

Publications in FY 00:

1. M. A. Sobolewski and K. L. Steffens, "Electri-

cal control of the spatial uniformity of reactive

species in plasmas," J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 17,

3281-3292(1999).

2. W. R. Entley, J. G. Langan, B. S. Felker, and

M. A. Sobolewski, "Optimizing utilization effi-

ciencies in electronegative discharges: The
importance of the impedance phase angle," J.

Appl. Phys. 86, 4825-4835 (1999).

3. M. A. Sobolewski, "Dynamic model of the

plasma sheath in high-plasma-density, ra-

dio-frequency discharges," in Proceedings of

the 1999 International Conference on Phenom-

ena in Ionized Gases, Warsaw, Poland, Vol. 1,

pp. 141-142(1999).

4. Y. Wang, A. N. Goyette, M. Misakian, and J.

K. Olthoff, “Mass-resolved studies of positive

ions in high density plasmas generated in

CHF3, C2F6, and CH2FCF3 and their mixtures

with Ar,” in Proceedings of the XIII Interna-

tional Conference on Gas Discharges and their

Applications, Glasgow, Poland, Vol. 2, pp. 655-

658 (2000).

5. L. G. Christophorou and J. K. Olthoff, “Elec-

tron interactions with SF6,” J. Phys. Chem. Ref.

Data 29, 267-330 (2000).

6. Y. Wang, E. C. Benck, M. Misakian, M.
Edamura, and J. K. Olthoff, “Time-resolved

measurements of ion energy distributions

and optical emissions in pulsed radio-frequency

discharges,” J. Appl. Phys. 87, 2114-2121
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(2000 ).

7. M. Misakian and Y. Wang, “Calculation of ion

energy distributions from radio frequency

plasmas using a simplified kinetic energy ap-

proach,” J. Appl. Phys. 87, 3646-3653 (2000).

8. A. N. Goyette, Y. Wang, M. Misakian, and J.

K. Olthoff, “Ion fluxes and energies in induc-

tively coupled radio-frequency discharges con-

taining C2F6 and c-C4F8,” J. Vac. Sci. Tech-

nol. A 18,2785-2790 (2000).

9. A. N. Goyette, Y. Wang, and J. K. Olthoff,

“Inductively coupled plasmas in low global-

warming-potential gases,” J. Phys. D: Appl.

Phys. 33, 2004-2009 (2000)M. Misakian, E.

Benck, and Y. Wang, “Time evolution of ion

energy distributions and optical emission in

pulsed inductively coupled radio frequency

plasmas,” J. Appl. Phys. 88, 4510-4517 (2000).

10.

11. L. G. Christophorou and J. K. Olthoff, “Elec-

tron collision data for plasma-processing

gases,” Advances At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 44, pp.

59-98 (2000).

12. L. G. Christophorou and J. K. Olthoff, “Elec-

tron interactions with excited atoms and mole-

cules.” Advances At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 44, pp.

155-293 (2000).

13. Y. Wang, M. Misakian, A. N. Goyette, and J.

K. Olthoff, "Ion fluxes and energies in induc-

tively coupled radio-frequency discharges con-

taining CHF3," J. Appl. Phys. 88, 5612-5617

(2000 ).

14. M. A. Sobolewski, “Sheath model for radio-

frequency-biased, high density plasmas valid

for all co/oi,” Phys. Rev. E, 62, 8540-8553

(2000).
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Development of Quantitative Measurements

for Vacuum Process Control

Technical Contacts:

J.P. Looney, R.F. Berg, D.S. Green (University of

Maryland)

Objective:

Develop a quantitative measurement capability to

enable a real-time, in-situ semiconductor process-

control scheme, building upon competence in

optical diagnostics and flow calibration techniques.

Customer Needs:

The increasing volume and complexity of vacuum

processing, most notably in the semiconductor

industry, requires real-time monitoring and control

of process gases, reaction products, and gaseous

contaminants. Our previous work demonstrated

that residual gas analyzers (RGAs) could be made
quantitative for in-situ monitoring of reaction

products, but the +5 to 10 % imprecision (from

analyte generation in the ionizer) was too large for

process control, as is variability among mass flow

controllers. Optical techniques are promising for

real-time monitoring, but realizing their potential

requires a better understanding of the factors

limiting their performance. For mass flow

controllers (MFCs), we need the industry to help

identify key measurement and operational

challenges to more consistent performance.

Technical Strategy:

In FY00 we began developing an advanced

chemical process monitor based on cavity ring-

down spectroscopy (CRDS) to quantify the HF
generated in the thermal chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) of tungsten metal films (WF6 in an FT-rich

environment). Our approach is to establish

compact, low-cost and robust optical diagnostic

hardware at NIST, then transition it to Prof. Gary

Rubloffs CVD facility at the University of

Maryland for process control trials. With CRDS,
we expect to achieve the desired measurement

precision, and hope to use it to improve other

detection methods such as RGAs. For MFCs, we
convened industry leaders to help develop

programmatic targets for NIST.

Accomplishments:

Our initial focus was to develop a measurement
strategy utilizing low-cost contmuous wave (CW)
diode lasers. Given the HF partial pressures

expected in the CVD reactor (1 Pa to 10 Pa) and
the weak (0 to 4) overtone band of HF, we chose

the 670nm -700 nm region as the target band as

measurements here are vastly easier than in the

mid-infrared where fundamental-band transitions

exist. Calculations were completed to check the

line strengths and CRD absorption characteristics

for this band. Absorption lines of H 20, a potential

contaminant, were also identified in this region.

Next, diode lasers at 670 nm and 685 nm were

acquired and re-engineered to interface with

current and temperature controllers. Problems

persist in the temperature control and tuning

capabilities of these diodes, and new strategies are

being implemented to overcome them. A 50 cm
transfer cavity and electronics were built for

frequency stabilization of the diode laser. Electron-

ics and initial tests of locking the transfer cavity to

a frequency-stable HeNe laser were completed.

Partially-reflective custom optics and special glass

tubes were made for this cavity. Initial trials were

conducted to test various optical configurations,

including a fast (100 ns rise-time) acousto-optic

deflector to rapidly switch the diode laser. The
acousto-optic modulator and switching circuit have

been tested and optimized. Work is in progress to

lock the diode laser to the same transfer cavity and

implement an acousto-optic modulator in a double-

passed configuration for continuous laser tuning.

Robust laboratory realization of this CW-CRDS
approach is expected in FY0 1

.

In order to promote more accurate and precise

measurements with MFCs, we convened a work-

shop that identified five major recommendations

for NIST. These were to 1) increase the range of

transfer standards for round-robin tests (0.01 seem

to 1000 slm), 2) reduce uncertainty of primary

(0.025 %) and transfer

(0.1 %) standards for gas flow, 3) expand, repnori-

tize and conduct thermophysical measurements for

the priority list of electronic gases, 4) establish and

maintain a public, Web-based database of gas

properties, and 5) develop metrology to character-

ize liquid flow controllers. These recommenda-
tions now form the basis of new and ongoing

projects in the Division.

NIST
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External Recognition:

Looney, J.P., “Highlights Below lOOkpa of the 3
rd

CCM Pressure and Vacuum Conference,” 2000

Measurement Science Conference, Anaheim, CA,

January 19, 2000. Invited

Looney, J.P.,
“Cavity Ring-down Spectroscopy,”

Dept, of Physics, University of Toronto, Toronto,

Canada, April 16,2000. Invited

Looney, J.P.,
“Cavity Ring-down Spectroscopy,”

Center for Process Analytical Chemistry, Spring

Meeting, Seattle, WA, May 5, 2000. Invited

Looney, J.P., “XHV Measurement Techniques,”

Workshop on Extreme High Vacuum and Surface

Conditioning, Jefferson Laboratory, Newport

News, VA, June 5, 2000. Invited

Publications:

Berg. R.F., Tison, S.A.,
“Laminar Flow of Four

Gases Through a Helical Rectangular Duct,”

AIChE Journal (in press).

Green, D.S., Herron, J.T., and Sieck, L.W.,

“Chemical Kinetics Database and Predictive

Schemes for Humid Air Plasma Chemistry. Part

I: Positive Ion-Molecule Reactions,
”

J. of Plasma

Chemistry and Plasma Processing (in press).

Green, D.S., Herron, J.T., and Sieck, L.W.,

“Chemical Kinetics Database and Predictive

Schemes for Humid Air Plasma Chemistry. Part

II: Neutral Species Reactions” J. of Plasma

Chemistry and Plasma Processing (in press).

Green, D.S., Looney, J.P., and Rubloff, G.W.,

“Application of CW-CRDS to Monitor and
Control Chemical Vapor Deposition, ”

Proc.

IEEE/LEOS Summer Topicals 2000, Optical

Sensing in Semiconductor Manufacturing , (in

press).
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F. Modeling and Design Metrology Program

Device scaling to atomic dimensions and integration of components on single chips exceeding a billion

active components requires new concepts in modeling of processes, circuit performance, and thermal

management. Lead counts of several thousand per chip and test frequencies in the microwave regime

challenge current test methodologies. The overall task is to develop modeling and test methodologies to

address these new requirements.

The industry needs very efficient and reliable simulation methods as device structures and packages

continue to rapidly evolve. Conventional methods are no longer suitable and simulators must include

quantum mechanical physics. Benchmarking semiconductor device simulation tools that include quantum

mechanical effects are important facets of the overall strategy.

Accurate at-speed test methodology of digital integrated circuits is also a critical requirement. Traditional

methods utilizing IC contact probing technology requires large contact pads incompatible with current IC

designs. The development of alternative probing approaches through non-contact and intermittent

probing techniques appear very promising. However, to implement these techniques, solving the at-speed

test calibration issues is crucial.

With the challenges facing designers and the rising costs of development, it is crucial to develop accurate

testing, modeling and simulation strategies. Keeping pace with the technology and serving the needs of

the industry involve more than basic measurements.

NIST
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Technology Administration. U S Deportment ot Commerce
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Metrology for Simulation and Computer-

Aided Design

Technical Contacts:

Allen R. Hefner, Jr.

“The NIST Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor

model is internationally accepted as the standard

by which other IGBT models are compared.”

Benefit Analysis of IGBT Power Device Simula-

tion Modeling, Research Triangle Institute,

1999

Objective:

To facilitate the efficient and reliable application

of semiconductor computer-aided design (CAD)
tools and System-on-a-Chip (SoC) design

methodologies by providing leadership for the

development of an industry infrastructure for

establishing model accuracy, developing methods

for simulator model validation and benchmarking,

developing metrology necessary for providing

model data and model parameter extraction

sequences, and developing metrology

infrastructure required for a block-based design

paradigm.

Customer Needs:

Efficient and reliable simulation methods are

becoming more important as device structures and

packages rapidly evolve. In addition, higher speed

and higher power devices increase the importance

of including the effects of packages in system

performance simulation. However, advanced

device electrical and thermal characterization

procedures and validation of models used in

computer-aided design tools have not kept pace

with the application of the new device types and

processes.

Several device technologies have evolved to an

extent that conventional modeling and simulation

capabilities are not suitable. For example, as

CMOS devices are scaled to atomic dimensions,

simulators must include quantum mechanical

physics. The SRC/NIST/NSF Workshop on

Nanoscale Transistors: Technology, Physics, and

Simulation (Feb. 1999) identified quantum

mechanical device simulation as an area required

for device simulator progress. In addition, the

device types used for power and microwave

applications can no longer be represented by

Nisr
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conventional device models provided in circuit and

system simulation programs.

The driving force in today's semiconductor

industry is the need to maintain a rate of

improvement of 2x every two years in high-

performance components. Currently, these

improvements rely exclusively on advances made

in semiconductor miniaturization technology. The

1999 ITRS (International Technology Roadmap

for Semiconductors) suggests that, "innovation in

the techniques used in circuit and system design

will be essential to maintain the historical trends in

performance improvement." Achievement of this

advancement in circuit and system design

techniques is increasingly becoming dependent on

integrating multiple silicon technologies into an

SoC. Design challenges for SoC are overcome with

the use of block-based design approaches that

emphasize design reuse that include Built-In-Self-

Test (BIST) functions and accommodate Design-

For-Test (DFT).

Technical Strategy:

NIST addresses these needs by developing the

theoretical foundations, standards, model valida-

tion procedures, and associated experimental

techniques for the measurement of device system

block electrical and thermal characteristics, and

package electrical and thermal characteristics.

NIST is developing, with industry, accepted

procedures for validating device models for circuit

simulation. NIST is developing procedures for

characterizing the thermal and electrical perform-

ance of micro-electronic packages that are com-

patible and useful for CAD of boards and systems.

Device and Process Simulation Benchmarking
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Accurate models and benchmarking procedures are

becoming more important for device and process

simulators. Current tasks include development of

mobility, band gap, and intrinsic earner concentra-

tion models for accurate simulation of compound

semiconductor devices, and benchmarking of

semiconductor device simulation tools that include

quantum mechanical effects, including MEDICI,

UTQuant, NCSU code, and NEMO.

Milestone: By 2002, complete benchmarking of

QM effects in 2-D device simulator for MOSFET
with ultra thin gate oxide.

Compact Package Electrical Interconnect Models

Interconnect structures are becoming a dominant

factor in limiting the performance of modem
computer, communication, and power systems.

Various multi-chip modules and discrete package

interconnect systems are characterized using the

Time Domain Reflectometry Technique (TDR).

Milestone: By FY 2001, develop a TDR test

system with low source impedance (10 Q), and

characterize low-impedance interconnects used in

microprocessor voltage regulator modules,

advanced memory busses, and power electronic

systems.

Package Thermal Metrology and Models

Accurate and timely simulation of system thermal

performance requires new temperature

measurement methods, new simulation

methodologies, and validation procedures.

Currently we use NIST electro-thermal network

simulation methodology, including thermal

network component models for semiconductor

packages and heatsinks, and development of

methodologies to validate the performance and

accuracy of compact package thermal models.

Compact Device Electrical Models

Only recently has there been a significant effort in

developing an infrastructure for validating the

performance of compact models. An example of

this activity is the NIST/IEEE Model Validation

Working Group, founded in 1994 and now having

over 200 members from 100 different technical

organizations. For more information see

http://rav.eeel.nist.gQwmodval.htmI .

Milestone: By FY 2002, develop test system and

models for SiC three terminal device.

Nisr
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Metrology for Multi-Technology SoC System

Blocks

The emergence of the block-based design para-

digm that emphasizes design reuse imposes various

metrology and standardization challenges. The

NIST research provides the metrology infrastruc-

ture required to facilitate the emergence of effec-

tive SoC design methodologies for multi-

technology systems. Current tasks include (1)

development of test structures for multi-technology

process monitoring, (2) development of measure-

ment infrastructure to calibrate multi-technology

built-in self test (BIST) functions for system sub-

blocks; (3) development of metrology to validate

behavioral models for the multi-technology system

blocks, and (4) development of benchmarking

procedures for system block simulation based

Analog Hardware Description Language design.

MILESTONE: By 2002, complete development of

test bench on a chip metrology necessary for multi-

technology System-on-a-Chip, block-based design

and develop test structures for monitoring multi-

technology SoC processes.

Accomplishments:

Provided leadership in developing a national

agenda for modeling and simulation. Hefner

presented an invited talk entitled, "Model Verifica-

tion, Validation, and Accreditation of Semiconduc-

tor Device CAD Systems," at the National Acad-

emy of Sciences, National Research Council

Workshop on Modeling and Simulation Opportuni-

ties in Manufacturing, April 26-27, 1999. The talk

described the methodology for model validation

being applied by the NIST/IEEE Working Group

on Model Validation. The objective of the work-

shop was to develop a prospectus for a study that

will recommend a national research agenda to

address shortcomings in current modeling and

simulation capabilities and to develop enhanced

opportunities for coupling modeling and simula-

tion with manufacturing.

• Impact study published on NIST models. An
assessment of the U.S. economic impacts of the

NIST IGBT model is detailed in a recent study

entitled "NIST Planning Report 99-3: Benefit

Analysis of IGBT Power Device Simulation,"

prepared by M. Gallaher and S. Martin,

Research Triangle Institute Center for Economic

Research (April 1999). The press release
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announcing this study appeared on the front

page of the NIST Web site, appeared in the

NIST Update, and was highlighted in the NIST
Director's "State-of-the-Institute" speech. The

economic impact study quantified the direct

impacts of the NIST IGBT modeling at $18M
(30 times the cost of the NIST program) and the

indirect benefits at $40M/year, largely due to

energy savings.

• NIST interconnect metrology proves valuable

for EMI simulation. Models obtained from

recent interconnect metrology research at NIST
enabled the simulation of the EMI performance

of various power converter topologies, as

described in two NIST publications. In recent

years, Electro-Magnetic-Interference (EMI)

considerations have become increasingly

important as Electro-Magnetic-Compatibility

(EMC) regulations have become more stringent.

The NIST metrology provides, for the first time,

the capability to use simulation in the design of

power converters with reduced EMI emissions.

• Developed High-Speed Semiconductor Device

Transient Thermal Image System. The system

provides the capability to measure the transient

temperature distributions on the surface of a

silicon chip with 10 ns temporal, 15 pm spatia
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Fig. 2. Semiconductor Device Tran-

sient Thermal Image System captures for-

mation of dynamic hot spot.

resolution. The system uses computer-contro

software with a graphical user interface for

controlling the translation stages, digitizing

oscilloscope, and device test fixture temperature

controller. The system also required the

rsjsr
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development of algorithms for calibrating and

extracting the transient temperature waveform

from an infrared microscope signal.

Developed IGBT model validation procedures

and applied to component library. Developed

circuits and measurement methods for validating

IGBT models for soft-switching conditions,

applied the methods to models provided in a

software vendors component library, and

published results. Enhancements were made to

the Hefner IGBT model that is provided in

commercial circuit simulators as a result of this

validation work. The NIST IGBT model was

then used to simulate IGBT soft-switching

performance in two papers; one describing

reduced EMI emissions for soft-switched

inverters, and the other describing the difference

in soft-switching performance between different

IGBT types.

Developed capability to characterize and predict

IGBT dynamic failures. The dynamic failure

characteristics and avalanche-sustaining

capability of various IGBT types, including new
high-energy capable IGBTs, were measured

using the unique NIST nondestructive failure

tester and simulated using the NIST IGBT
model. The measurements and simulations

enabled the prediction of the mechanism
resulting in High Avalanche Energy IGBTs and

demonstrated the capability of the NIST IGBT
model to predict the sustaining time and

conditions for failure of both high-energy and

conventional IGBT types.

Developed software package for IGBT model

parameter extraction (IMPACT). The software

consists of five programs, LINMSR, SATMSR,
LFTMSR, BTAMSR, and CVMSR, that extract

the 20 physical and structural parameters of the

most recent version of the NIST IGBT model.

The programs have a graphical user interface,

use the IEEE 488 bus to control the

measurement instruments and collect data, and

use various algorithms for fitting the IGBT
model equations to the data. The new software

package will facilitate the development of IGBT
component libraries and enable end users of the

simulation software products to extract model

parameters themselves.
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• SRC/NIST/NSF Workshop held at NIST. The

Workshop, "Research Issues and Directions for

Nanotransistors: Technology, Physics, and

Simulation," was attended by over 50

researchers from industry, academia, and

government. The Workshop identified critical

modeling and simulation issues, such as

quantum effects, that must be solved if modeling

and simulation are to have a significant impact

on the development of future nano-transistors.

Modeling and simulation can speed progress in

the development of future transistors if the

infrastructure and physics are in place to attack

relevant problems. As a result of this workshop,

NIST developed a benchmarking procedure for

quantum mechanical simulations that lead to an

improvement in performance of one of the

software products.

• Developed metrology for SiC diode

characterization. As a result of NIST
collaboration with CREE and Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University

(VPISU), under DARPA funding, it was

demonstrated for the first time that SiC MPS
(Merged PIN-Schottkey) diodes can

substantially reduce energy consumption and

EMI emissions for power converters and

adjustable-speed drives. This reduction was

demonstrated for diodes with ratings in the 300

V to 1500 V range, which represents the bulk of

the applications in power electronics. CREE has

decided, based on this demonstration, to pursue

the commercialization of these diodes. This

development is critically important to EPRI

(Electric Power Research Institute) because 60

% of electrical power used in the U.S. is

delivered to motors through IGBTs using

adjustable speed drives, and the performance

improvements offered by SiC diodes over Si

diodes enhance the efficiency and reliability of

these IGBT-based drives. DARPA is funding

development of this technology for use in

applications ranging from all-electnc tanks to

all-electric ships. NIST's interest in SiC devices

is driven by our analysis that recent materials

advances make these devices commercially

attractive.

Future Plans:

Benchmarking 2-D Quantum Mechanical Effects

in Device Simulators: The benchmarks will extend

the NIST work on benchmarking 1-D QM device

MIST
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simulators for MIS capacitors to: 1) benchmarking

2-D QM device simulators for MIS capacitors,

and 2) benchmarking 2-D QM effects in MISFETs
devices.

SoC Test Bench on a Chip: Develop test bench on

a chip to measure the performance of multi

-

technology system blocks used by SoC designs.

The test system will enable high precision calibra-

tion of integrated sensor built-in-self-test functions

and evaluation of the interaction between system

blocks used in multi-technology SoC designs.

SiC avalanche uniformity and robustness metrol-

ogy: SiC power diodes andpower MOSFETs will

be subjected to avalanche breakdown voltage

pulses, and the high-speed transient thermal

imaging system will be used to observe the

uniformity of chip heating. This new metrology

provides insights into the influence of materiel

defects on device performance and reliability.

Thermal analysis of MEMS micro-hotplate based

sensors: The transient thermal imaging system will

be used to examine the high speed heating and

cooling properties of the suspended MEMS
structures that form micro-hotplate based sensors.

The transient thermal imaging metrology will be

used to validate the thermal system sub-blocks of

microfluidic chamber heaters and integrated gas

sensors.

High speed transient thermal imaging system

refinement: This work involves adding and/or

changing code to add flexibility, such as user-

selectable averaging for noise rejection, emissivity

calibration options, and a number of enhancements

to improve data acquisition time.

Collaborations:

Analogy/IR/NIST, development of hundreds of

IGBT library component models (Allen R. Hefner)

Analogy/IR/NIST, development of package

thermal model library component models (Allen R.

Hefner)

Analogy/POWERX/NIST, development of high

power IGBT module library component models

(Allen R. Heftier)

Avanti Inc ./University of Arkansas, SiC power

diode model library (Allen R. Heftier)
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CREE, SiC diodes (David W. Beming)

CREE/NIST, development of SiC MPS-diode

electro-thermal model (Allen R. Hefner)

DELPHI/Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University, electronic interconnect characterization

for vehicle auxiliary motor drive interconnects

(Allen R. Hefner)

Division 811, development of low-characteristic

impedance time domain reflectometry (Allen R.

Hefner)

Division 811, Jim St. Pierre, collaborating on

defining research goals for metrology and bench-

marking related to Systems-on-a-Chip (Angela M.

Hodge)

Division 812, J. J. Kopanski, TCAD simulations

(John Albers)

Division 812 (Nick Paulter), under ATP project to

develop low-impedance transmission line charac-

terization (David W. Beming)

Division 812, SCM Project, implant simulation and

device simulation (Allen R. Hefner)

Division 812, Thin-Film Process Metrology

Project and Gate Dielectric and Interconnect

Reliability Project, new task on benchmarks for

quantum-mechanical device simulation (Allen R.

Hefner)

General Electric CRD/NIST, development of

IGBT module models and parameter extraction

tools (Allen R. Hefner)

Harris Semiconductor, development of component

models for Harris IGBTs (Allen R. Hefner)

Rockwell Science Center/NIST, development of

SiC transistor models (Allen R. Hefner)

TMA, implementation of new device physics into

Medici device simulator (Allen R. Hefner)

University of Maryland, development of multi-

technology System-on-a-Chip (Allen R. Hefner)

University of Maryland, Professor Neil Goldsman,

collaborating on benchmarking quantum mechani-

cal simulators for semiconductor devices (Angela

M. Hodge)

fsjtsr
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University of Maryland, Professor Robert New-
comb, collaborating on defming research goals and

objectives for NIST/SED initiative on Systems-on-

a-Chip (Angela M. Hodge)

University of Maryland, quantum mechanical

effects in 2-D semiconductor devices simulators

(Allen R. Hefner)

University of Maryland, Reliability Physics

Department, reliability issues for PEBB-like

devices (Allen R. Hefner)

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,

package interconnect electrical characterization

(Allen R. Hefner)

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,

SiC power device utilization (Allen R. Hefner)

Virginia Tech, SiC diodes (David W. Beming)

Standards Committee Participation:

ASTM Committee, FI 07 Packaging, member
(George G. Harman)

ELA/SEMATECH Compact Model Council (Allen

R. Hefner)

IEEE Electron Devices Society, Standards Techni-

cal Committee, Chairman (Allen R. Hefner)

Software:

HOTPAC (Programs for Thermal Analysis)

distributed (John Albers)

IGBT Model PArameter extraCTion (IMPACT)
software (Allen R. Hefner)

IGBT Network Simulation and Transient Analysis

Tool (INSTANT) software package (Allen R.

Hefner)

Igbt3.sin MAST circuit simulator model template

(Allen R. Hefner)

NIST buffer layer IGBT model and library,

distributed by Avanti Inc. as part of Saber simula-

tor package (Allen R. Hefner)

NIST chip, package and heatsink thermal network

component models, distributed by Avanti Inc. as

part of Saber simulator package (Allen R. Hefner)
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NIST IGBT electro-thermal model and library,

distributed by Avanti Inc. as part of Saber simula-

tor package (Allen R. Hefner)

NIST IGBT model and library, distributed by

Avanti Inc. as part of Saber simulator package

(Allen R. Hefner)

NIST IGBT model and library, distributed by

OrCAD Inc. as part of PSPICE simulator package

(Allen R. Hefner)

RESPAC (a collection of computer programs for

two-probe resistance (spreading resistance) and

four-probe resistance calculations) distributed

(John Albers)

External Recognition:

Received the IEEE Third Millennium Medal

(George G. Harman)

Publications:

Adams, V. H., Joshi, Y., and Blackburn, D. L.,

Three-Dimensional Study of Combined Conduc-

tion, Radiation, and Natural Convection from an

Array of Discrete Heat Sources on a Horizontal

Board in a Narrow-Aspect-Ratio Enclosure,

Journal of Heat Transfer, Vol. 121, November

1999, pp. 992-1001.

Beming, D., and Hefner, A., IGBT Model Valida-

tion for Soft Switching Applications, IEEE

Transactions on Industry Applications, Society

Meeting, 1999, pp. 683-691.

Beming, D. W., and Hefner, Jr., A. R., IGBT
Model Validation for Soft-Switching Applications,

Conference Record IEEE Industry Applications

Society Annual Meeting, Phoenix, Arizona,

October 3-7, 1999, pp. 683-691.

Hannan, G. G., The Effect of Polymer Material

Properties on Wire Bonding to MCMs and Ad-

vanced Copper-Low-k Integrated Circuits, Pro-

ceedings of the 2nd Annual IEEE-

CPMT/ASME/SPE/SPIE/MRS/ARM/SF2M
Workshop (POLY'99), Pans, France, December

12-15, 1999.

Hefner, A., and Bouche, S., Automated Parameter

Extraction Software for Advanced IGBT Model-

ing, Proceedings of the IEEE Workshop on

Computers in Power Electronics (COMPEL 2000),

July 2000, pp. 9-17.
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Hefner, A. R., Singh, R., Lai, J. S., Beming, D. W.,

Bouche, S., and Chapuy, C., SiC Power Diodes

Provide Breakthrough Performance for a Wide

Range of Applications, in the extended abstracts of

1st International Workshop on Ultra-Low-Loss

Power Device Technology, pp. 140-147, June

2000, Nara Japan.

Hefner, A. R., Singh, R., Lai, J. S., Beming, D. W.,

Bouche, S., and Chapuy, C., SiC "Power Diodes

Provide Breakthrough Performance for a Wide

Range of Applications, in the National Science

Foundation Center for Power Electronic Systems

Seminar, September 2000, pp. 17-24.

Hefner, A. R., Singh, R., Lai, J. S., Beming, D. W.,

Bouche, S., and Chapuy, C., SiC Power Diodes

Provide Breakthrough Performance for a Wide

Range of Applications, Japanese Future Electron

Devices Journal, Vol. 11, August 2000, pp. 122-

130.

Lai, J.-S., Song, B. M., Zhou, R., Heftier, Jr., A.

R., Beming, D. W., and Shen, C.-C., Characteris-

tics and Utilization of a New Class of Low' On-

Resistance MQS-Gated Power Device, Proceed-

ings of the IEEE Industrial Applications Society

Meeting, Phoenix, Arizona, October 3-7, 1999, pp.

1073-1079.

Marchiando, J. F., Kopanski, J. J., and Albers, J.,

Limitations of the Calibration Curve Method for

Determining Dopant Profiles from Scanning

Capacitance Microscope Measurements, J. Vac.

Sci. Technol. B 18 (1), Jan/Feb 2000, pp. 414-417.

Shen, C. C., Hefner, A. R., Beming, D. W., and

Bernstein, J. B., Failure Dynamics of the IGBT
During Turn-Off for Unclamped Inductive Load-

ing Conditions, IEEE Transaction on Industry

Applications, vol. 36, pp. 614-624 (March 2000).

Singh, R., Ryu, S., Palmer, J., Hefner, A., and Lai,

J., 1500 V, 4 Amp 4H-SiC JBD Diodes, in the

Proceedings of 2000 International Symposium on

Power Semiconductor Devices and ICs, pp. 101-

104. May 2000. Toulouse France.

Song, B. M., Zhu, H., Lai, J. S., and Heftier, Jr., A.

R., Switching Characteristics of NPT- and PT-

IGBTs under Zero-Voltage Switching Conditions,

1 999 IEEE Industry Applications Society Meeting,

pp. 722-728.
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Zhu, H., Lai, J.-S., Tang, Y., Hefner Jr., A. R., and

Chen, C., Modeling Based Examination of Con-

ducted EMI Emissions from Hard- and Soft-

switching PWM Inverters, Proceedings of the

IEEE Industrial Applications Society Meeting,

Phoenix, Arizona, October 3-7, 1999, pp. 1879-

1886.

MET
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Non-Linear Device Metrology and Modeling

Technical Contacts:

D. DeGrooi

“Agilent Lightwave Division would like to

encourage NIST’s continued work to develop the

... charactenzation, so that the technology can

become more widely available.” Dennis Derick-

son, Aglient Technologies.

Objective:

Develop and support general methods of character-

izing nonlinear devices, components, and circuits

Fig. 1 . Dr. Kate Remley performs large-

signal measurements of an RF power am-
plifier using the Nonlinear Network Meas-
urement System

used in digital wireless communications; refine and

transfer these methods through interactions with

industrial research and development laboratories.

Customer Needs:

Radio-Frequency measurements are applied

extensively in the deployment of commercial

wireless communication systems. They are crucial

to all stages of system development, from device

modeling, to circuit design and system perform-

ance characterization. NIST’s RF and microwave

measurement support recently expanded to address

the critical need for accurate measurements of

nonlinear electrical devices and networks, and to

support industrial standards development.

fsiisr
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Technical Strategy:

The Nonlinear Device Characterization Project is

focusing on the verification of model- and

measurement-based desenptions of devices and

circuits containing nonlinear elements, primarily

transistors and RF power amplifiers. The strategy

is to develop a world-class measurement facility

that will be used as the reference system in model

and measurement mtercompanson. The reference

system will be used to develop new modeling

methods and to build “traceable models” with

accuracy linked to measurements used to form

them.

Traditional microwave circuit design has relied on

the ability to cascade circuit elements through

simple linear operations and transformations.

When an RF circuit includes a nonlinear element,

engineers lose the ability to predict circuit

performance across operating environments or

states. With the wireless revolution, many
researchers have devoted their time to developing

models of nonlinear devices that will work with

existmg computer-aided design (CAD) techniques.

Others have worked on developing specialized and

functional tests that show how nonlinear behavior

might affect system performance. Presently, there

is a critical need for fundamental RF measurement

techniques to verify and validate these models and

figures of merit. Contributions in this area will

significantly improve design-cycle efficiency and

trade between manufacturers, and will eventually

facilitate improvements in communications

through the full incorporation of nonlinear models

at the system design level.

The project recently acquired and established a

new measurement facility known as the Nonlinear

Network Measurement System (NNMS). The

system provides the most general approach to

measuring large-signal responses. It is a stimulus-

response network analyzer that supplies periodic

signals, then acquires broadband incident and

reflection waveforms at the device under test. The

NIST facility will be used as a reference system in

measurement and model comparisons.

The Nonlinear Network Measurement System is

first being applied to canonical circuits to compare

general measurements with predictions made by

commercial CAD simulators and new behavioral

models. The goal is to develop a stable verification

S? -v .
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device that can be used in inter-laboratory

comparisons.

Accomplishments:

• Collaborated with the Intel Technical CAD
(TCAD) Division to measure the behavior of

high-speed digital transistors (MOSFETs) and to

extract accurate device parameters. The key

technological hurdles were the measurement of

three-port devices when the three ports are

connected in different metalization layers, and

the high RF losses encountered in commercial

CMOS technology. NIST personnel designed

two sets of calibration standards for the three-

port devices. Intel fabricated three generations of

test wafers and worked with NIST in verifying

the calibrations. This activity also relied on new
software developed by the High-Speed

Microelectronics Project to remove contact-pad

effects. The new approach is being used by

TCAD engineers to quantify device behavior

with a much higher degree of accuracy.

• In collaboration with Professor K. C. Gupta of

the University of Colorado at Boulder, applied

artificial neural networks (ANNs) to improve the

modeling of on-wafer open -short-1oad-thru

(OSLT) standards and coaxial line-reflect-match

(LRM) calibrations used for calibrating vector

network analyzers. The new methods will be

used in TDNACal and new NNMS software.

• Developed a complete Open-Short-Load-Thru

(OSLT) calibration for the NIST TDNACal
software that implements equivalent circuit

model descriptions. This new calibration is a

significant enhancement to existing software,

and for the first time, allows NIST to study

measurement uncertainty in OSLT calibrations

that make use of the equivalent-circuit model

parameters. Presentation of this work at the 54
th

ARFTG Conference received the Best Paper

Award.

• Characterized the accuracy of several proposed

calibration techniques for microwave vector

network analyzers (VNA). Project staff

discovered significant errors in the proposed

methods and introduced a new robust OSLT
calibration method that offers demonstrably

improved accuracy in four-sampler VNA
measurements.

NET
Notional! institute) of Standards and Technology
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• Discovered nonlinear error mechanism in the

Nose-to Nose calibration. Through an innovative

combination of large-signal and small-signal

analyses, showed how nonlinear junction

capacitance in the sampler circuit induces an

error that had been ignored in the initial Nose-

to-Nose analysis.

• Initiated NIST’s Nonlinear Network

Measurement System (NNMS) and conducted

NIST’s first large-signal nonlinear device

verification experiments. Agilent Technologies

delivered the NNMS instrument in fulfillment of

a custom equipment contract and extensive

collaborative research effort with NIST.

Future Plans:

The project team is developing accurate calibration

and measurement techniques for the NNMS,
including validation of the Nose-to-Nose calibra-

tion technique, the only practical method of

measuring the phase relations of components in

signals with 50 GHz bandwidths. The project team

is now refining the statement of measurement

uncertainty in the Nose-to-Nose method and will

apply it to the NNMS measurements.

MILESTONES By 2001, bound the measurement

uncertainty of the Nose-to-Nose calibration; bound

uncertainty in NNMS measurements; implement

advanced OSLT calibration methods; develop

user-friendly interface for the NNMS. By 2002,

refine phase calibration uncertainty statement; add

multiline TRL calibrations; add modulated signal

stimuli; track changes in NNMS measurement

uncertainty with impedance tuning.

Secondly, the measurement system is being

applied to develop and verify artificial neural

network (ANN) models for nonlinear active

circuits being developed in cooperation with the

University of Colorado. NNMS data will be used

to train ANN models, to verify circuit operation

and model predictions, and to validate a circuit

optimization approach.

MILESTONES: By 2001, develop portable

models for a nonlinear verification device; conduct

measurement intercomparison using verification

device; apply new modeling techniques to diode

circuit design; develop generalized frequency-

domain nonlinear models based on NNMS data;

characterize example power amplifier and compare

to advanced simulation results. By 2002, compare
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sparse tone and modulated signal characterizations

of power amplifiers; apply new nonlinear meas-

urement-based models to power amplifier design;

simulate link between system performance and

amplifier nonlinearity.

Collaborations:

Intel, TCAD Department. To characterize MOS-
FETs at high-frequencies using vector network

analysis techniques.

Agilent Technologies, Inc., Network Measurement

and Description Group. To develop measurement

uncertainty statement for NNMS and NNMS-like

instruments.

University of Colorado, Electrical and Computer

Engineering Department. To develop new meas-

urement-based behavioral models of nonlinear RF
circuits and devices.

NIST, N-WEST, EEEL Electromagnetic Technol-

ogy Division, ITL Statistical Engineering Divi-

sion. To develop standard nonlinearity, then use it

to verify NNMS calibrations and modeling

approaches; to extend nonlinear circuit models to

system characterization.

External Recognition:

Automatic RF Techniques Group’s Best Paper

Award, 54
th ARFTG Conference, 1999.

Automatic RF Techniques Group’s Best Poster

Paper Award, 55
th ARFTG Conference, 2000.

Publications:

Jargon, K. C. Gupta, and D. C. DeGroot, “Artifi-

cial neural network modeling for improved on-

wafer OSLT calibration standards,” Int. J. RF
Microwave Computer-Aided Engin., vol. 10, no. 5,

pp. 319-328, Sep., 2000.

L. Rouault, B. Verbaere, D. DeGroot, D. LeGol-

van, and R. Marks, “Measurements and models of

a power amplifier suitable for 802.16.1,” IEEE

802.16.1p-00, Sep. 13 2000.

P. D. Hale, T. S. Clement, K. S. Coakley, C. M.
Wang, D. C. DeGroot, and A. P. Verdoni, “Esti-

mating the magnitude and phase response of a 50

GHz sampling oscilloscope using the "Nose-to-

Nose" method,” 55th ARFTG Cotif. Dig., pp. 35-

42, June 13,2000.

D. C. DeGroot, P. D. Hale, M. Vanden Bossche, F.

Verbeyst, and J. Verspecht, “Analysis of intercon-

nection networks and mismatch in the Nose-to-

Nose calibration,” 55th ARFTG Conf Dig., pp.

116-121, June 16, 2000.

K. A. Remley, D. F. Williams, and D. C. DeGroot,

“Realistic sampling-circuit model for a Nose-to-

Nose simulation,” 2000 IEEE MTT-S Int. Micro-

wave Symp. Dig., June 11-16, 2000.

J. A. Jargon and D. C. DeGroot, "NIST unveils

status of PIM testing," Microwaves & RF, pp. 78-

81, Jan., 2000.

D. C. DeGroot, K. L. Reed, and J. A. Jargon,

“Equivalent circuit models for coaxial OSLT
standards,” 54th ARFTG Conf. Dig.,

pp. 103-115, Dec. 3-4, 1999.
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G. Test Metrology Program

Lead counts of several thousand per chip and test frequencies in the microwave regime challenge current

test methodologies. The overall task is to develop test methodologies to address these new requirements.

Accurate at-speed test methodology of digital integrated circuits is a critical requirement. Traditional

methods utilizing IC contact probing technology requires large contact pads incompatible with current IC

designs. The development of alternative probing approaches through non-contact and intermittent

probing techniques appear very promising. However, to implement these techniques, solving the at-speed

test calibration issues is crucial. With the challenges facing designers and the rising costs of develop-

ment, it is crucial to develop accurate testing strategies.
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At-Speed Test ofDigital Integrated Circuits

Technical Contacts:

Dylan Williams, John Moreland, Joseph Kopanski

Objective:

Develop and demonstrate metrology for the at-

speed test of digital integrated circuits. The

program will resolve the essential metrology issues

of at-speed digital integrated circuit test. It will

apply its results to atomic force microscopes

(AFMs) modified to precisely position field probes

above the surface of the integrated circuit and push

the current on-chip sampling technologies now
being explored by the industry.

Customer Needs:

The semiconductor industry needs accurate

metrology for the at-speed test of digital integrated

circuits (“Grand Challenges”, page 11, 1999

National Technology Roadmap for Semiconduc-

tors). Traditional IC contact probing technology

MIST
Notional Institute of Standards and Technology

Technology Administration, U S Deportment of Commence
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beams, optical beams, or on-chip samplers that

respond to either electric or magnetic fields near

transmission lines in the circuits. AFM appears to

be one of the most promising in the long term with

prospects for 50 nm resolution and voltage

sensitivities below 1 mV. However, the uncali-

brated field measurements performed by these

systems are a far cry from the precise measure-

ments of voltages and currents required for

electrical design.

Solving the critical at-speed test calibration issues

will add enormous value to the probing systems

currently being used or developed for high-

performance digital integrated circuits. Implement-

ing the methods on atomic-force microscopes,

which we have already proven capable of perform-

ing these tests, will help speed the development

and implementation of these new measurement

tools, and so create a new paradigm for the at-

speed test of high-speed digital integrated circuits.

Technical Strategy:

We will develop calibration artifacts with precisely

known high-frequency voltages and circuits

suitable for calibrating field probes and samplers

of all types. We will focus on fundamental calibra-

tion issues: transforming the response of the probes

to the electric and magnetic fields above the

integrated circuit into accurate voltages and

currents inside the circuit. The calibration artifacts

will take the form of custom integrated circuits

with special test structures evaluated by NIST.

We will first apply the calibration procedures to

miniature AFM probes suspended on custom

cantilevers designed for high frequency measure-

ments. We will test both the intermittent-contact

mode of the scanning capacitance microscope and

noncontact probes of our own design. We will

follow up with a round robin, and will use the

results to help other groups to develop calibration

approaches. We will also investigate the applica-

tion of the calibration artifacts to the on-chip

samplers now being pursued by a number of large

semiconductor manufactures, including Intel,

Motorola, and IBM.

After verifying the calibration approaches with

sinusoidal signals, we will develop a waveform

measurement capability on special test structures,

and eventually on silicon. We will use this capabil-

requires large contact pads incompatible with the

operation and economic constraints of modem IC

designs. Alternative probing approaches use non-

contact probes, the intermittent-contact mode of

the scanning capacitance microscope, electron

Fig. 1 . Prototype 20 GHz silicon

sinosoidal waveform standard.



ity to develop pulsed versions for calibrating time-

domain measurement systems.

Milestone: By Oct 2000, construct and test

electro-optic sampling system.

Milestone: By Oct 2001, develop 10 GHz
sinusoidal voltage standard and test with the

intermittent-contact mode of the scanning capaci-

tance microscope, noncontacting AFMs, and/or e-

beam system.

Milestone: By Oct 2001, demonstrate calibrated

on-wafer waveform measurement.

Milestone: By Oct 2002, design and layout pulsed

version of voltage source with built-in on-chip

sampler. Design custom noncontacting probes for

AFM test station.

Accomplishments:

• We have designed and tested a prototype

sinusoidal waveform standard.

• We have constructed an electro-optic sampling

system.

• We have performed feasibility tests of a

ferromagnetic-resonance scanning probe.

Future Plans:

We will develop sinusoidal and digital waveform

standards. We will disseminate our methods

through industry presentations and conference and

journal publications.

Publications:

D.F. Williams and D.K. Walker, "0.1-10 GHz
CMOS Voltage Standard," IEEE Workshop on

Signal Propagation on Interconnects, Titisee-

Neustadt, Germany, May 19-21, 1999.

K.A. Remley, D.F. Williams, and D.C. DeGroot,

"Realistic sampling-circuit model for a

nose-to-nose simulation,"2000 International

Microwave Symposium Digest, June 11-16, 2000.

U. Arz, D.F. Williams, D.K. Walker, J.E. Rogers,

M. Rudack, D. Treytnar, and H. Grabinski,

"Characterization of Asymmetric Coupled CMOS
Lines,"2000 International Microwave Symposium
Digest, June 11-16, 2000.

D.F. Williams, K.A. Remley, and D.C. DeGroot,

"Nose-to-Nose Response of a 20-GHz Sampling

isiisr
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Circuit," 54th ARFTG Conference Digest, Dec.

1-2, 1999.

U. Arz, H. Grabinski, and D.F. Williams, "Influ-

ence of the Substrate Resistivity on the Broadband

Propagation Characteristics of Silicon Transmis-

sion Lines," 54th ARFTG Conference Digest, Dec.

1-2, 1999.

D.F. Williams, P.D. Hale, T.S. Clement, and J.M.

Morgan "Mismatch corrections for electro-optic

sampling systems," 56th ARFTG Conference

Digest, Nov. 30-Dec. 1, 2000.

U. Arz, D.F. Williams, D.K. Walker, and H.

Grabinski, "Asymmetric Coupled CMOS Lines:

An Experimental Study," IEEE Trans. On Micro-

wave Theory and Tech., vol. 48, no. 12, pp. 2409-

2414, Dec. 2000.

D. F. Williams, B.K. Alpert, U. Arz, and H.

Grabinski, “Causal characteristic impedance of

planar transmission lines,” submitted to IEEE
Trans. Advanced Packaging.

D. F. Williams and K. Remley, “Analytic sam-

pling-circuit model,” IEEE Trans, on Microwave

Theory and Tech., vol. 49, no. 6, June 2001.

Albrecht Jander, Pavel Kabos, and John Moreland,

“Magnetic field imaging with a scanning ferro-

magnetic resonance probe,” submitted to Applied

Physics Letters, July 2000.

Albrecht Jander, John Moreland, and Pavel Kabos,

“Micromechanical Detectors for Local Field

Measurements Based on Ferromagnetic Reso-

nance,” submitted to Journal of Applied Physics,

October 2000.
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Measurements for Complex Electronic

Systems

Technical Contacts:

Gerad N. Stenbakkeo

Objective:

To develop and disseminate methods and

techniques for optimum testing scenarios by using

new or improved modeling and test procedures,

and estimating confidence levels and test coverage.

Customer Needs:

The U.S. test equipment industry is maintaining its

world position through the development and

deployment of increasingly accurate, easier-to-use

automatic test systems that can also achieve high

throughput rates. Both the manufacturers and

users of such systems often need to prove their

productivity in a highly competitive environment.

Optimizing the testing procedures and reducing the

test time required are goals beneficial to realizing

the return on investment for expensive automatic

test systems. Hence, there is an urgent need for

better modeling methods and testing algorithms

that can reduce the number of test points while

maintaining a comprehensive test coverage. With

the advent of embedded firmware in not only

digital but also mixed-signal devices and instru-

ments, the task of accounting for pernicious

nonlinear, time-variant interactions between the

hardware and software becomes more difficult in

an efficient, yet comprehensive, testing strategy.

Technical Strategy:

Expansion of the present NIST expertise in

modeling and testing complex electronic systems

requires the investigation and application of

statistical analysis methods to ill-posed problems.

Appropriate inverse transformations may be

required to “de-embed” the effects of firmware,

along with modeling and accounting for time

dependencies. Improved methods are needed to

efficiently test nonlinear behavior.

The High-dimensional Empirical Linear Prediction

(HELP) testing approach developed at NIST has

generated considerable industry interest since it

provides fewer test points needed to predict global

behavior. Recent investigations into the use of

artificial neural networks have shown promise of

achieving efficient models for handling nonlinear

NIST
Notional institute of Standards and Technology
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dependencies. Of particular interest is the em-
ployment of nonlinear principle component neural

networks, which reduce the data dimensionality

relative to linear modeling for nonlinear devices.

MILESTONE: By 2001, develop a neural net-

work-based approach that can realize a significant

improvement to the present HELP testing strategy

for modeling the behavior of instruments.

Fig. 1 . Xiaolian Han using the five layer

Principal Component Neural Network de-

veloped for modeling nonlinear error be-

havior.

MILESTONE: By 2001, implement online

dissemenation of the HELP Toolbox and documen-

tation via the Internet.

Incomplete data sets cannot be used in conven-

tional empirical model building. For example,

when new test points are added to the requirements

for test coverage, this means that the older data sets

cannot be used to build new models that predict

these new test points. But with the use of a

statistical prediction method, expectation maximi-

zation, this old data can be used along with new
data sets. The incorporation of both old and new
data sets using expectation maximization provides

data points with more accurate predictions.

MILESTONE : By 2002, add the capability to

include incomplete data sets into the HELP
Toolbox.

The ability to make engmeenng changes quickly in

the design of a complex electronic product is

f . .JL
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necessary to meet the demands of the marketplace.

To achieve these changes by simply modifying the

embedded software used in the product is very cost

effective. However, such changes are likely to

change the model that has been developed to

predict the performance of the product and, thus,

its testing strategy.

MILESTONE. By 2003, develop the means for an

adaptive modeling approach that can be incorpo-

rated into the present HELP testing strategy, which

can be applied to changes in product design.

Correlated noise, such as 1/f noise, can enter the

modeling process in the form of drift in the

instrumentation making measurements used for the

modeling set. This noise has a characteristic

structure. The data sets used at NIST to model an

instrument’s error behavior have been analyzed to

show a significant amount of 1/f noise. Since 1/f

noise in measured data can substantially affect the

empirical error models built from that data, and

since 1/f noise is ubiquitous, this is a potentially

serious problem in time-variant behavior in

general. The fact that we are able to glean this

information from an instrument’s calibration data

indicates there may be ways to reduce this error

source.

MILESTONE: By 2004, develop methods for

determining the amount of 1/f noise in a modeling

data set, the effect this noise has on the confidence

intervals predicted using this model, and methods

for reducing these errors.

Accomplishments:

• A Workshop on Software-Embedded Systems

Testing (WSEST) was held at NIST-

Gaithersburg on November 8-9, 1999. Sixteen

attendees represented government (6), academia

(7), and industry (3), where the focus was on

problems in testing mixed-signal systems with

embedded software. Topics included metrology

support for built-in-test, controlling test

complexity, maintaining accurate models, and

software validation. The subjects covered a

wide range of disciplines, including metrology,

software, hardware, mathematical algorithms,

and instrument manufacturing. A concluding

panel discussion was held on research needs in

the testing of software-embedded systems.

• Further research was pursued on modeling

nonlinear behavior in error data. A Neural

NET
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Technology Administration, U.S Department of Commerce

Network Toolbox was used in conjunction with

Constructive Neural Network software to build

models of simulated nonlinear data. The

limitations of this approach were explored in

terms of speed of convergence, noise immunity,

and level of complexity. In modeling a five-

parameter bandpass filter, for example, it was

found that a five-fold improvement in the mean
squared error was obtained using a neural

network nonlinear modeling approach vs a linear

model when the parameter values change by

20 %. A paper on this research was presented at

the Instrumentation and Measurement

Technology Conference (IMTC) 2000.

• The algorithm for minimizing cumulative time-

base quantization errors was presented at the

WSEST and documented in a paper given at the

IMTC 2000. It describes the errors expected as

a function of the number of samples taken, the

number of signal cycles sampled, and the

number of bits for the reference digital-to-analog

converter used in the time-base. However,

further study of nonrandom amplitude errors in

sampling systems did not lead to a generic

approach to correcting such sources of error as

was hoped.

• A comparative analysis was begun of the data

from a manually operated, multi-range thermal

transfer instrument with that from an automated

version of the manual one, using a linear

empiricalln conjunction with the NIST-

developed HELP (High-dimensional Empirical
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Linear Prediction) Toolbox. The results thus far

indicate that error structure of the automated

version exhibits fewer degrees of freedom, i.e.,

less complexity than its manual counterpart,

contrary to what was expected. Model

prediction variance as a function of model size

and number of test points selected has also been

investigated.

Collaborations:

Collaborative work with Prof. Gene Hwang of

Cornell University continues, with a grant from the

Information Technology Laboratory (ITL) at

NIST, on missing data analysis using an expecta-

tion maximization approach. This work also

involves Hung-kung Liu in the ITL.

Prof. Fernando Von Zuben of the State University

of Campinas, Brazil spent a week at NIST helping

the project members understand neural networks

and how they can be incorporated into the NIST
HELP Toolbox. Prof. Von Zuben consults with the

project periodically.

Standards Committee Participation

IEEE Computer Society standards committees on

PI 149 Standard Testability Bus, WG.04 Mixed

Signal Test Bus, and PI 500 Standard Testability

Method for Embedded Core-based ICs: G. N.

Stenbakken is a member of these various standards

committees.

Publications:

G. N. Stenbakken, D. Liu, J. A. Starzyk, and B. C.

Waltrip, "Nonrandom Quantization Errors in

Timebases," Proc. of 17th Instrumentation and

Measurement Technology Conference

(IMTC/2000), 1, May 1-4, 2000, Baltimore, MD,
pp. 235-240 (May 2000).

X. Han, G. N. Stenbakken, F. J. Von Zuben, H.

Engler, "Application of Neural Networks in the

Development of Nonlinear Error Modeling and

Test Point Prediction," Proc. of 17th Instrumenta-

tion and Measurement Technology Conference

(IMTC/2000), 2, May 1-4, 2000, Baltimore, MD,
pp. 641-646 (May 2000).

G. Stenbakken, A. D. Koffman, and T. M. Souders,

"Software to Optimize the Testing of Mixed-Signal

Devices," Proc. 5th IEEE Inti. Mixed Signal

Testing Workshop, Jun 15-18, 1999, Whistler,

British Columbia, Canada, spons. IEEE/TTTC,

1474 Freeman Dr., Amissville, VA, pp. 29-33 (Jun

1999).

NIST
Notional Institute of Standards and tfechnotogy
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H. Manufacturing Support

Certain disciplines such as statistical process control are generic to all aspects of manufacturing. These

disciplines are equally applicable to the manufacture of the materials and the manufacturing equipment as

well as the manufacturing of the integrated circuits, their packaging and testing. NIST has one project

jointly with ISMT in this category, the creation of an engineering statistical handbook on the internet.
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NIST/SEMATECH Engineering Statistics

Internet Handbook

Technical Contacts:

M.C. Croarkin, W.F. Guthrie, and A. Heckert

“I am thoroughly enjoying your Engineering

Statistics Handbook. Thanks so much for adding

real value to the information available on the

Internet!!!” Paul Zaremba, Systems Engineer,

Agilent Technologies, email message received

December 19, 2000 at handbookyfnist.gov , an

archived mailing list for feedback on the

NIST/1SMT Engineering Statistics Internet

Handbook

Objective:

The goal of the NIST/SEMATECH Engineering

Statistics Internet Handbook project is to produce

an online resource to help scientists and engineers

incorporate statistical methods into their work

more efficiently. An online publication and a

practical, example-driven format were chosen to

make the Handbook readily accessible to its target

audiences in industry, including the semiconductor

manufacturing industry in particular.

Customer Needs:

Semiconductor manufacturing requires

extraordinary discipline in process control. For

example, a typical integrated circuit manufacturing

process involves several hundred steps. These

steps may include as many as thirty lithographic

levels, which require extremely precise alignment

with respect to one another. Tight process control

is essential to produce a functional circuit. ISMT
has recognized the importance of statistical process

control in semiconductor manufacturing and has

developed and maintained expertise in this field

since its inception in 1988. Two of the more

difficult issues impeding routine implementation of

these techniques, however, include educating the

users and making the tools easy to use.

Technical Strategy:

NIST and ISMT formed a collaboration under the

umbrella Cooperative Research and Development

Agreement (CRADA), combining the general

expertise in engineering statistics at NIST with the

semiconductor manufacturing expertise resident at

SEMATECH.

MIST
Nerttemii BmtStu*® of Stondlard® and Yectomofiogy

Technology Adm*rwstro»ion, U S Department of Commerce

Accomplishments:

Since the beta release of the Handbook last year,

efforts have focused on responding to feedback

Fig. 1 . NIST Engineering Statistics

Internet Handbook team (left to right,

Alan Heckert, Mark Reeder, Will Guth-

rie, and Carroll Croarkin) reviewing a

page from the chapter on product reli-

ability

from users, developing, implementing and testing

additional case studies, chapter editing and

addressing accessibility issues. User feedback has

been very positive and constructive and has helped

us prepare for the release of the fmal version the

Handbook at this year’s Quality and Productivity

Research Conference in late May.
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Collaborations:

This project has been supported by funding or staff

participation from ISMT, AMD, Motorola, the

NIST Information Technology Laboratory, and the

NIST Systems Integration for Manufacturing

Applications (SIMA) program.

External Recognition:

Invited session at the 200
1
Quality and Productiv-

ity Research Conference:

A Brief Tour of the NIST/ISMT Engineering

Statistics Internet Handbook

“An Overview of the Handbook”, William Guthrie,

NIST

Incorporating Material from the ESI Handbook

into Corporate Training”, Barry Hembree, AMD

“Interfacing Statistical Software with the Hand-

book”, Neil Polhemus, Statpomt, LLC

Publications:

Croarkin, M.C. and Tobias, P. eds.,

NIST/SEMA TECH Engineering Statistics

Internet Handbook,
httn://www.nist.gov/stat.handbook/ .
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III. Appendix A
Project Title Technical Contacts Phone Number Email

Metrology Supporting Deep

Ultraviolet Lithography

J. Burnett

M. Dowell

R. Gupta

T. R. Scott

(301)975-2679

(303) 497-7455

(301)975-2325

(303)497-3651

iohn.hismettfe-ntst.gov

mdowellfeboulder.nist.eov

reieev .guotafe 'nist.eov

scottifehoufder.nist.gov

Metrology Supporting Extreme

Ultraviolet Lithography

T. Lucatorto

A. Davies

(301)975-3734

(301)975-3743

thomas.lucatortofe nist.gov

angeIa.dBviesfe-mst.gov

Lithographic Polymers E. Lin

C. Soles

W. Wu

(301)975-6743

(301)975-8087

(301)975-6839

eric.linfenist.gov

chnstODher.solesfenist.go\

wen-U.wufe tjist.gov

Atom-Based Dimensional Metrology R. Silver (301)975-5609 rlchard.silverfentst.gov

Scanning Electron Microscope-Based

Dimensional Metrology

A. Vladar

M. Postek

(301)975-2399

(301)975-2299

andras viadarfe nist.gov

michae1.postekfenist.gov

Optical-Based Dimensional

Metrology

J. Potzick

R. Silver

T. Doiron

(301)975-3481

(301)975-5609

(301)975-3472

james.potzlckfenist.gov

richitrd.sUverfenist.gov

theodore.doironfenist.gov

Scanning Probe Microscope-Based

Dimensional Metrology

R. Dixson

J. Dagata

M. Postek

T. Vorburger

(301)975-4399

(301)975-3597

(301)975-2299

(301)975-3493

ronakl.dixsonfenist.gov

iohn.dagatafeHist.gov

michael .postekfenist.gov

theodore.vorhttrg.erfe nist .gov

Electrical-Based Dimensional

Metrology

M. Cresswell (301)975-2072 michael.cresswell 'h nist.eov

Model-Based Dimensional Metrology J. Villarrubia

A. E. Vaiadar

M. Postek

(301)975-3958

(301)975-2399

(301)975-2299

iohn.villarrubiafe-nist.gov

andras.valadarfe.nist.gov

michael.postekfe.nist.gov

Two- and Three-Dimensional

Profiling

J. Kopanski

J. Marchiando

D. Simons

G. Gillen

(301)975-2089

(301)975-2088

(301)975-3903

(301)975-2190

ioseph.kopanskife nist.eov

iav.marchiandofe nist.eov

david.simonsfenist.gov

gree.giHenfenist.gov

Advanced Gate Dielectric Metrology E. Vogel

J. Suehie

J. Ehrstein

C. Richter

D. Kaiser

E. Steel

N. V. Nguven

(301)975-4723

(301)975-2247

(301)975-2060

(301)975-2082

(301)975-6759

(301)975-3900

(301)975-2044

eric.vogelfenist.gov

iolm.suehlefenist.gov

iames.erhsteinfe'nist.sov

curt.richterfe.nist.eov

debra.kaiserfe-nist.eov

eric, steelfemist.gov

nhan.nguvenfe3tist.gov

Ultra Shallow Depth Profiling

By ToF-SIMS

A. Fahey

S. Roberson

(301)975-2185

(301)975-3798

albert.fahevfelnist.gov

sonva.robersonfenist.gov

Nuclear Measurement Methods for

Chemical Characterization of As and P

Implant Standards

R. M. Lindstrom

R. R. Greenberg

R. L. Paul

(301)975-6281

(301) 975-6285

(301)975-6287

richard.Iindstromfe' nist.eov

robert.greenbergfenist.gov

rick.naulfe nist.gov

Boron and Nitrogen Thin Film and

Implant Standards Using Neutron Depth

Profiling

G. P. Lamaze

H. Chen-Mayer
(301) 975-6202

(301)975-3782

aeorge.lamazefenist.gov

heather.chen-maverfenist.gov

Effects of Elastic-Electron Scattering on

Measurements of Silicon Dioxide Film

Thickness by X-Ray Photoelectron

Spectroscopy

C. J. Powell

A. Jobionski (Inst, of

Physical Chemistry,

Warsaw Poland)

(301) 975-2534 cedric.povvellfenist.gov

Monte Carlo Methods for Optimizing the

Quantitative Analysis of Thin Layers,

Microparticles and Irregular Surfaces

John T. Armstrong (301)975-3929 iomi.armstronafe5nist.gov
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Phase Identification from sub 200 nm
Particles by Electron Backscatter Diffrac-

tion (EBSD)

John A. Small (301)975-3900 iohn.small@nist.gov

Thin Film Metrology Using X-Rays R. Matyi

R. D. Deslattes

(301) 975-4272

(301)975-4841

richard.matvifoinist.2ov

richard.deslattesdonist.2o\

Optical Metrology of the Si/Dielectric

Interface

S. Cundiff (303) 492-7854 sieven.cundiff@nist.gov

Measurements and Modeling for Electro-

deposited Interconnects

G. Stafford

T. Moffat

D. Josell

L. Richter

(301)975-6412

(301)975-2143

(301)975-5788

(301)975-4152

2erv.stafFordfonist.gov

thomas.muffat@mist.gov

danieI.iosellfdmist.gov

lee.richterfonist.gov

Interconnect Materials and Reliability

Metrology

D. Read

R. Keller

F. Fickett

M. Gaitan

(303) 497-3853

(303)497-7651

(303) 497-3785

(301)975-2070

read-fa boulder, n ist.gov

keiler@boulder.nist.gov

fickettfdboulder.nist.gov

michael.gaitan@nist.gov

Porous Thin Films Metrology for Low K
Dielectrics

B. Bauer

W. Wu
E. Lin

(301)975-6849

(301)975-6839

(301)975-6743

barrv.bauerfanist.gov

wen-li.wufanist.gov

eric.linfanist.gov

Interconnect Dielectric Characterization

Using Transmission-Line Measurement

M. Janezic

D. Williams

(303)497-3656

(303)497-3138

ianezicfd'boulder.nist.gov

dvlannboulder.nist.gov

X-Ray Tomography of Microstructures Z. Levine (301 )-975-5453 zacharv.levinefanist.gov

Solders and Solderability Measurements

for Microelectronics

F. Gayle

W. Boettinger

C. Handwerker

U. Kattner

M. Williams

(301)975-2659

(301)975-6160

(301)975-6158

(301)975-6044

(301)975-6170

frank.gavlefanist.gov

wiliiam.boettingerfanist.gov

carol.handwerkerfanist.gov

ursula.kattnerfamist.gov

maureen.williamsfdmist.gov

Wire Bonding to Cu/Low-k Semiconduc-

tor Devices

G. Harman

D. Kelley

C. Johnson

(301) 975-2097

(301)975-6410

(301) 975-6409

georce.harmanfdmist.gov

david.kel levfdmist .gov

Christian, iohnsonfdmist.gov

Tin Whisker Mechanisms C. Johnson

W. Boettinger

K. Moon
M. Williams

(301)975-6409

(301)975-6160

(301)975-6148

(301)975-6170

christian.iohnsonfdmist.gov

william.boettingerfdnist.gov

kil-won.moonfdinist.gov

maureen.williamsfd nist.gov

Wafer Level Underfill - Experiment and

Modeling

D. Josell

W. Wallace

D. Wheeler

(301)975-5788

(301)975-5886

(301)975-8358

darnel, iosell@nist.gov

vvilliam.wallacefdmist.gov

damel.vvheeier@nist.gov

Solder Interconnect Design J. Warren

C. Handwerker

(301)975-5708

(301)975-6158

james.warrenfa nist.gov

carol.handvverkeLd-nist.gov

X-Ray Studies of Electronic Materials T. Siewert

D. Balzar

C. McCowan

(303)497-3523

(303) 497-3006

(303) 497-3699

siewert@boulder.nist.gov

baizar@bouider.mst.gov

mccowan@bouider.nist.gov

Packaging Reliability E. Drexler

A. Slifka

(303)497-5350

(303) 497-3744

drexlerfdTboulder.nist.gov

slifka@boulder.nist.gov

Permittivity of Polymer Films in the

Microwave Range

J. Obrzut

C. K. Chiang

(301)975-6845

(301)975-3988

ian.obrzutfd nist.gov

ckchiang@nist.gov

Texture Measurements in Thin Film

Electronic Materials

M. Vaudin (301) 975-5799 rnark.vmudinfamist.gov

Ferroelectric Domain Stability Measure-

ments

G. White

J. Blendell

(301)975-5752

(301) 975-5796

gradv.white@mist.gov

iohn.bIendell@nist.gov

Wafer and Chuck Flatness Metrology A. Davies

C. Evans

T. Schmitz

(301) 975-3743

(301)975-4692

(301)975-8346

angela.davies@nist.gov

christooher.evans@riist.gov

tonv.schmitzfdmist.gov

Modeling and Measurements of Particles T. Germer

G. Mulholland

(301)975-2876

(301) 975-6695

thomas.germerfd nist.gov

georee.mulholland@nist.2ov

NIST
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High-Resolution Microcalorimeter X-Ray

Spectrometer for Chemical Analysis

D. Rudman
D. Wollnaan

S. Nam
G. Hilton

K. Irwin

J. Martinis

(303)497-5081

(303) 497-7457

(303)497-3148

(303) 497-5679

(303)497-5911

(303) 497-3597

rudmanftfboulder.nist . got

wollmantc boulder.nist.gov

namttsftfboinder.nist.gov

hiitongftfhouider.nist.gov

irwinftfbouidet.nist.gov

martin isftv houlde r . nist.gov

Thermophysical Properties of Gases Used

in Semiconductor Processmg

J. J. Hurly

K. A. Gillis

M. R. Moldover

(301) 975-2476

(301)975-2468

(301)975-2459

?ohn.huriv(a ni st .gov

keith.gillisftfnist.eov

michael.moldoverftynist.gov

Models and Data for Chemical Vapor

Deposition

R. Davis

D. R. Burgess, Jr.

J. E. Maslar

E. F. Moore
R. L. Axelbaum

(Washington Univ.)

S. H. Ehrman (Univ. of

Maryland)

(301) 975-2739

(301)975-2614

(301)975-4182

(301)975-2582

ronakidavisft) nist.eov

dona Id.burses s(« ;ni st.20v

iames.maslarft/!nist.gov

eiizabeth.mooreftf.nist.gov

Temperature Measurements and Standards

for Rapid Thermal Processing

K. Kreider

C. W. Meyer
V. P. Scheuerman

W. C. Ausherman

D. P. DeWitt

B. K. Tsai

(301) 975-2619

(301)975-4825

(301)975-4755

(301)975-4810

(301) 975-4199

(301)975-2347

kenneth.kreider&nistgov

Christopher.meverfa, nist.gov

vincent.scheuermanftinisi.eov

wavne .aushermanftr nist.gov

david.dewiffft7nist.gov

beniamin.tsaiftrtmst.gov

Standards for Low Concentrations of

Water Vapor in Gases

J. Hodges

G. Scace

P. H. Huang
W. W. Miller

D. C. Hovde (Univ. of

Maryland)

(301) 975-2605

(301)975-2626

(301) 975-2621

(301)975-3107

iosenh.hodgestdnist.gov

gregorv.scaceft^nisT.gov

peter.huan.gftrnist.gov

w.millerfti nist.gov

Plasma Process Metrology M. Sobolewski

K. Steffens

J. Olthoff

Y. Wang
L. Christophorou

A. Goyette

E. Benck

(301)975-2980

(301)975-2656

(301)975-2431

(301)975-4278

(301)975-2432

(301)975-2502

(301)975-3697

mark. sobolewski(5inist.gov

iames.olthofffti nist.gov

vicheng.wangft? nist.gov

ioucas.christoporouftfnist.eot

amanda.2ovetteft?:nist.go\

eric.benckftfnist.gov

Development of Quantitative Measure-

ments for Vacuum Process Control

J. P. Looney

R. F. Berg

D. S. Green (Univ. of

Maryland)

(301)975-4525

(301)975-2466

(301)975-4869

iohn.loonevftf ni st.gov

robert.berg-fa'nist.eov

david.ereenftfnist.gov

Metrology for Simulation and Computer-

Aided Design

A. Hefner (301)975-2071 alien,he fnerft/mist,gov

Non-Linear Device Metrology and

Modeling

D. DeGroot (303)497-7212 degrootft/ boulder.nist.gov

At-Speed Test of Digital integrated

Circuits

D. Williams

J. Moreland

J. Kopanski

(303)497-3138

(303)497-3641

(301)975-2089

dvlantelboulder.nist.eov

moreiandftrboulder.nist.20v

ioseph.konanskiftg
.
nist.gov

Measurements for Complex Electronic

Systems

G. Stenbakken (301)975-2440 gerard . stenbakkenftfn ist.gov

NIST/SEMATECH Engineering Statistics

Internet Handbook

M. C. Croarkm

W. Guthrie

A. Heckert

(301) 975-2849

(301) 975-2854

(301) 975-2899

earroll.croarkmftVnist.gov

wiIHam.giitlLnet5nist.cov

alan.heckert(a nist.gov
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IV. Abbreviations and Acronyms
AC
ADR
AEM
AES
AFM
ALMWG
AMAG
ANSI
ARXPS
ASPE
ATP
BCB
BESOI
BGA
BIPM
BIST

BST
C-AFM
C-V
CAD
CCD
CD
CMOS
CMP
CRADA
CRDS
CSP
CTCMS
CVD
DC
DFT
DMA
DRAM
DSP
DUV
EBSD
EELS
EDC
EDS
EMC
EMI
EPMA
EUV
FIFEM
FIM
FWHM
GIXR/SE
GIXPS
HRTEM
HSQ

alternating current

adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator

analytical electron microscopy

Auger-electron spectroscopy

atomic force microscope

Analytical Laboratory Managers Working Group (ISMT)

Advanced Metrology Advisory Group (ISMT)

American National Standards Institute

angle resolved x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

American Society of Professional Engineers

Advanced Technology Program (NIST)

benzocyclobutene

bond and etch-back silicon-on-insulator

ball-gnd array

Bureau International des Poids et Mesures

built-in self-test

barium strontium titanate

calibrated atomic force microscope (NIST)

capacitance-voltage

computer-aided design

charge-coupled device

critical dimension

complementary metal oxide semiconductor

chem-mechanical polishing

Cooperative Research and Development Agreement

cavity nng-down spectroscopy

chip-scale package

Center for Theoretical and Computational Materials Science (NIST)

chemical vapor deposition

direct current

design-for-test

differential mobility analyzer

dynamic random-access memory
digital signal processing

deep ultraviolet

electron backscatter diffraction

electron energy loss spectroscopy

embedded decoupling capacitance

energy-dispersive spectroscopy

electromagnetic compatibility

electromagnetic interference

electron probe microanalysis

extreme ultraviolet

field ion field emission microscope

field ion microscope

full-width half-maximum

grazing incidence x-ray reflection/spectrascopic ellipsometry

grazing incidence x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

high resolution transmission electron microscope

hydrogen silsesquoxane

NET1
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I-V current-voltage

IGBT insulated-gate bipolar transistor

IPC Association Connecting Electronics Industries

ISMT International SEMATECH
ISO International Organization for Standardization

ITRS International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors

LEED low-energy electron diffraction

LER line-edge roughness

LFPG low frost-point generator

LOCOS LOCal oxidation of silicon

LPP laser-produced plasma

LPRT light-pipe radiation thermometer

MBE molecular beam epitaxy

MEMS micro-electro-mechanical systems

MFC mass flow controller

MMIC millimeter and microwave integrated circuits

MOS metal-oxide-semiconductor

MOSFET metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor

MUX multiplex

NCMS National Center for Manufacturing Sciences

NDP neutron depth profiling

NGL next generation lithography

NEMI National Electronics Manufacturing Initiative

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

NLO non-linear optical

NSOM nearfield scanning optical microscopy

OMAG Overlay Metrology Advisory Group (ISMT)

PED Precision Engineering Division (NIST)

PLEF planar laser-induced fluorescence

PMI phase-measuring interferometer

PTB Physikalisch-Techmsche Bundesanstalt

PZT lead zirconium titanate

QM quantum mechanics

RAM Random-access memory

RGA residual gas analyzer

RTA rapid thermal annealing

RTP rapid thermal processing

SANS small-angle neutron scattering

SBIR Small Business Innovative Research

SCM scanning capacitance microscope

SEM scanning electron microscope

SHG second harmonic generation

SLA Semiconductor Industry Association

SIMOX separation by implantation of oxygen

SIMS secondary-ion mass spectrometry

SoC system-on-chip

SOI silicon on insulator

SPM scanning probe microscope

SRC Semiconductor Research Corporation

SRM&
Standard Reference Material

SSHG surface second-harmonic generation

SSIS surface-scanning inspection system

SURF ID Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility III

NIST
National Institute oS Standards and Technology
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TCAD technology computer-aided design

TDDB time-dependent dielectric breakdown

TDR time-domain reflectometry

TEM transmission electron microscope

TFTC thin-film thermocouple

TOF time-of-flight

TMAH tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide

UHV ultra-high vacuum

UV ultraviolet

WMS wavelength modulation spectroscopy

VUV vacuum ultraviolet

XPS x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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